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ABSTRACT 

The basic structure of a theory is formulated for 

systems whose behavior can be characterized by a system goal. 

On the fundamental concepts of a system, as a relation 

between a set of input functions and a set of output 

functions,and of a performance index,which linearly orders 

the pairs in the system relation, a system goal is defined 

in set theoretic terms. The quantification of a system goal 

as thus developed is next joined with the basic system con

cept to provide a definition of goal seeking systems. A 

natural division of such systems into two classes is made 

to distinguish between systems whose output is optimal for a 

given input and those which select the best input to 

produce an output conforming to prescribed specifications. 

Several theorems are next presented which demonstrate 

formally the applicability of the theory to existing formal

ized systems. Following this is a selection of problems, from 

such diverse fields as classical mechanics, decision theory, 

economics, operations research and traffic flow, to which the 

theory is applied to provide deeper insight into the concept 

and to motivate further theoretical developments. 

Coupling of goal seeking systems is treated in a 

formal manner. The conditions under which goal seeking 
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systems can be coupled in cascade or in feedback configu

rations to produce a resultant goal seeking system of the 

same type are developed. There follow two applications 

of coupled goal seeking systems to illustrate the theoretical 

concepts of coupling. 

Comparability of goal seeking systems is next con

sidered and the definition ofliomomorphic and isomorphic 

images of goal seeking systems is presented. Several 

applications of this concept are then offered to illustrate 

its usefulness. 

Conclusions are presented, and areas for future 

investigation in further development of the theory are 

suggested. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A large class of natural and man-made phenomena has 

in the past been generalized under the descriptive title 

"system". Such phenomena characteristically consist of 

assemblages of objects that demonstrate some form of con

trolled interaction or regulating influence. However, the 

idea of analyzing such collections by viewing them as corpo

rate wholes is a relatively recent development that has led 

to what many call the "system concept". Initially, systems 

analysts and designers drew on whatever existing theory 

appeared pertinent to meet the requirements of the particular 

problem at hand. It was apparent that underlying these 

varied systems, drawn from many specialized fields of investi 

gation, there is a basic similarity of structure and of 

structural relationships. This realization has more recently 

evoked interest in further probing these similarities with 

the aim of developing a theoretical basis for the design and 

analysis of systems. It is in furtherance of this develop

ment of system theory that this document is written. 

Systems and System Theory 

The use of the word "system" to connote a class of 

interacting objects is well established. The human system, 

1 
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the system of government of the United States and the Penn

sylvania Railroad System are fairly commonplace illustrations 

of the use of "system" in this context. However, at the 

outset it will be useful to have a firm idea of the meanings 

normally associated with the word "system", and so we take 

the following definitions from the dictionary (Webster's 

Sixth New Collegiate Dictionary 19&4J: 

System- la: a complex unity formed of many often 
diverse parts subiect to a common plan or serving 
a common purpose b: an aggregation or assemblage 
of objects joined in regular interaction or inter
dependence: a set of units combined by nature or 
art to form an integral organic or organized whole: 
an orderly working totality: a coherent unifi
cation. . . c: a group of bodies (as the solar 
system) moving together in an interrelated pattern 
or under the influence of related forces or attrac
tions. 

These definitions clearly encompass a variety of 

collections which operate together under some form of regu

latory influence and which are of general, technical and 

theoretical interest. Thus an intuitive feel for the system 

concept is shared, in general, by the layman, the technician 

and the system theorist. Its abstractness makes it attrac

tive to each of these individuals, but for somewhat different 

reasons. 

The layman is provided a convenience that permits him 

to discuss in general terms a complex concept in which his 

concern is chiefly with qualitative manifestations or impli

cations. In contrast, the technician, in applying the system 

concept to his area of specialization, is interested in 
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quantitative measures of the inputs and outputs of the system 

and possibly even measures of the values of intermediate 

variables. His level of abstraction may well be a mathemati

cal model of the system he is analyzing. The system theorist, 

seeing similarities in systems or models of systems in the 

various specialized areas, may through further abstraction 

and simplification reduce these to a single model. To the 

theorist this model represents a class of models used by 

technicians, and his objective is further to distill this 

class of models to develop their common properties. 

Interest in system theory as a field of research is 

relatively new; consequently, comparatively few publications 

on this subject have appeared to date. The work presently 

in progress in systems engineering departments at univer

sities may well be considered as pioneering effort in the 

development of system theory. This is not to imply that 

individuals have not already made significant contributions; 

especially is this true in the area of finite state machines, 

where there have been several excellent theoretical public

ations, for example Gill (1962) and Hartmanis and Stearns 

(1966) to name but two. 

Despite its recent development, several different 

views are evident among the authoritative writers on system 

theory. For example, Gill (1962) and Hartmanis and Stearns 

(1966) in their books on the theory of those systems classed 

as finite state machines have defined "system", used in this 
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context, in precise mathematical language. Wymore (1967), 

writing on general system theory, has adopted a similar view

point and, based on the concept of state, has provided a 

comprehensive definition of a general system. Porter (1966), 

on the other hand, has reasoned that systems are represent-

able as correspondences between input and output elements 

and has purposely avoided any definition of "system", relying 

instead on the individual's intuitive understanding of its 

meaning. 

Under the concept of state variables used by Wymore 

(1967) in developing a general theory of systems, state is 

an undefined term describing in some sense the condition of 

the system at any instant of time. The sequence of states 

through which the system passes in a period of time repre

sents the actual chronological behavior of the system and is 

called the state trajectory. Given the value of the state 

variable at any instant, the state trajectory is then determi

nable from the input alone by means of the state transition 

function. Output may then be determined at a given instant, 

either as a function of input and state, or as a function 

only of the state of the system. 

In contrast to the concept of state variables, the 

approach taken here is essentially that a system is a re

lation between the input space and the output space. Although 

Windeknecht and Mesarovic (1967) used this concept in de

fining a "terminal system", they subsequently joined the 



state variable concept to this idea. In this development of 

goal seeking systems we shall maintain the distinction 

between the two concepts. Rather than focusing attention on 

the instantaneous changes occurring within the system, a 

global outlook is adopted. The object of interest is the 

total response of the system to a particular input as viewed 

over the entire period of operation. 

Goal Seeking Systems 

The goal seeking systems that we shall consider in 

detail have also appropriately been called teleological 

systems since their operations are indeed shaped by their 

purpose or aim. There is in existence an abundance of such 

systems which, for practical reasons, are meaningfully viewed 

over the entire span of their response to an applied input 

and whose responses are regulated by an imposed or adopted 

goal. 

The purpose of this paper is to present the founda

tions for a theory which will permit modeling the possible 

behavior of such systems, will incorporate their important 

characterizing features, and will illustrate how, in particu

lar cases, computational methods may be developed. Gener

ally, goal seeking systems may be characterized by a class 

of possible input functions, a class of possible output 

functions, a performance index which provides some measure 

of system efficiency or effectiveness and a system goal. 



The system goal may be either: (1) to optimize the perform

ance index for a given input, or (2) to optimize the perform

ance index based on only those outputs which conform to certain 

prescribed standards or specifications. 

Systems of the type described occur often enough in 

economic, organizational and engineering contexts to warrant 

interest in developing a theory specifically "for modeling 

their behavior. The following are-brief illustrations of sys

tems of this type which are encountered with some frequency. 

Figure 1 represents a filter system, the input to 

which consists of a meaningful signal and extraneous noise. 

The goal of the system is the selection of that output which 

most nearly represents the meaningful signal input or which 

minimizes the effect of the extraneous signal in reproducing 

the meaningful portion of the input. This goal is obviously 

of the first type that was discussed above. 

Input 

meaningful 

signal * 

extraneous 
signal * 

Output 

Figure 1. Filter System 
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The performance of an organization may also be modeled 

as a goal seeking system. For example we may conceive the 

operation of an organization as a system whose inputs are the 

various possible combinations of man-hours, money and raw 

materials that are allocated for consumption during the peri

od. Assume that there are several different items produced 

by the organization and that corresponding to any input there 

are various possible combinations of the quantities in which 

these items may be produced. Then the system outputs are 

vectors, each component representing the quantity of one of 

the items that can be produced in combination with the simi

larly represented quantities of the other items. The specific 

output that is to be associated with a given input is then 

dependent upon what criterion the organization uses to judge 

the effectiveness of its operations. This criterion in 

conjunction with an appropriate policy exemplifies the system 

goal since together they determine the performance of the 

organization. For example if profit is the criterion used 

to judge relative effectiveness of input-output pairs and the 

organizational policy is to maximize profit, then that out

put which with the given input is most profitable will be 

determined or selected by the system goal. Other criteria 

and policies may similarly be combined to form alternative 

goals for the organization, and we may expect that these 

other goals will result in different performance by the 

system. 
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In the chapter which follows, formal definitions of 

goal seeking systems and the related concepts alluded to in 

the foregoing discussion are presented and discussed in 

some detail. Based on these definitions several theorems 

are proved to demonstrate the applicability of the theory 

to existing formalized systems. 

Following-this, in Chapter 3, a selection of 

problems from various applied areas is presented in order 

to provide greater insight into the concept of goal seeking 

systems and to motivate the succeeding theoretical develop

ments. The variety of problems, drawn from such diverse 

fields of study as classical mechanics, decision theory, 

economics, operations research and traffic flow, is intended 

also to indicate the broad scope of the concept to provide 

initial justification for its designation as a theory. 

In Chapter 4 the thread of the theoretical develop

ment is retrieved. Here, the possibility of interconnecting 

goal seeking systems in cascade and feedback configurations, 

so that the resultant is itself a goal seeking system, is 

explored in a formal manner. The chapter concludes with 

two applications of the theory as thus extended. 

Chapter S continues—the development of the theory 

with a discussion of the comparability of goal seeking 

systems. Conditions are specified under which one goal 

seeking system may be called the homomorphic image of 

another goal seeking system, and two illustrations of the 



usefulness of the concept are presented. The closing 

chapter offers the major conclusions of the study and 

suggests areas for further extensions of the theory." 



CHAPTER 2 

SYSTEMS DEFINITIONS 

Several theoretical approaches to the analysis and 

design of systems are currently in use by the engineering 

profession. Each of these is based upon a mathematical 

structure which assures the validity of conclusions reached 

by the proper application of the theoretical methods. Of 

these approaches to lumped parameter systems, the Laplace 

transform technique in the case of linear, time-invariant 

systems, has been one of the most widely used methods. The 

more recently adapted state variable approach, which permits 

time-domain analysis, offers some significant advantages in 

many applications including analyses of time-varying and 

nonlinear systems. 

A third approach to systems analysis and design, 

which is more direct than either or the foregoing, views a 

system simply as an operation which transforms the system 

input into the system output. Certainly the idea, that a 

system receives various input data on which it performs 

specific operations resulting in the system output, is in 

accordance with our intuitive concept of system performance. 

This view of a system, as simply a correspondence between 

the inputs and the outputs, is the basic concept adopted 

10 
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for the purpose of this study. It offers several immedi

ately apparent advantages, among which are (1) the fact that 

in many systems several outputs may correspond to a single 

input, e.g, linear programming problems and probabalistic 

systems, (2) the fact that the system response is associated 

with an entire class of inputs rather than a particular 

element, and (3) the general properties of the system are 

not obscured by the need to formulate the model in terms of 

specific characteristics of the system (Porter, 1966). 

Definitions 

The fundamental definition on which the ensuing 

theoretical development of goal seeking systems is based is 

that of a general time system or more simply, a system. In 

this and the definitions to follow, R is the set of real 

n u m b e r s ,  I  i s  t h e  s e t  o f  i n t e g e r s  i n c l u d i n g  0 ,  a n d  1 , 1  ,  

I+ are the negative, non-negative and positive integers, 

respectively. 

Definition 2.1: System or General Time System 

Let X and Y be nonempty sets of functions defined on a 

nonempty set TC R with values in nonempty sets P and Q, respec

tively; let S be a relation such that SC XxY and for every 

xQeX there exists yeY such that (x0,y)eS and for every y0«Y 

there exists xeX such that (x,y0)eS. Then the sextuple 

Z»{X,P,Y,Q,T,S} is a system. 
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Discussion. From the viewpoint of this definition, 

a system is a device whose external manifestations are of 

primary interest at the moment. We may have now or we may 

require later precise knowledge of the operation of the 

system. However, for the purpose of the definition atten

tion is focused on inputs, the values in P of the functions 

in X, and the outputs, the values in Q of the functions iiT 

Y. In the majority of the systems" to be considered P will 

be some subset of Rn and Q will be a subset of Rm where n, 

mel*. The device is then conceived to have input ports so 

that a vector of n inputs can be simultaneously applied. 

The range of permissible values at each input port is speci

fied by a component of P. Similarly there are m output 

ports, so that the output is also vector-valued, and the 

range of values of the ith component of the output is speci

fied by the ith component of Q. The time history of the 

input, or the chronology of the variation in values to be 

assumed by the input, is specified by an element in X, a 

set of functions defined on the set T. The set T is the 

time set of the system and is a subset of the real numbers 

R. The time set represents the period of existence of Z or 

the period of time during which we are interested in the per

formance of Z. The elements of Y are also vector-valued 

functions defined on T and provide the time history of the 

system outputs. Especially worthy of note is the generality 

of the definition with regard to the correspondence between 



the elements of X and those of Y. We have required here 

only that S be a relation so that S determines those func

tions in Y which correspond over the period T to a speci

fied function in X. The fact that there may be many func

tions in Y which correspond to a particular function in X, 

and conversely, is typical of a great many systems. In 

passing we may also note that an attendant problem of many 

such systems is that of selecting from among all of the 

outputs corresponding to a given input the one or ones which 

may be preferred for some reason over the others. 

This definition of a general time system obviously 

is intended to encompass an extremely..broad class of such 

sextuples while imposing a minimum of restrictions on the 

constituents thereof. The advantage of this will be empha

sized in theorems to be presented later which will indicate 

the applicability of the concepts here defined. Some 

further refinements are needed first, however, to enable us 

to discuss the subclass of goal seeking systems. Adhering 

to the procedure of first defining and then reviewing the 

implications of the definition, we consider next functional 

systems. 

Definition 2.2: Functional System 

Let Z«{X,P,Y,Q,T,F) be a system. Then Z is a 

functional system if and only if the relation F is a map 

such that F:X+Y. 
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Discussion. The innovation here which distinguishes 

the subclass of functional systems in the class of general 

time systems is the requirement that there be a map F:X+Y 

rather than simply a relation Sc XxY. Thus foT a given xeX 

we have a unique function y specified by F. Obviously if we 

are given any system Z«{X,P,Y,Q,T,S}, it is possible for us 

to select from the relation Sc XxY a subset FCS where F is 

a map. Thus embedded in any system Z-{X,P,Y,Q,T,S>, such 

that S is not a map, is a class of functional systems {Zq: 

oeA}, each of the form Z "{X,P,Y .Q .T,F ) , where FC S, 
01 QK CI CI w 

YqC Y and Qa"{y(t): yeY^, teT}c Q, and A is some index set for 

the class {Z :acA}. Similarly, we observe that we may 
s 

embed a functional system in a general time system by adhering 

to the requirements on the various sets noted above. We turn 

now to the concepts of a performance index and a system goal, 

defining the former first. 

Definition 2.3: Performance Index 

Let Z»{X,P,Y,Q,T,S} be a system; let I:S-»-R define a 

linear order on S; and let (x,y), (x*,y*)eS. Then if 

I(x,y)<1(x*,y*), the ordered pair (x,y) is not preferred to 

the ordered pair (x*,y*) and this relation may be written as 

(x,y)<(x\y*) . The map I is a performance index for Z. 

Discussion. The performance index is seen to provide 

a measure of the relative desirability or preferability of 

the possible pairings of system inputs and outputs in S. 



The meaning of the expression "not preferred" in the fore

going definition is consistent with that of "prefer" taken 

from the dictionary (Webster's 1964): "Prefer-2: to have a 

preference for: choose: like better: value more highly." 

Thus the performance index may assign a greater 

number to one pair than to another in S solely on the basis 

of choice. Assume for example, that in a system Z«{X»P,Y, 

Q,T,S), the relation S between the functions xcX and yeY is 

defined by y-D~*x, where X is the set of functions defined 

and anti-differentiable on T and where D"* is the anti-

derivative operator. Then S is a one to many correspondence, 

since any member of the set {y+C: y-D^x and CcR is arbitrary} 

corresponds to the function xcX. Assume further that the 

functions in both sets X and Y are defined on the time set 

T"[0,1], and P"Q»R. Then we may, if we choose, assign for 

every xcX the value 1 to each of the pairs in S such that 

y(0)«0 and y(l)-l and assign the value 0 to all other pairs 

in S. By so doing we have established a linear order on S 

based on our choice of a particular subset, of pairs in S. 

On the other hand, it may well be that an order 

relation for S is explicit in the manner of system perform

ance of Z so that more highly valued input-output pairs are 

inherently identifiable. In illustration, suppose that to 

the preceding example we add the fact that the average cost 

of system operation over the period T"[0,1] is expressed by 



[ lxy dt-f1 

Jo Jo 
Lxy dt-\X ^ y dt- 2L. 
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t-1 

t-0 
'1/2 [y2(i) -y2(o) ]. Cl) 

Then a cost figure is explicitly associated with each input-

output pair in S by the manner of operation of Z. Thus 

explicit in the operation of Z is a measure of the intrinsic 

value to the system of each of the input-output pairs in S. 

It will be useful in the next definition to employ 

the idea of a bounded mapping in conjunction with the concept 

of a performance index. A mapping of a nonempty set into a 

metric space is called a bounded mapping if its range is a 

bounded set (Simmons 1963). Since the performance index I is 

a map from a nonempty set S into the metric space of real 

numbers, we may properly speak of bounded performance indices. 

This concept of a bounded performance index is fundamental to 

the next definition. 

However, before formalizing the next concept, that 

of a system goal, some preliminary discussion will be help

ful. As implied by its designation, a system goal combines 

the concept of a system with that of a goal. The dictionary 

(Webster's 1964) provides the following definition of goal: 

". . . 2. The end toward which effort or ambition is 

directed: AIM, PURPOSE <***, a - to strive for -C.C. 

Furnas >: a condition or state to be brought about through a 

course of action. . .". The idea of "goal" as it is used 

in the context of "system goal" is closely allied to the 

concepts presented above. Katz and Kahn (1966), in noting 
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that "The consideration of organizational goals by policy 

makers may move in the direction of (1) sharpening and 

clarifying organizational purposes and excluding irrelevant 

activities, (2) adding new objectives, (3) shifting priori

ties among objectives, . . ascribe essentially the same 

meaning to organizational goals as is formalized for system 

goals in Definition 2.4 below. 

Basically, we conceive a system goal to be the pur

pose or objective of the system which can generally be put 

in the form of an infinitive phrase "to perform . . ."or 

"to operate. . .". For example, a system goal might be 

stated as: "to perform the required task in a manner that 

will provide the greatest safety to operating personnel" or 

"to operate the production facility according to a schedule 

that will meet sales forecasts and minimize inventory holding 

costs." Therefore, the phrase "purpose of the system" is 

taken here to mean, broadly, the situation that is desired 

in terms of preferred input-output pairs of the system as 

measured by an appropriate performance index against a 

specified standard. 

Definition 2.4: System e-Goal and System Goal 

Let Z"{X,P,Y,Q,T,S} be a system; let S* be any subset 

of S; let I:S*R be a performance index for Z bounded above; 

and let Sup I "G(S*)eR. Then for any e>0, a system c-goal 
(x,y)«S* 

of Z with respect to S» and I is the set S**-{(x,y):(x,y)eS«, 



G(S*)-I(x,y)<«). And if Sup I "Max I , then for e-0 a 
(x,y)cS* (x,y)eS* 

system goal of Z with respect to S* and I is the set 

S»*-{(x,y):(x,y)«S*, G(S*)-I(x,y)}. 

Discussion. It is emphasized that in Definition 2.4 

G(S*) is simply a number and is not the system goal, G(S*) 

is a standard, specifying a definite level, against which the 

various methods of system performance are compared, but it 

is not the goal. The meaning which is associated with the 

system c-goal with respect to S* and I is that from S*c.s 

the system, if operating in accordance with its goal, 

selects the ordered pair or pairs (x,y) for which I(x,y) 

>G(S*)-e. For convenience the value of Sup I is termed 
(x.y)cS« 

G(S*), and any pair (x,y)eS* such that I(x,y)>G(S*)-cis said 

to satisfy the system c-goal for Z with respect to S* and I. 

In the event that not only is I a bounded performance 

index but also I attains its maximum value for some pair in 

S*, this maximum value of I is again for convenience desig

nated as G(S*), and the set S*«{ (x,y) : (x,y)kS*, I(x,y) 
v 

»G(S*)} is termed simply a system goal "for Z. Then any pair 

(x,y)*S* such that I(xfy)"G(S*) is said to satisfy the system 

goal for Z with respect to S* and I. 

To further illustrate the concept of goals, consider 

the system defined as follows. Z»{X,P,Y,Q,T,S} where 

T"[0,2]; P»{1,...,k) C.I**; X-txJX-XjCt)*! (i-l,...,k), tcTJ; 
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Y*{y:y:T>R is continuous; y(t)»tn for n-1,2,..., and tc[0,l], 

y(t)"l for tc(l,2]>; Q"[0,1]; S»X*Y. Assume that Z has a 

performance index I: S-»R which is defined by 

;,y)-P 
)( 

• 2  
*y dt. (2) 

'0 

Then suppose that we are interested in the system 

c-goal that is associated with the subset S*«{x:x(t)-1, 

' 2  

(x,y)eS* (x,y)cS* Jo 
t«T}*YCS. In this case G(S*)«Sup I "Sup - \ xy dt 

'  -- - - •  j t  

t"*1 
•Sup -(i 

1 
•t 
0 

2 1 
)"Sup -(—=— +1)«-1. Then for any c»0, the 
1 n n+1 n n+1 

system c-goal is the set (x,y) : (x,y)eS*, -1-1 (x,y)<e>. 

Thus, if c-0.01, then S**-{(x,y):(x,y)cS*, I (x,y)>.-1.01}. 

This implies that 

'2 
l*y dt>-1.01 (3) 

ftndt42dt- -i-
-Jo •>! n+! 

or \ t dt*\ dt- +1<1.01. 
n+1 

1 . 1 Hence <—=— or n>99. Consequently all pairs (x,y)«S*cS 
n+l"~100 

such that x*l for all te[0,2] and 

for n»99 and tc[0,l] (4) 

tc[l,2] 

satisfy the system c-goal for e»0.01. Clearly, since ycY 

implies that y is continuous on [0,2], the function 

tc[0,l] 
(5) 

tc(l,2] < 
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is not in Y. Hence, Max I does not exist on S*. There-
(x,y)eS* 

fore, a system goal for Z with respect to S* and I based on 

the specified performance index is not satisfied by any sub

set of S* and hence is inappropriate. 

An important point should be noted here. To each 

x-x^eX (i-l,...,k) there corresponds a subset of S of the 

form {x:x(t)"i}*Y, which we may denote here by S(x^). Then 

for each different value of i, we have a different value of 

G(S(xj))"-i(i"l,...,k). Therefore, if, for a given e>0, 

we are interested in representing the behavior of Z by 

specifying for each xeX the associated system c-goal, we must 

determine k system e-goals, each corresponding to one of the 

Suppose we define a functional system I*. by replacing 

S in Z by the set F»{(x,y) :xcX,yeY^y(t)-tx mo(* 5+* for 

tc[0,1], y(t)-l for tc(l,2]}. Then Z'-{X,P,Y,Q,T,F). Then 

suppose that for e"0 we desire to represent the behavior 

of Z' for different functions in Y as specified by values of 

nc{l,2,3,4,5}. To each different value of n there corres

ponds a subset of F which we may denote by F[yn]"X*{y:y«tn, 

te[0,l]; y»lt tc(l,2]>. Therefore, we may represent the 

behavior of Z' by specifying for each of the selected func

tions ycY, corresponding to an ne{l,2,3,4,5) the associated 

system goal. Obviously, there will be a goal corresponding 

S(xt) (i-1 9 • • • 9 k). 

to every nc{1,2,3,4,5), where G(F[y 
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•\ x dt]-sup •-t4r *i] "• SJr-
J1 ic[l,kloI n*1 11+1 

In addition to representing the behavior of a system 

for system goals or c-goals for individual input functions 

or particular classes of output functions, representation of 

the performance based on an arbitrary set of input-output 

pairs may also be of interest. In the original system 

Za(X,P,Y,Q,T,S} under discussion we may wish to describe the 

goal seeking behavior of the system by the system e-goal 

corresponding to an arbitrary subset S*£ S, e.g. S*»(x:x(t)"i 

(i"2,3,25))*Y. In this case we obtain G(S(2))--2, G(S(3))--3 

G(S(25))»-25, so that G(S*)"-2. Then for anyi>0 the system 

e-goal is the set S**-{(x,y):(x,y)-(x,y)eS*, -2-1(x,y)<e>. 

Thus, system performance conforms to the system goal only 

if x(t)"2 for all tcT, and ycY is such that I(x,y)t-2-e. 

In the definition of goal seeking systems which 

follows, we make use of two types of subsets of the system 

relation S, examples of which appeared in the preceding 

discussions. To illustrate the first type, let xQ be any 

function in X, then S(x0)"{(xQ,y):(xQ,y)eS}cs. For the 

second type, we assume that [yQ]c:Y is an equivalence class 

in Y and then define S[yoJ«{(x,y):yc[y0],(x,y)«S)C S. With 

this notation and the preceding remarks we are in position 

now to define goal seeking systems, the concept that is 

fundamental to all that follows. 
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Definition 2.5: Goal Seeking Systems. 

(a) A goal seeking system is a triple {Z,ItS}, where 

Z»{X,P,Y,Q,T,S} is a system, and I:S-»-R is a performance index 

for Z bounded above, and S»{S*:aeA, S*CS} is a covering of 

S, such that for any e>0(e>0i£G(S*)«Max I), S**«{(x,y):(x,y) 
~ ° S* 

a 
cS*cS, G(SJ)-I(x,y)£cJ is a nonempty system e-goal (goal if 

c«0) of Z with respect to S* and I, which specifies the 

behavior of Z. 

(b) A functional goal seeking system is a goal 

seeking system {Z,I,S> such that Z is a functional system. 

(c) A type I goal seeking system is a goal seeking 

system such that the covering S»{S(xo): x^eX, S(xQ)CS}. 

(d) A functional type I goal seeking system is a 

type I goal seeking system such that Z is a functional system. 

(e) A type II goal seeking system is a functional 

goal seeking system such that the covering S*{S[yQ]:yQeY, 

[y0]C Y, S[yo]cS>. 

Discussion. In essence if {Z,I,S} is a type I goal 

seeking system, then Z»{X,P,Y,Q,T,S> must be a system for 

which there is defined a performance index I:S+R that is 

bounded above, and corresponding to each xQcX there must be a 

set S(x0)eS, where S is a covering of S. Then for any xQeX 

and c>0 the goal seeking behavior of {Z,I,S> is characterized 

by a system c-goal (or goal if c»0) of the form s*(*0)"tCx0, 

y):(x0,y)eS(x0), G(S(x0))-I(x0,y)<e> where G(S(xo)) 

•Sup I 
(x0,y)eS(x0) 
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In illustration, we formulate an example by consid

ering a system Z«{X,P,Y,Q,T,S} having constituent elements 

defined as follows. The set X consists of all continuous 

functions having continuous first derivatives defined on the 

set T«[0,L]C R. Then, corresponding to each xeX, let (y(x)) 

be the set of all functions defined on T that approximate x 

by a linear combination of"Timetions drawn from the following 

class {sin(n*t/L): n-1,2,...}. Then Y» ij {y(x):[y(x)](t) 

N f t  * l X  

- T a„ sin(nwt/L), a„"2/L| x(t)sin(n*t/L)dt, N-1,2,...}; 
n-1 n n J0 

Q*{[y(x)J(t): y(x)eY, teT}; and S-{(x,y(x)): xeX, y(x)cY}. 

Now, let a performance index for Z be the map I:S-+R defined 

by I(x,y)»-Sup|x-y(x)|. Further, let S»{S(x ): x eX, 
teT 

S(xo)CS), which is a covering of S since Z is a system. 

Then, as defined, the triple {Z,I,S} is a type I goal seeking 

system. To show this, note first that Z is a system according 

to Definition 2.1. Further, for any xAeX, Sup I»Sup 
S(*0) s(*o) 

[-Sup|x0»y(xo)|]"0 because the Fourier sine series for x 
teT 

converges to x for every teT under the conditions specified 

on the functions in X (Churchill 1941). Hence, I is bounded 

above and therefore, by Definition 2.S {Z,I,S> is a type I 

goal seeking system if its behavior can be characterized by a 

system c-goal (or goal if ea0) with respect to S(xQ) and I. 

Thus, let e>0 and let xQeX be arbitrary and let S(xo) be the 

corresponding subset of S. Then, there exists an Nq such that 



for all N>N0,|x0-y(x0)| < c  (Churchill 1 9 4 1 ) .  Then S*(xo) 

-Ux0»y): (x0,y)«S(x0)>y(x0)-ansin(nwt/L) for all N>NQ 
Tla 1 

or Sup|x0-y(x0) |<,«) is a system c-goal for Z with respect to 
t cT 

S(xQ) and I. As the functions xeX are defined, each is 

represented for tcT by its Fourier sine series in Y. And 

since, for every xeX the Fourier-sine series for x is uniquely 

defined in Y and hence in St Max I "Sup I-O. Thus, for x cX 
S(x) S(x) 0 

for c a0 there exists a nonempty set, the system goal for Z. 

Hence, for any xQcX, the system goal for Z with respect to 

S(xQ) and I is the set S«(xo)-{(xQ,y):(x0,y)cS(xo),y(x0) is 

the Fourier sine series in Y that represents xQ in T, or 

I(xo,y)-0). 

A simple illustration of a functional type I goal 

seeking system is the type I goal seeking system {Z,,I,,S'} 

where Z'"{X',P',Y',Q*,T',F) is embedded in the system 

Z"{X,P,Y,Q,T,S} described above and Z' is defined as follows. 

T*»T; X'»X; P'»P; Y*«{y(x): y(x) is.the Fourier sine series 

in Y that represents x in T)cY; Q'-{ [y(x) ] (t): y(x)eY*, 

teT'}; F«[(x,y): xeX', y"y(x)cY* is the Fourier sine series 

in Y that represents x in T)c S. That F is a map is clear 

from the definition of each of the functions in Y, and hence 

in Y1, so that corresponding to each xeX there is a unique 

y, the FourieT sine series for x in Y given by y(x)»T_ 

ansin(nwt/L) where an-£ JQx(t) .sin(n*t/L)dt. Thus by Defi

nition 2.2, Z' is a functional system. Further, since I:S+R is 



bounded above and FcS, the performance index I' "restriction 

of I to F and defined by I'(x,y)"I(x,y) for every (x,y) in F 

is also bounded above. Finally, S'«{{(xo,y)}: xoeXf, 

y"FxoeY') is clearly a covering for F. Thus {Z',I•,S•} is a 

functional type I goal seeking system according to Definition 

2.5. Obviously we can characterize the behavior of this 

system by either a system e-goal or a system goal just as we 

did the goal seeking behavior of Z; however, the pair that 

satisfies the system e-goal will be identical to the pair that 

satisfies the system goal. 

In the case that {Z,I,S} is a type II goal seeking 

system, the requirements are that Z-{X,P,Y,Q,T,S) be a func

tional system and that I:S-»R be a bounded performance index. 

The covering S of S must now consist of sets of the form 

s[ycJ c S so that corresponding to each equivalence class 

[y0)c Y there is a set Sfy0]eS. It is possible to charac

terize the behavior of a type II goal seeking system by a 

system e-goal (or goal if G(S*[y 1)-Max I) given by S*[y_] 
s«iy0] 0 

-f(x.y): ye[y0)c Y, (x,y)«S[y0], G(S[y0))-I(x,y)<«). 

To illustrate a type II goal seeking system {Z,I,S}, 

we consider first a functional system Z»{X,P,Y,Q,T,F>, that 

is typical of many in the fields of both economics and 

engineering. A system of the type visualized is characterized 

by the fact that inputs are vector valued and the same output 

may correspond to several different input vectors. For 

example, in economic systems, isoquants of a production 
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function represent the various different combinations of input 

values, or the locus of the input vectors, which produce equal 

quantities or values of output. In an engineering context, 

we may consider an aircraft in horizontal flight as a system 

whose input components are fuel injection rate and propeller 

pitch, with horizontal air speed after T seconds taken as 

output. Evidently the same output may then be produced by 

various combinations of the input components. 

When the map FcZ is of the fora described above, then 

we can assume that there will be elements in the covering 

of the form F[yQ)-{(x,y0): y0«Y, (x,yo)eF). Then, for 

example, if I is a bounded performance index on F, the per

formance of Z, when the system is operating in conformity to 

a system c-goal for a particular yQtY, is described by F*[yQ] 

•t(x.y0): y0«Y, (x,y0)eF[y0], Sup I-I(x,yo)<e}. Thus, when 
f [y Q] 

the performance of Z is consistent with the above system 

c-goal, the output is always the desired yQ and the pairs 

(x,y0) that satisfy the goal are, by definition, those which 

are most preferred according to the performance index or 

criterion I. 

As a more formal example of a type II goal seeking 

system, suppose we are given the system Z-{X,P,Y,Q,T,F), 

where T"[0,L)C R; X"{ x:x:T+R, x-CXj^) and x^(t)**cosat, 

*2(t)-sinat, a>0, acR}; P-{x(t): xeX, tsTJCR2; Y»{y:y:T*R 

*y(t)-(t)5n, nd*\ t»T); Q-{y(t):yeY,tcT)C R; F-{(x,y): 
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for y(t)"(t)5neY, there exists xcX-;5n£ <(5n+5) and y(t) 

-Ct)5rt^xTx}. 

Now let I:F-*-R be defined by 

I(x,y)"[ Y sin^xTx dt (£• (x)) 
J n dt 

(6)  

•r. t^nsino dt 
-.SN+L 

• "• sino 
Sn+1 

L .5n+l 
• = sino 

0 5n+l 

Then since o>0 is in R, for any yQ c  and corresponding 

.5n+l L^n+^ 
F[y ]c F, Sup I • Sup ( sina)" for 

(x,y)»F[y0l 5n< 2a<5n+5 Sn+1 5n*l 
— * 

-4k-3 and <k< 5n*8 , kel+. Thus Sup I 
*  4 - 4  ( x , y ) e F [ y 0 ]  

. 5n+l 
- Max I - - G(F[y ]). 
(x,y)«F[y0l 5n+1 

Finally, let S-(F[yoJ: F[y0J-{(x,y0): yQ«Y, (x#y0) 

EF>). That S is a covering of F is evident since Z is a 

system. Then by Definition 2.5 the triple {Z,I,S} whose 

elements we have defined is a type II goal seeking system 

and the behavior of the system, for y0"(t)5n°c{y0)"[y0]c Y, 

is characterized by F*[y0]-{(x,(t)Sn°): (t)Sn°c 
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cn \/ 2 j TSiIQ+I . 5n0+l 
{(t) °*sin at+cos at: aeR, - sina<c}}, a system 

5n +1 5n_«-l o o 

c-goal for Z with respect to F[yQ] and I. 

Despite the seemingly stringent requirements imposed, 

a surprisingly large class of systems are easily modeled by 

either a type I or a type II goal seeking system. We have 

seen some examples in the preceding discussions. In the next 

section the object of investigation will be the development 

of type I and type II goal seeking system models for some 

important formalized systems. 

Systems Models 

In this section we shall present, as theorems, several 

goal seeking system models of formalized systems. The first 

theorem develops a type I goal seeking system as a model for 

a linear programming problem. The second model to be devel

oped is for sequential machines, serving also to illustrate 

the applicability of type I functional goal seeking systems 

to discrete systems. The third theorem to be presented in 

the present chapter demonstrates an application of type I 

functional goal seeking systems to an initial value problem, 

and as a corollary, an optimal control problem is shown to 

be a type II goal seeking system. Before developing the model 

for the linear programming problem, however, we first present 

some special notation. In what is to follow, we will denote 

by F(A,B) the set of all functions defined on A with values 
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in B. Further, we adopt the following definitions from 

Wymore (1967). 

Definition 2.6: Constant Functions 

function defined on T with values in P such that cp(t)"p for 

every tcT. __ 

Definition 2.7: Step Functions 

Let G be a set of functions defined on R with values 

in a nonempty set P. If f"step(f0»tj,f1,t2,...,tn,fn) then 

Definition 2.8: Projection Map 

If A is a finite set of sets, A"{Aj, ... jA^, and 

(a^,.. .la^cAjK. then for every ic(l,...,n) the ith 

coordinate of (ai»...,an) is Also w^eFCAj*...*An,A^) 

and is defined as follows: (a^,...»®nL"ai• *i is called 

a projection map into the ith coordinate. Further if AeA 

and xcA^x,..*An, then x(A) is called the A coordinate of x. 

If B'BjX... xB^C A then w (8) cF(Aj*.. • *A^, B^*... 

defined as follows. If xcA^x..,»An, ((*(8)(x))(B)»x(B) for 

every BeB. If AeA, then «({A}) is called the projection 

into the A coordinate. 

Let P be a set and peP; let TCR. Then cp is the 

f(t)-f0(t) 
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Discussion. In general c^, as defined in Definition 

2.6, may be a real vector valued function. Consequently, 

the space P is a subset of Rn, where n is the dimension of 

the vector space in which values of cp are defined. In 

Definition 2.7, the functions f^, where i-0,l,...,n, may also 

be vector valued functions so that again P is a subset of Rm 

and m is the dimension*~oi the vector space in whfeh the 

functions values of the functions f^ are defined. 

The first formalized system that will be modeled as 

a goal seeking system is a class of linear programming pro

blems with time varying inputs such as might be encountered 

in the application of linear programming to a scheduling 

problem over a specified time period. Under consideration, 

then, is a linear programming problem whose input includes a 

time sequence of demands or requirements. The output sought 

is the distribution of production that satisfies the total 

demand over the fixed time period (for example, a year) and 

that agrees as closely as possible with the periodic demands 

(for example, monthly) while minimizing associated costs for 

the entire period. 

Examples of the type problem visualized are developed 

by Dantzig (1963) and Gass (1964). Essentially, problems in 

the class under discussion are characterized by: (1) a time 

varying input to reflect the time schedule of varying demands 

or requirements over the total period; (2) periodically 

varying outputs for each activity of the process, the 
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variations in output resulting from the variations in demand; 

(3) identical costs associated with an output activity in 

every subperiod of the total time period; (4) variation in 

the process technology at the beginning and termination of 

the total period. This variation represents lag in the 

activities of the process due to factors such as time required 

for initial training of the work force and dissolution of 

the work force and reduction of inventory at the termination 

of the period. 

A problem of this type is expressible as follows: 

N±1 
Min Yj c *(t) subject to 

t-1 

z(t)>.0 for t"l, 2,...,N+1 and 

A(l)z(l)-b(0), B(t)z(t)+A(t+l)z(t+l)-b(t) for t-l,...,N 

(7) 

/bi(o)Y h i(i)Y /bi(N)\T 

where bT-(bT(0) ,bT(l) bT(N))«< 
b2(0) b2(N) 

b„(l)/..\b fN) l\v°V 
and the periodic variation in b(t)>0 represents the variation 

in the periodic demands and also the initial conditions such 

as beginning inventory. The distribution of the products of 

the process over the various activities within each subperiod 

is represented by 
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ZT-(zT(l) ,zT(2) ,..., 8T(N*1)). 
Z,(D 

T 
/*l(2)\T 

Z 2 ( 2 )  
• 

• 

• 

/ 
/*1(N+1> 

t2CN+l) 

nr ^TN(N+LV 

where z(N+l) is included to account for such activities as 

dissolution of the work force after meeting all demands. In 

T 
each subperiod the cost vector c is the same, and c "(Cj, 

C2»««*»CM) where represents the cost associated with the 

jth output activity. 

The matrices A(t) and B(t) represent the process 

technology within each subperiod. Consequently, they will be 

constant over the scheduling period except during the begin

ning and termination of the process where variation may occur 

for reasons already discussed. 

Evidently, the problem can also be put in the following 

form with the N+l constraining matrix relations between 

activities in adjacent subperiods, as specified above, 

replaced by a single constraining matrix relation over the 

total time period. 

N+l 
Min T c z(t)«c i(l) * c z(2)+...+c z(N*l) 

t-1 
(8) 

subject to 
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A(l) 

B(l) AC2) 

B(2) A(3) 

ft 

B(N-l) A(N) 

B(N) A(N+1) 

\ b(0) 

z(2) \ b (1) 

5.(3) 1 b (2) 

b(N-l) 

b(N) I 
z(N) 

J YZCN+I)! 

and £(t)>.0 for  t»l, 2,... ,N+1. We may also express the 

problem even more compactly by 

Min[cTcT ... cT] z (9) 

subject to A £"b, z>$ 

where A is the matrix of constant matrices specified above 

T T T T 
and [c c ... c ] is a lx(N+l) matrix of row vectors c . 

To show that such a problem is also a type I goal 

seeking system, we prove the following theorem. 

N+L T 

Min Y c z(t) 
t-1 

Theorem 2.1. Every Linear Programming Problem of the Form: 

subject to the constraints 

*(t)>0 and A(l) z(l)»b(0), B(t) z(t)+A(t+l)z(t+l)"b(t) for 

tal,...,N, such that there exists a nonempty solution set 
N+1 T 

W which minimizes c £(t), is a type I goal seeking system 

with behavior for any input xQ characterized by a system goal 

with respect to S(xQ) and I. 



Let the linear programming problem be specified by: 

N+1 T 

Min Y c z(t) subject to z(t)i.O and 
t-1 ~ 

A(l)z(l)-b(0), B(t)z(t)+A(t+l)z(t+l)-b(t) for t-l,...,N. 

Let CT"(C1,C2»••*»c ). For te{0,l,...,N), let bT(t)-

(bjCt),... >bn(t)) be specified such that b(t)*.0, and let 

b(Nt-l)»0; ^(t+D-CzjCt+l) ,... ,zm(t+l)) ; 

let A(t+1)" 

"AN (FL) AI •> (t*l) LLL 

l21 

nl 

12' 

(t+1) a22(t+l) 

(t*l) an2(t+l) 

AL»^T+1) 

*2m<t+1> 

anm(t+1) 

be specified and define A(N*2)<*[0], let B(t) be a similarly 

defined n*m specified matrix and define B(0)«[0]; W-{z{t): 

z(tj>0, A(l)z(l)-b(0), B(t)z(t)+A(t+l)z(t*l)-b(t) for 

N*1 T 

tal,2,...,N; and c :s(t) is a minimum.) Then there 
t-1 

exist a system Z-CX.P^YjQ^T^S), a performance index I and 

a covering S«{S(xo): xceX, S(xQ)C S) of S such that: 

1) {Z,I,5} is a type I goal seeking system whose 

behavior for any x0cX can be characterized by a system goal. 

2) T- [0,N+1J fl I; P-{pt:pt-b(t), tc{TO [0,N] ))\j {0)C Rn, 

the set of input functions X"{x:x«step(c ,l»c ,2,...,N,c 
PI 

N+l,cQ)); QC (R+)®; the set of output functions Y»{y:y 

PN 



-step(c ,l,c ,2,...,N+l,c ,N+2,c ),qteQ for tcT}; 
2. H^+I ® * 

S-{(x,y): xeX,^ yeY*B(t)y(t)+A(t+l)y(t+l)-x(t) for all 

ttT f) [0,N]). And I.-S+R is defined by I(x,y)"- T* cTy(t) 
t-1 

for all (x,y)eS, and the covering S of S is defined by 

S-{S(x): S(x)-S}. 

1~~ Proof: We shall prove that, as defined-±n the state

ment of the theorem, the triple {Z,I,S> is a type I goal 

seeking system according to Definition 2.5. First, define 

Z*{X,P,Y,Q,T,S} as follows. Let T- [0,N+1] r\ I* Q R; P-<pt: 

p -b(t), teT}cRn; QCCR+)W; X-{x-step(c ,l,c ,2 N, 
X ~ PO P1 

cB ,N*l,c )}; Y-{y:y-step(c ,l,c ,2,...,N*l,c ,N+2,c ), 
PN ® 2. ^1 -

qt«Q for tcT}; and S- {(x,y): xeX,^ ycY* B(t)y(t)+A(t+l) 

y(t«-l)"x(t) for all teTn [0,N]). Thus Z is a system by 

Definition 2.1. Now let I:S+R be defined by I(x,y) 

T 
•- Y c y(t) for every (x,y)cS so that I is bounded above by 

t-1 

0. Let S"{S(x):S(x)«S) so obviously S is a covering for S. 

Further, since we have assumed that a nonempty solution set 

W to the linear programming problem exists so that 

Max I-G(S(x)), the behavior of the system Z can be charac-
S 
terized by the system goal S*(x)-{(x,y): (x,y)eS, I(x,y)-

N+l T . . 
Max I where I— 5~cly(t)}. Therefore, according to Definition 
s(x) tti 

2.5, the triple {Z,I,S} is a type I goal seeking system. 
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Discussion of Sequential Machines 

Some preliminary discussion of the class of formal

ized systems variously referred to as sequential machines or 

finite state machines is necessary for clear understanding 

of the next theorem. Hartmanis and Stearns (1966) classify 

the two classic sequential machine models as the Moore 
• • * . 

machine and the Mealy machine. The discussion to follow is 

focused on the latter type although with some modification 

the analysis can be applied to the Moore machine as well. 

We therefore define only the Mealy type sequential machine 

which is a quintuple M«{S,J,0,6,X}. S is a finite nonempty 

set of states; J is a finite nonempty set of inputs^JLis a 

finite nonempty set of outputs; 6: SxJ+S is called the trans

ition or next state function; X: SxJ+0 is called the output 

function. Several important characteristics of sequential 

machines relevant to the discussion to follow should be noted. 

First, the sets J and 0 of inputs and outputs, respectively, 

are sets of constants. These we may consider to be the 

values of functions recorded at unit intervals of time in the 

unspecified time set of M. The time set T of the system 

may, therefore, be considered as a subset of the nonnegative 

integers, and OcT, so that T"{0,lM,,,n)nI*+, Further, 

given the input o and the state s at any time tcT, the output 

is specified by X(s,a); and the next state, i.e. the state 

at time t+lcT, is given by <(s,a). Consequently the operation 

of a sequential machine can be viewed as a sequence of changes 
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of state accompanied by a corresponding sequence of outputs 

in response to a periodic input sequence, each element of 

which is an element of J. Such an input sequence is repre

sented by a"{a a, -i). 
01 n-1 

The foregoing discussion indicates that the performance 

of M for any time teT can be defined by a flow table which 

lists the response of "WTat time t+1 to the permitted combin

ations of current state and current input which exist at time 

t. An example of a flow table is shown in Table 1. Prom 

Table 1 it is clear that if M is in state 3 at time t, for 

example, when an input value of 1 is applied, the response is 

the transition by M to state 2 at time t+1 accompanied by an 

output of 1. 

Table 1. Flow Table for Sequential Machine Showing the 
Next State and the Output when Input and 
Current State are Known. 

«(s,o) Us,a) 

\j 

SV 0 1 0 1 

1 1 2 1 1 

2 4 3 1 0 

3 3 2 0 1 

4 1 4 0 0 
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A flow table is adequate for defining the response 

of a sequential machine M to a specified input, given the 

state of M at the time the input is applied. However, in 

order to indicate the response of M to an input sequence of 

length n, representations of the corresponding output 

sequence and sequence of states are required. A convenient 

representation for the state at time k, given the state and 

input at time k-1, is provided by • Similarly 

we may represent the output at time k, given the same input 

and state at time k-1, by . With this prepa

ration, the following theorem can now be established. 

Theorem 2,2. A Mealy Type Sequential Machine is a Type I 

Goal Seeking System whose Behavior for any input fQ is 

characterized by a System Goal with respect to S(fQ) and I. 

Let M-{S,J,0,«,X} be a Mealy type sequential machine 

such that S is not a singleton and let Jn be the set of all 

input sequences of length n for M. Let the system Z"{X,P,Y,Q, 

T,S} and the map I be defined as follows. T«[0,n]niCR; 

P-SxJ; X- {f: f: R**P, f*step(c^ *,l,c^ %,2,...,n-l, 
<-SO,AOJ '•S1»01J 

c,„ -J where (s.,a4)eP for every itTr\[0,n)}; Q"SHO; 
^sn-l'°n-lJ 1 x 

Y"{h:h:R-»Q, h-stepU,l,cf W2,...,n,c, O where 
T>SL»0LJ VSN»ONJ 

(Sj,Oj)eQ for every ieTr\(0,n]; S-X*Y. The map I:S*T is 

defined by: 
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f _ 
1 when for givens tS and acJ 

" o n 

{f(t):tcT}-{(so,a0),{(«(sk,ak), 

1(f h). I <W: k-0,...,n-2» and 

(h(t):tcT}»{(«(sk,ak),X(3k,ak)): 

k-0,...,n-l) 

^0 otherwise. 

Let S-{S(f0): f0cX, S(f0)cS}. 

Then the triple {Z,I,S} is a type I goal seeking 

system such that the behavior of the system corresponding to 

a specified input f can be characterized by a system goal 

with respect to S(fQ) and 1. 

Proof: By the definition of Z above, X and Y are 

nonempty sets of functions defined on a nonempty set Tc R 

with values in nonempty sets P and Q respectively. Also 

S»X*Y is a relation such that for every feX there exists an 

heY and (f,h)cS, and also for every hcY there exists an 

feX such that (f,h)eS. Therefore, Z is a system according 

to Definition 2.1. Also, as it is defined above, I:S*R is 

a performance index for Z according to Definition 2.3, and 

I is obviously bounded above. Further, since Z is a system 

S is a covering of S. 

Therefore, let fQcX be an arbitrary input such that 

(f0(t):t«T)"{(s0,a0),{(«(sk,ak),ok+1): k-0,...,n-2}}; and let 

S(fQ)C S. Now Sup I*l»I(f0,h) if and only if {fQ(t):tcT) 
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•{ (s0»°o^ »U«(»k»ak^ »°k+P : k"° n"2}> and {h(t):tcT> 

•{(8(3^,0^),X($k,Ok)): k»0,... ,n-l). Therefore, for f0eX 

and corresponding S(f ), Sup IaMax 1*1; hence, a system goal 
° S(*0> S(fo> 

for Z with respect to S(fQ) and I is SMf^ (fQ,h) : (f0,h) c 

S(fQ) and I(fQ,h)«l}. Since 6 and A are naps, the sequences 

• k—O»»*« in-2} — A and {(6(8^*0^) » 

>(s0,ojc)): k»0,...,n-1}*B are uniquely determined by sQ and 

acJn. Therefore, the system goal contains a unique pair 

(ffl»h). For otherwise, we would have, for (f0»hj), (f0»h2) 

cS*(fQ), {hj(t) :teTJ-B-OijCt): teT}. But, this and the fact 

that h^fhjcY imply that hj»h2. 

Therefore, the behavior of the system, for arbitrary 

fQcX, is characterized by the unique pair (f0»h) in the system 

goal, and (f0(t): t«T}«{(s0,a0),{(«(sk,ok),ak): k-0,...,n-2)}, 

(h(t) : tcT}-{ («(*]<»«]<) »*(sk»Bk^ : ' * * * »n"1 ** Tlms» t^le 

triple (Z,IiS) is a type I goal seeking system whose behavior 

for any input fQcX when characterized by a system goal with 

respect to S(fQ) and I is identical to the behavior of the 

Mealy type sequential machine M. 

Discussion* The response of the Mealy type sequential 

machine represented in Table 1, which we have shown tp be 

the system {Z,I,S} with behavior characterized for every input 

fQcX by a system goal with respect to S(fQ) and I, can be 

represented in tabular form. For example, let T*[0,2]aX. 

Then a listing of the inputs and corresponding outputs of 



Table 2. Responses of {Z,I,S}, the Mealy Type Sequential 

Machine of Table 1, when its Behavior is Charac 

terized for fQeX by a System Goal with Respect 

to S(f0) and I. 

X Y 

s t e P t cCi, o )  1,C(1. 0 ) )  step( 4 ,l,C(lfl) 2 , C ( 1 , 1 )  

,teP<c(l, 0 )  1 , C ( 1 , 1 ) )  stepU.l.c^ ̂  2 , C ( 2 , 1 )  

steP(c(i,i) 1 » c ( 2 , 0 ) )  step(^,l,c^2 ^ 2 ' C ( 4 , 1 )  

Step(c(1>1) 1 , C ( 2 , 1 ) )  s t e p ( t,1,C£2 ^  2 , C ( 3 , 0 )  

s t e P ( c ( 2 , 0 )  1 ' C ( 4 , 0 ) )  step(4,l,c^4>1j 2 , C ( 1 . 0 )  

s l e p C c^ o j  1 , C ( 4 , 1 ) }  step(*,l,c(4>1) 2  , C  ( 4 , 0 )  

step(c(2>1) 1 , c ( 3 , 0 ) ^  stepC^l,cC3>0) 2 ' C ( 3 , 0 )  

"""(l.l) 1 , C ( 3 , 1 ) )  step($ > 1  'C^j 2 , C ( 2  , 1 )  

steP<c(3,0) 1'C(3,0)) 
step(*,l,c(3f0) 2,C(3,0) 

5teP<c(3,0) 1 , C ( 3 , 1 ) )  stePU,l,c(3>0) 2  * C ( 2 , 1 )  

5teP(c(3,l) 1 , C ( 2 , 0 ) ^  s t e p C * , l , c ^ 2 > 1 )  2  * C ( 4 , 1 )  

steP(c(3(l) 1 , C ( 2 , 1 ) )  step(^,l,c(2>1) 2 *C(3,0) 

step(c(4>o) C ( 1 , 0 ) )  stepU.l.c^ 2 ' C ( 1,1) 

steP(cC4,0) c(l,l)) 
step(*,l,c(lf0) 2 , C ( 2 , 1 )  

SteP(c(4,l) C(4,0)) 
step(^,l,c(4t0) 2 , c d , o )  

itep(c«,l) 'C(4,l)) 
stepU,l,c(40) ' 2 *C (4 ,0) 
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{Z,I,S}, when its behavior is characterized for fQcX by a 

system goal with respect to S(fQ) and I, is shown in Table 2. 

Discussion of Initial Value Problems 

We next examine a system of first order ordinary dif

ferential equations the solution to which is required to 

satisfy a specified initial condition. We assume that the 

system of differential equations is given by 

dyi 
"yi"fi(t»yl2'* *'»yn'Pi»p2''* * »Pm) i-1»2,...,n (10) 

dt 

where p^ (j-1,2,...,m) is a parameter in R, and f^ (i-1,2,...,n) 

is a map from DC RkR^R® into R which is continuous with con

tinuous first partial derivatives with respect to y^ (i"l, 

2,...,n) in D. We assume also that the initial condition to 

be satisfied is given by 

YimY0 when t"tQ>0, i-l,2,...,n. (11) 

In vector form, this system with the prescribed initial con

dition may be written 

U 2 )  

L'lo WHEN T-V 

Here f:D-*Rn is a map which is continuous with continuous first 

partial derivatives with respect to £ in DC RxRn»Rn for 

tfTcR, £tRn, j>«R*. 

We also suppose that in some region Qc Rn the general 

solution to the system of differential equations exists and 

is given by the set of solutions 
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»£»£)• £«rI1) 

and that the unique solution satisfying the initial conditions 

is the JfyR{g:£a>±>(t.»R»£) » £«Rn} given by 

LO "!(TO »£»£<)) 

for tcTc R and £eR™. If, for fixed c and for E^eR* t^ie 

solution is defined for all t*TL^then ±.(t ,£,c)-is-

also defined and continuous in the variables tcT and £«P 

where P^R* contains and all £ which are sufficiently close 

to (Pontryagin 1962). In addition, we assume that 4 has 

continuous first partial derivatives with respect to £ for 

£tP. 

Obviously the system described here is an initial 

value problem having a variety of applications in the physical 

sciences and in some of the social sciences as well. 

Before modeling this initial value problem as a func

tional goal seeking system, a few observations that will 

guide the development should be noted. The solution 

E-So'-Zo "iCVE- c^) to the initial value problem may be 

associated with the response of a physical or other appro

priate system under study to an input which corresponds to 

the value of the parameter £. Since, without the require

ment imposed by the initial condition, {±(t,£,c)) provides a 

set of solutions to the system of differential equations 

corresponding to the value of £, a relation between £ and £ 
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is established by ±. Then by insisting that the initial con

dition be fulfilled, the unique member is selected from the 

set of solutions represented by {^(t,£,c)) which also satis

fies the requirement >[0"i.(t0,£,c0) , that is Cg is determined. 

Also, since both f and £ are continuous functions of the para

meter j> as well as t and since £ has continuous first partial 

derivatives, we may consider that £ is the value at—time t 

of a function x which is defined and sectionally continuous 

on T. Then there are a finite number of points in T at which 

x has a finite discontinuity. We assume that for X"^ these 

points in T are {t1,t2,... . Then for 21^ 

• (t,x (t) ,c) is a class of solutions to the system of 
—0 •• 

differential equations corresponding to the function x^; 

consequently, is a relation between a specific input 

function and a set of responses or outputs . To meet 

the initial condition then, the solution that satisfies 

(t0,x<)(t0) ,£^^3 is selected from the set given by 

•' »xQ(t) ,c)) so that a map is thus determined. 

Next consider the set of solutions to the equations 

valid in the interval tj<t<t2 given by (t^Ct) ,c). 

Since is continuous for tcT, lim (t,*_(t) 
T-TX ~O ~O 

exists. We choose this value for £^(tj) and thus select 

from the set of solutions that one for which (t^)« 

A^^l'SoCtiJ'So^)* We continue *his process throughout 
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the interval T to obtain a unique, continuous solution whose 

derivatives are sectionally continuous in T and which is given 

by £«step(jr^ ,t^ , t2,... »tjc»£^'f1)) . with this under

standing of the problem to be modeled we are now prepared to 

prove the following theorem. 

Theorem-2^3. Every Initial Value-Problem of the Form 

Specified is a Type I Goal Seeking System 

Let the initial value problem be specified by 

*"£(t,jr»x) and (13) 

I"Zo when t"t (14) 

where ti[t0,t£]»TCR; £: T+QcRn, x:T*P c Rm is sectionally 

continuous in T, and f:D*Rn is continuous with continuous 

second order partial derivatives in D"T*Q*P. Assume that 

solutions to (13) are given by 

T«P+Q*£ is continuous with continuous 

second partial derivatives in T and P) (15) 

and further 

I*-!* (16) 

is the unique member in (IS) which satisfies (14). 

Then there exist a system Z"{X,P,Y,Q,T,S), a perform

ance index I and a covering S"{S(x0): xQcX, S(xQ)cS) such 

that 

(1) (Z,I,S) is a type I goal seeking system whose 

performance for specified xQcX is characterized by a system 
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goal S*(xc) for Z with respect to S(*0) and I such that 

and (2) TCR; PQRm; X»{x:x:T*Pjx is the sectionally con

tinuous function x in T specified in the initial value 

problem); QCR*; Y-tjrjjr: T*P+Q)£ is continuous and has first 

partial derivatives defined and continuous in T*P); S-XKY. 

I:S+R is defined by 

Proof: Let Z-<X,P,Y,Q,T,S) be defined as follows: 

T» [t0, t£] c R; PcR1"; X»{x:x:T*P#x is the sectionally con

tinuous function in T specified in the initial value problem); 

QcRn; Y"{^:jr:T-KJiy is continuous and has second partial 

derivatives defined and continuous in TwP and y(tQ)"y0); 

S"X*Y. Then Z is certainly a system according to Definition 

2.1. Now let I:S*R be defined by 

which is a performance index for Z that is bounded above by 

zero. Also, define a covering S*{S(x):xcX, S(x)£S) of S. 

Now for y to be an extremum for I, it is necessary 

that the transversality condition be satisfied, or 

o 

F 

«y»0. 

But 6t£>0. 
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Since jr(tf) is not specified, «£(tf) is independent so by the 

transversality condition we must have (£-f)"0 or £"f. 

Therefore, all pairs of functions in S*(x)«{(x,y):(x,y)eS(x) 

and I(x,y)»Max 1} are such that for x as specified in the 
S(x) 

initial value problem, £ is a solution of (13) and further 

£(*0)"y*(t0) • Hence S*(x)"{ (x,y*) > which is a singleton, so 

that *2
S*(*)"ty*)i therefore, {Z,I,S} is a type I goal 

seeking system. 

Optimal Control Problem. As the final example of the 
I 

present chapter we consider a basic optimal control problem 

(Schultz § MeIsa 1967) and show that it is a type II goal 

seeking system. We assume general familiarity with the basic 

optimal control problem and, employing the notation developed 

in the discussion preceding Theorem 2.3, the next corollary 

follows easily. 

Corollary 2.3.1. Every Basic Optimal Control Problem of the 

Following Form is a Type II Goal Seeking System 

Let the basic optimal control problem be specified by 

Plant Equation £"£(t»£»*) (17) 

Boundary Conditions 2l(t^)"^ ,^(tf )"Z.f 

( l f  
Performance Index PI—y L(t,£,x)dt (19) 

J t i  

Control Region x(t)eRm when te [t^.t^J-TCR (20) 

where x is in the set X of functions defined on T with values 

in Rm which are sectionally continuous in T; where for 

DCR*Rn*Rm, f:D^Rn is continuous with continuous first partial 
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derivatives with respect to £ and x in D; where L(t,£,x) is a 

positive definite function of jr, x and t with values in R and 

whose third partial derivatives are assumed to exist in D; and 

it is assumed that for every xcX, unique solutions of (17) 

satisfying y^yCt^) exist and are given by £(t)"£(tfx) * such 

that there exists for specified £(tf)"2Lf an 

optimal control x°eX such that 

Then there exist a functional system Z»{X,P,Y,Q,TtF}, 

a performance index I, and a covering S of F where S"{F[yo]: 

tyo1CY. F[yo)cF> such that 

(1) (Z,I,S) is a type II goal seeking system, and 

(2) T"lti,tf ) c  R;  P"Rm» X-{x:x:T+Rnix is sectionally 

continuous in T}; Y-{^:^(t)-£(t,x) for every xcX and tcT, 

and jrCtj)-^}; Q"{jr(t) : jreY, tcT}CRn; F-{ (x ,£) i^xeX jfccY* 

£"•(*,x) and *s defined by 

and S»{F[y0] : [yQ]c Y, F(y0]CF) where A_(t) is a Lagrange 

multiplier. 

Proof: Let Z-{X,P,Y,Q,T,F> be defined as follows: 

T"[t^,t^]CR; P«Rm; X-{x:x:T-*RM3X is continuous with sec

tionally continuous first derivatives in T); Y»{^:^: T*Rm«*Rn* 

£(t)*±(t,x)yxtX and teT jr and £ are continuous 

i 
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in TxRm and the partial derivative of £ with respect to each 

component of £ is continuous in T*R®}; Q"(£(t): £eY» tcT}; 

F"<(X,£): *eX3xtY i£(t)-•(t,x) , Then Z is a 

functional system since for specified x the solution to the 

initial value problem is unique. 

X(t) is a Lagrange multiplier. Define the equivalence class 

)CY» an<* define a covering for F by 

S-[F[yo]: y0«Y and [yJcY, F[y0]CF>. Then {Z,I,S> is a 

type II goal seeking system whose behavior for a specified 

equivalence class [^^"{^^(t^-y^ can b® characterized by 

a system goal for Z with respect to F[yQ] and I. 

The necessary conditions that must obtain for I to be 

maximized are specified by the Culer equations. 

Now let I:F*R be defined by 

• where 

-ik - x(t) 11 •x(t)-0 
51 "" 

(21)  
\ 

2k - x(t) II -o ( 2 2 )  
d x  

i*f(t,£fx) (23) 

Now by assumption, for any xcX there exists a solution 

£«Y to (23) given by £",4.(t,x), and further £(tj)"£^. There

fore, this solution together with the requirement 
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and (21) and (22) imply the optimal control x°eX (which by 

assumption exists) as the common solution of the system of 

equations (21) , (22) and (23) by which the performance index 

is maximized. That is 

Max I •- I *L[t,±(tfx°)dt. 
J t. IZoJ 

Therefore, the system goal for Z with respect to 

F[y0] and I is F* (x° ,£) : x°cX, Y*£(t)«±(t ,x) 

and Xi'ZC1!) » If-y(tf)» ICx°#l)- Max I). Hence [jlol 
^ I y Q J 

•x° so that the Basic Optimal Control Problem of the form 

specified is a type II goal seeking system. 



CHAPTER 3 

APPLICATIONS AND EXTENSIONS OF THE THEORY 

With the exception of the theorems contained in the 

final section of Chapter 2, the theory presented thus far 

has been illustrated chiefly by mathematical examples de

signed specifically to clarify the concept then under dis

cussion. Because of this the examples have provided little 

insight into the applicability of goal seeking system models 

to problems encountered in practice. Furthermore, the illus

trations have done little to stimulate thought on how the 

theory should be extended to enhance its usefulness. 

In this chapter, therefore, we shall examine several 

types of practical problems that lend themselves to goal 

seeking system models. Some of these problems will be pur

sued in detail to exhibit methods of solution, while only the 

modeling aspects of others will be considered. This study 

will also furnish information concerning the characteristics 

which recommend a goal seeking system approach to an applied 

problem in preference to some other modeling theory. 

Applications 

In considering the application of the theory to 

practical problems, the processes to be examined first are 

51 
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those for which type I goal seeking systems are appropriate 

models. Some of the possible advantages offered by a goal 

seeking system approach to development of a model will be 

identified and discussed. The characterizing features of 

those processes which, can be suitably modeled by type I 

goal seeking systems will be identified, and in addition, 

possible directions in which the theory may profitably be 

extended will be inferred from the examples. A somewhat 

similar treatment will be given to processes for which type 

II goal seeking systems are appropriate models. 

Type I Goal Seeking Systems 

The first problem to be considered is a well-known 

example from classical mechanics - the derivation of Lagrange* 

equations describing the motion of a system of particles in 

space based on Hamilton's principle. The purpose in pre

senting this already familiar example is that it elegantly 

portrays the goal seeking system approach to the development 

of a system model. Succeeding examples include problems and 

processes of the type which occur in studies in operations 

research, decision theory, traffic flow and game theory; 

these examples are intended to illustrate the usefulness of 

a goal seeking system approach to applied problems. 

Lagrange's Equations. We consider a conservative 

system of n particles in 3-space, where m^ is the mass of ith 

particle. We assume that the applied forces acting on each 
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particle are derivable from a scalar function of position V, 

which is the potential energy of the system. We further 

suppose that there exist unknown holonomic constraints 

expressed by k constraint equations so that the instantane

ous configuration of the system can be described by the values 

of 3n-k»m generalized coordinates: '^2'* *''^m' We 

identify as input the generalized components of force applied 

- 3 V 
to the system, Cj"l,...,m), and the system trajectory 

3q j 

or path, q(t)-(q1(t),q2(t),...,qm(t)) for tcR, as the 

corresponding output. 

Our purpose is to formulate the system as a type I 

goal seeking system and thus obtain a set of equations that 

in the period [t^,t2]C.R describes the trajectory of the 

system of particles in the space of the generalized coordi

nates. To accomplish this we make use of Hamilton's princi

pal which may be stated in integral form as follows: Let T 

be the kinetic energy and V the potential energy of a system. 

The natural path of the system from time t^ to t2 in the space 

of the generalized coordinates is that path for which the 

line integral 

is an extremum. 

We may now cast the problem as a type I goal seeking 

system {Z,I,S} using Hamilton's integral as the natural 

(24) 
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performance index. We first define a system Z»{X,P,Y,Q,T,S) 

as follows: Let T-[t1,t2]CR; PCRm; QCRm; X-{f:feF(T,P)* 

„ f- "UL where V(q) is specified}; Y»{q :qeF(T,Q), q^Cq,, 
3 ®q j 

• is continuous, q"(q-i q_) is sectionally continu-
n x in 

ous on T>; and let SCX*Y be such that (f,q)cS implies 

- av 
w^f» for i-l,...,m. Now let a performance index for Z 

I has a maximum G on T (if the extremum for I is a minimum, 

then choose -I for the performance index). Now, define a 

covering S of S by S-{S(f0):fQcX, S(fQ)CS}. Then, since we 

have assumed that I has a maximum on S, for any fQcX the 

behavior of the type I goal seeking system {Z,I,S} as defined 

can be characterized by the system goal for Z with respect 

The set S*(fQ) such that I(f0,q)"G(S(f0)) for every 

(f0,q)cS*(fQ) can be determined from I by variational methods. 

The Euler equations obtained from I are: 

d . !!_ • iV_ _o (25) 
dt aqj aqj ^ 

These equations are recognized as the Lagrange equations of 

motion for the system. Their solution for any fcX, including 

i 3qA *»•••> 

be Hamilton's integral q,t)-V(q)]dt, assuming that 

to S(fQ) and I: S*(fQ)-{(fQ,q):(fQ,q)eS(fc) CS, 
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satisfaction of specified boundary conditions at tines t^ 

and t2» determines the set S4(f)CS. We have thus obtained, 

at least in theory, the set of equations that describes the 

trajectory of the system of particles in the space of the 

generalized coordinates during the period [tj^tj] which was 

our purpose. 

In this illustration, Hamilton's principle provided 

a functional measure of performance that was a natural choice 

for the performance index for the goal seeking system model. 

Further, the theoretical identification of the input-output 

pairs satisfying the system goal statement was facilitated 

by the integral form of the functional having an integrand 

suitable for attack by the calculus of variations. Consider

able effort by researchers has been expended in extending 

the variational approach to other areas of scientific in

vestigation. It is worth noting some of these applications 

at this point, since goal seeking system models can be 

readily developed based on results of the research and the 

method illustrated in the example. Akhiezer (1962, p 187), 

points out that "Because only the kinetic energy and the force 

function are involved in the formulation of the Hamilton's 

principle it can easily be extended to mechanical systems 

with infinitely many degrees of freedom; thus it is suitable 

for the mechanics of continuous media." Both Goldstein 

(1950) and Elsgolc (1962) present examples of the use of 

Hamilton's principle to obtain descriptions of the wave 
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motion of vibrating, continuous media by a Lagrangian formu

lation. In particular, the latter example incorporates 

externally applied forces which obviously may be associated 

with the set of inputs in developing a goal seeking system 

model, while the corresponding displacements of the vibrating 

element in time and space may be taken as the system outputs. 

A Lagrangian formulation is also possible for 

deriving the equations governing a field without reference 

to a definite mechanical system (Goldstein 1950) . However, 

in such applications the Lagrangian is not necessarily equal 

to the difference of the kinetic and potential energy 

density, so that experience and ingenuity must guide the 

modeler. 

Schechter (1967) has presented the concept of 

characterizing a stationary state of a system by a condition 

of minimum entropy. In developing this methodology he points 

out that the characteristic is not universally shared, and, 

as a consequence, he has delimited the area of its applic

ability. 

Car-Following Model. Unwin (1967), in his intro

ductory remarks concerning the modeling of car-following 

phenomenon, states that "no answer has been presented to 

the basic question: how does a driver behave when con

strained to follow a lead car?" In his succeeding treatment, 

he presents a stimulus-reaction model that in his words "hits 

a reasonable trade-off between complexity and reality." 
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The model to be presented here, although relatively 

unsophisticated, has the merit that one of its elements is 

specifically aimed at characterizing an important determining 

factor in human behavior. Coleman (1960, p. 12) states that 

"Goals focus our energy and effort, guide the competencies we 

need to develop, and provide us with criteria for deciding 

between alternate courses of action." The system goal (or 

e-goal), which underlies any goal seeking system model of systems 

systems in which humans are involved, is a characterization of 

this individual or, if appropriate, group goal. This capability 

for modeling a controlling factor of human behavior empha

sizes the importance of the system goal in such applications 

and it also indicates a large class of systems that should 

be excellent candidates, at least, for models of this type. 

The situation to be modeled next may be described as 

follows: (Unwin 1967). One car is to follow a second 

(lead) car along a highway under the condition that passing 

is not permitted during the time the phenomenon is observed, 

and the intervehicular distance is sufficiently small to 

cause the following car to respond to variations in speed 

of the lead car. The performance of the lead car will be 

identified as an input and that of the following car as an 

output. 

Based on the problem statement above and on personal 

driving habits and experience, we proceed now to develop a 

type I goal seeking system model for the car-following 
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phenomenon. Let Z*{X,P,Y,Q,T,S> be defined as follows: 

T'[0»tj]CR; PC R; X»{X:xeF(T,R)3x is continuous on T, x is 

sectionally continuous on T); QC.R! Y» {y :yeF(T,R)$y is 

continuous on T, y is sectionally continuous on T); S^XKY 

such that (x,y)eS implies y(t)+k«x(t) for every tcT where 

0<kcR is fixed. We have included the constant k merely to 

avoid the possibility of rear-end collision by insisting that 

y never be closer than k to x. Thus k is simply a safety 

factor employed by the driver of the following car. 

Before defining a performance index for Z, consider 

what sort of goal the driver of the following car might set 

for himself. An admonition frequently seen in driver's 

manuals is that safe drivers maintain a distance from the car 

ahead of them equal to one car length for every 10 miles per 

hour of their own speed. If we associate the words "car 

length" with the value 10M (M is a constant), we can inter

pret the safe driving rule as follows. First, (x-y) is the 

actual distance between the two cars at any time tcT. 

Second, the distance that the driver of the following car 

should attempt to maintain from the lead car is My. We can 

express the idea of maintaining this intervehicular distance 

by requiring that the square of the difference between the 

actual and the desired intervehicular distance over the 

entire period T be a minimum so that 

I—ftf[My-(x-y))2dt, y+k-x«0 (26) 
Jo 
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is a satisfactory performance index for Z. For S we take, 

as usual, S»{S(x0): x0eX, S(x0)CS}. Then, for any specified 

xcX we may define the system goal for Z with respect to S(x) 

and I by: 

S*(x)"{(x,y):(x,y)eS(x), I(x,y)-G(S(x))-Max I). 
(x,y)eS(x) 

By applying the methods of the c&iettlus—of variations 

we may determine the defining relationship for S*(x). Here, 

we note first that by defining w as a real valued function 

independent of y in [0,t£], we may reduce the problem to one 

involving the equality constraint y+k-x+w'-O. Next form the 

auxiliary function 

P"{[My-(x-y)]2+x(t)(y+k-x+w2) 

f* f 
and examine / F dt for extrema. The Euler equations are: 

J O  

-2[My-x+y]-X(t)+2M[My-x+y]"0 (27) 

— (2xw)-0. (28) 
dt 

Equation (28) implies that 2xwsconstant, and since 

w is independent of y, by the transversality condition this 

constant must equal 0. Further, since w^O, we see that 

A(t)s0. Therefore, the Euler equation (27) and X(t)-0 imply-

that 

M2y-y-Mx-x (29) 

where x is the given function in X defined on [O.t^], 
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For simplicity, suppose that we are interested in 

the predicted performance of the following car when it is at 

the origin and the lead car is at xQ at t»0, and the lead 

car travels at constant velocity V during the entire period 

T. Then x-V, and we obtain from (29) 

y(t)-c1e"t/M+c2et/M+Vt+x0-MV. (30) 

Since y»0 at t"0 Cj+C2"MV-X0. 

Now, rather than specifying an exact value (position) for y 

at t£, let us require only that y(t^) be some point on the 

line tat£. Then the transversality condition is 

2[My-(x-y)] I -0 
|t-tf 

or My(tf)-x(tf)+y(tf)»0. (31) 

Therefore, from (30) 

-c1e'tf^M+C2et^M+MV-Vt£-x0+c1e"t^,n+C2et^ni 

-MV+Vtf+xo-0 (32) 

so that c2,,0. Therefore, Cj«VM-x0 

and y(t)-(VM-x0)(e"t/M-l)+Vt. (33) 

Also, we may note that the velocity of the following car is 

given by 

y(t)«(-£ -V)e~*^M*V where from condition (26) xQ>k. 
M 
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Thus, by modeling the car-following problem as a 

type I goal seeking system we have derived, for a simple 

input, an expression that represents the behavior of the 

following car based on the goal specified. Obviously, the 

goal employed is not representative of all drivers; but, 

there is nothing that restricts us to the goal specified. 

"Certainly there are others that are more appropriate to other 

types of drivers, for example, the driver who habitually 

"tail-gates" the car he is following. The goal to be used, 

then, is discretionary with the modeler subject, of course, 

to representing human behavior as realistically as possible. 

Operations Research. In their introductory dis

cussion of the general nature of operations research, Church

man, Ackoff and Arnoff (1957, p. 6) assert that "O.R. tries to 

take into account as broad a scope of objectives as possible. 

In most general terms, the research problem is to determine 

which alternative course of action is most effective relative 

to the set of pertinent objectives." It is clear from this 

that the O.R. approach to solving an organizational problem 

is quite similar to the goal seeking system approach to 

modeling the problem or process. While certain differences 

in terminology do exist, the task of seeking a best solution 

or goal is central to and explicit in both approaches. 

The analogy of one O.R. technique for solving opti

misation problems to type I goal seeking systems was illus

trated in Theorem 2.1, where members of a particular class 
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of linear programming problems were shown to be type I goal 

seeking systems. Other O.R. methodologies are similarly 

analogous to goal seeking systems, and we shall provide 

further illustration of this later in this discussion. Before 

doing so, however, it is well to answer a question that 

appears pertinent at this time. Since O.R. has established 

its competence and since TtT~theoretical methods are clearly 

well founded and effective, what purpose is served by demon

strating that many of these methods are goal seeking systems? 

The answer is at least three-fold, the first part of 

which is fundamental to the idea of system theory itself. 

Specifically, an important purpose of system theory is, as 

previously mentioned in Chapter 1, to seek similarities in 

models in various areas of specialization and through 

abstraction to reduce these to a single model. The second 

part of the answer to the question is that by putting the 

O.R. models in the unifying light of goal seeking systems, 

certain aspects of the models reveal themselves more clearly 

as proper subjects of further investigation. For example, 

"How does a system respond to variations in input?" is a 

natural question from a systems viewpoint. While obviously, 

questions of this type are explored by operations research 

analysts, in sensitivity analyses for example, the motivation 

here appears more in the nature of a secondary consideration. 

The third part of the answer rests in the pedagogical aspects 

of operations research as it relates to system theory. 
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Wymore (1967, p. vi) makes this clear when, in speaking of the 

broad spectrum of knowledge required by systems engineers, 

he noted that ". . .if all the theories pertinent to systems 

engineering could be discussed within a common framework 

by means of a standard set of nomenclature and definitions, 

many separate courses might not be required. . To 

illustrate, consider the benefits that can accrue to operations 

research from standardization of terminology alone. What is 

called the set of outputs by the systems engineer is, in O.R. 

terminology for example, the set of policies, decisions, 

state variables, products, or, but infrequently, outputs. 

Without generalizing further, we consider now a 

specific class of processes for which O.R. techniques for 

solution have been devised. In particular we shall examine 

the recurrent process of replacing items that fail (Church-

man et aK 1957). The concern here is with items which do 

not deteriorate in performance because of age but which fail 

after some period of use and whose life span cannot exceed 

some number m. Items which have failed are replaced as a 

matter of course; our interest is in the question: Is it 

better to replace groups of items prior to failure and if so 

at what fixed intervals? 

In determining the best course of action, certain 

required information must be available beforehand. These 

data may be developed from past experience with the process 

or from assumptions derived from similar processes and should 
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m 

include the probability distribution (p*(n): £ p*(A)»l, 
n-1 

nal,2,...,m) of items that fail in period n, the cost Cj of 

individual replacement, the individual cost c2 in group 

replacement (c2<CJ), and the total number N of items involved, 

Based on this information, a replacement policy is sought 

which is best according to a specified or derived criterion. 

Before additional details obscure the fact, we should 

note that the basic requirements for a type I goal seeking 

system are present in the general statement of the replace

ment process. The probability distribution required for 

solution corresponds to the inputs to the system, replace

ment policy corresponds to system output and the criterion, 

which involves the costs, is associated with the system goal 

statement. 

In the O.R. model, we may let t designate the number 

of periods of time between group replacements and c(t) the 

total cost associated with this policy, so that the periodic 

cost for replacing the entire group at this interval is 

^ c(t). For simplicity, we shall assume that failures occur 

only at the end of a period and that the expected number 

of items that fail in kth period (k-1,2,...,t-l), as deter

mined from the probability distribution and N, is equal to 

the actual number failing in that period, given by 

k-1 k-1 b-1 
f (k)»N{p*(k)+ V p*(n)p*(k-n)+ £ [£ p*(n)p*(b-n) ]p*(k-b) 

n-1 b*2 n-1 

• . . . } .  



The total cost is then 

t-1 
c(t)-Nc2+£ c,f(k), (34) 

2 k-1 1 

so that the cost per period is 

Sill . * fl ^f(k). (35) 
t t t 

Now if average cost is the criterion on which policies are 

judged, the optimal policy is determined by calculating the 

value of t for which average cost is a minimum. 

To see that the process may be modeled as a type I 

goal seeking system {Z,1,S}, consider the following formu

lation. Let T"[0,m]fi I**; P" [0,1]CR. X-{p:peF(T,P) ) 

p(t)»l) ; Q«[0,N]oI++C R; YMft: for every 0<teT, 

ft«F(T,Q) ̂ for every peX, keT: ft(k)«N for k-0, ft(k) 

k-1 k-1 b-1 
-N{p(k) + £ p(n)p(k-n)+ £ [£ p(n)p(b-n)) 

n«l b»2 n»l 

p(k-b)+...) for 0<k<t and ft(k)»f(k-t) for k>t}; 

S»{(p,ft): peX, and for every teT^ ft«Y*ft(k)«N for k«0, 
k-1 

ft(k)«N{p(k)+ £ p(n)p(k-n)+...} for 0<k<t and ft(k)-f(k-t) 
n-1 

N c -
for k>t). Then, let I:S*R be defined as I(p,ft)"-(—— 

•-i ̂  ft(n)). Also, let S»{s(pJ:poeX, S(p0)cS), Then, 
^ n« 1 

for p**X, let S(p*)-((P*,ft): p*«X and (p*,ft)«S)cS. Let 

G(S(p*))»Max I, since S(p») is finite and I is 
(P*,ft)'S(p*) 

obviously bounded above by 0 and below by the cost of 
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replacing the total group of items at the end of every period. 

Finally, therefore, we can characterize the behavior of Z 

by the system goal for Z with respect to S(p*) and I: 

S*(p*)-{(p*,ft*):(p\fJ)eSCp*),I(p*,f*)-G(SCp*))) so 

that (Z,I,S}is evidently a type 1 goal seeking system whose 

performance, when characterized by a system goal with respect 

to S(p*) and I, specifies by the output ft the same optimal 

policy that is calculated from (35). 

Decision Theory. In his introductory remakrs on de

cision theory, Fishburn (1964, p. 1) notes that indecision on 

the part of an individual about the most effective means of 

pursuing his objectives stems from uncertainties concerning 

which of the paths he has discovered is best or the possibility 

of better ways he has not yet determined. In continuation, 

he states: 

. . . The first major step, therefore, is to 
recognize, discover, or construct ways in which 
the individual may proceed (such ways are called 
courses of action and strategies), and which a 
priori appear to provide him with efficient means 
for pursuing his objective. 

The second major step is to evaluate alter
native strategies by means of a criterion of 
choice among strategies and to determine the 
"best" strategy for the individual to follow. 
The criterion of choice adopted in this theory 
is maximization of the individual's expected 
relative value. . . . 

Thus, a notable similarity appears between the general 

approach to decision theory as proposed by Fishburn (1964) 

and type I goal seeking systems. We need only to substitute 
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"inputs" for "courses of action and strategies," "output" 

for "'best' strategy", and "performance index" for "expected 

relative value" for the analogy to be exact. 

Beyond the general approach to decision theory, 

however, one encounters value theory. This theory for. 

determining the expected relative values to the decision maker 

of the consequences of his strategies, is integral to decision 

theory. Since there is no counterpart in the theory of goal 

seeking systems, the analogy cannot be carried further. 

Oh the other hand, we may assume that we have suf

ficient knowledge, both of the probability of occurrence of 

each consequence associated with a given strategy and of the 

relative value to the individual of each consequence, to 

permit the expected relative values of the strategies to be 

linearly ordered. Under these conditions, which though 

demanding do not belie realism, we may show that Fishburn's 

(1964) Basic Decision Model I is a type I goal seeking system. 

To this end, we first examine the Basic Decision 

Model I. Here, S"{S^: i-l,...,s} is the set of available 

strategies or plans, any one of which can be implemented in 

full, to attain the objective. 0-{Oj: j-l,...,r) is the set 

of consequences, that is the set of things which may be done 

by or happen to the individual in the sense that each Oj is 

a complete description of his future as it relates to the 

decision he confronts. Then V(OJ)«VJ, the relative value 

associated by the decision maker with consequence Oj, depends 
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not only on Oj but also on the entire set 0, the set e of 

objectives which are of interest to him, and his environment 

A, where all except Oj are understood but not written. 

Additionally, P(o^|S^)"P^j is the probability of consequence 

Oj if strategy is adopted. 

Then the Basic Decision Model I is defined as follows 

For i*l,...,s, E(S^) is the expected relative value of 

strategy S^; is the probability in a prescriptive sense, 

with which the decision maker ought to adopt Sj(c^>0, 

s 
C4-l); and the total expected relative value is given by: 

1 1 

EV(I)-C1E(S1)+C2E(S2)*...+CsE(Ss) . (36) 

where 

, "(•l)-j£1'(oJl»1)Vc»,)-^P1JVJ. (37) 

Initially, the C^(i»l,...,s) are undetermined, and 

the set of values 0{C^: i"l,...,s) such that EV(I) is a 

maximum provides the basis for decision by the individual. 

Thus, if Cj"0 then is rejected, while if C^l then is 

the optimal strategy. However, if, for example, Cr"Cs"y , 

then the decision maker can select between Sr and Ss by the 

toss of an honest coin. It is in this sense that the set 

C provides the decision maker with the prescriptive proba

bilities on which to base his decision. 

We have assumed that sufficient information is pro

vided by and (i-1,...,s; j»l,...,r) to linearly order 
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(E(S^): i-1 s). Then let Max E(Sj)"W, and suppose that 

there are k strategies such that E(Sj)«W. It is clear that 

if we let C^al/k for each of their strategies (say r) 

and Cj"0 otherwise, we will then have a set C which will 

provide the prescriptive probabilities required. 

To show that Basic Decision Model I is a type I goal 

seeking system, we define the system Z*(X,P,Y,Q,T,S> with 

performance index I and covering S as follows, let TcR; 

P"(P"(E1»E2» ••"£S)T: £i"CPil'Pi2',,,,Pir)iPik-° and 

n 
5 Pik"'1 (k"l,...,n) for i»l,... ,s), X-{cp: p«P); Q"(q:q 

* 1 s 
• permutation of (Cj,...»Cg)>Cj"l, Cj"l/m(i-l,... ,m) and 

Cj"0 (i-m+1,...,s) for nal s}; Y«{c^:qeQ); S»XxY. Then 

let V"(Vj : j-1 r)T so (ECSj): i-1,... .sJ-UjCpCt) (V): 

i-l,...,s>-{(Pil,...,Pir)»(V1,...,Vr)T: i-1 s). And let 

x"f C*iCa(t))(»iC Ct))(V))-f CiECSjJ-EVCI), so Max I-W . 
i>l 1 q 1 P fcl1 1 (cp,cq) cS 

Now let S»{S(cp):cpeX, S(Cp)-{Cp)xYeS). Then, for any 

c sX we can characterize the behavior of Z by the system 
po 

goal for Z with respect to S(Cp ) and I as follows. 

(V))-W). 

Thus, for any c cX the behavior of the type I goal 
po 

seeking system (Z,I,5) is characterized by the same 
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prescriptive probabilities and associated strategies in the 

system goal with respect to S(c ) and I as are determined 
po 

from (36) by the Basic Decision Model I. 

Game Theory and Other Applications. In this section 

we shall consider the possibility of casting a two-person 

zero-sum game into the mold of a type I goal seeking system. 

According to Churchman et al. (1957), in such a game there 

is a desired end-state or goal toward which the two competi

tors strive, but both cannot obtain it. Although the players 

are thus conflicting in their individual goals, the conflict 

is made to serve a common objective or goal by the rules of 

the game. 

In a two-person game, both players have a finite set 

of choices available, and to select one is a move. A strategy 

is defined as a predetermined method according to which a 

player selects his sequence of choices during the game. Each 

player is assumed to know the strategies available to his 

opponent as well as his own. Also, a play of the game, or 

play, is a sequence of choices which brings the game to an 

end state, for example, player A wins or players A and B 

are tied. 

Because the set of choices is finite, the number of 

different strategies available to each of the players is 

also finite. In a two-person zero-sum game, the value to 

one player and hence the cost to his opponent (because of 

the zero-sum condition) of each of their conflicting 
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strategies may be tabularized in a payoff matrix [v£j]mxn 

which is known to both players. Here, for example, 

represents the value to player A (cost to player B) of 

employing his ith strategy (i"l,...,m) if B plays his jth 

strategy (j«l n) . 

The situation faced by both players is, then, some

what similar to that described for the decision maker in the 

preceding section. To each player is given information 

concerning strategies available to him and his opponent and 

the values to him of the opposing strategies. Player A then 

employs some probability distribution Xa(x^,...,xn) to 

select his strategy at each play and B similarly employs for 

his selction a distribution Y»(yj,...,yn). The goal of A 

is then to determine the optimum distribution X°"(x°,...,x°) 

such that ̂  x® £ yjvij *s tt ®ax*-muin C°r *s value vA) 

regardless of Y. Similarly, B's goal is to determine the 

distribution Y°"(yJ y°) such that Z yj 71 is a 

maximum (or >vB) regardless of X. Von Neuman and Morgenstern 

(19 49) has shown that in any game of this type, V^"-VJJ. So 

letting v-vA"-vn, we have Exjy.v. .>v for all Y and 
i  J 1J~ 

^?xiyjvij-v for all X so that .£xiXjvij"v. 

Based on this description, the representation of a 

decision maker as a type I goal seeking system in the pre

ceding section, and the concept of Churchman et al. (1957) 

contained in the opening paragraph of this section we may 
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conceive the block diagram representation of the game shown 

in Figure 2. Here we may visualize that arrow (3) provides 

the same information to the two players (Z^ and Z2) whom we 

may think of as decision makers and hence type I goal seeking 

systems, whose goals we have specified above. Arrow (1) is 

(4) 

Figure 2. Block Diagram 
Representation of Two-Person Zero-Sum Game. 

the output of Z1 in the form of the prescriptive probability 

distribution that assures a value to him of at least v, along 

with a similar distribution for Z^ that is the input to Z^ 

represented by arrow (4). Similarly, arrow (2) represents 

Zg's prescriptive probability distribution that assures a 

cost to him of at most v, and also the distribution specified 

by Z^ that is furnished by the input represented by arrow (1). 

Thus, the various prescriptive probability distributions which 

meet these individual goals may be considered as the combined 

output of the interconnected systems, where X is an output of 

Zj and Y is an output of Z2. To each such pair a combined 

value - []T yjvij" ̂ -yjHxivijJ may assi8ned* Then, the 

goal of the interconnected systems is to select from all 

possible pairs (X,Y) the pair (X°,Y°) such that 
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^ xiyjvij"' T^E Poss*kility °* SUCH « 

representation is only suggested here. The theory thus far 

presented is insufficient to permit the analysis of such a 

couple; however, the usefulness of extending the theory to 

include the concept of coupled systems is indicated. 

The type of couple represented in Figure 2 is a 

combination of a feed-back couple (since Z2's output is "fed-

back" to form a part of the input to Z^) and a cascade couple 

(since the output of forms a part of the input to the 

system yielding the end result or output). Cascade couples 

are interesting in their own right for such reasons as are 

next briefly considered. 

As a second illustration consider the operation of a 

production line. Here, each technician on the line has a 

task that he is required to perform as his part in the pro

duction of each end item manufactured. His task is essential 

to the overall manufacturing operation, and ordinarily he 

must finish his task before the next operator in line can 

begin his operation. We may then envision a couple between 

two operators on the line such as depicted in Figure 3. 

L21 

Figure 3. Block Diagram 
Representation of a Portion of a Production Line. 
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In Figure 3, arrow (1) night represent the input to 

operator Z^ from the worker who precedes him, and arrow (2) 

the input to Z2 of the unfinished product with Z^'s task 

complete. Arrows (3) and (4) might represent other input 

requirements by Zj and Z2 for proper job performance, such as 

power, supervision, etc. In so far as the goal seeking 

-aspects of Z^ and Z2 are concerned, production goals may be 

assigned or inducements offered so that Z^ and Z2 may establish 

their own goals. It is reasonable to assume also that the 

production department has some overall goal related to the 

effective operation of the production line. 

The purpose in presenting the two foregoing examples 

is to provide some motivation for the next chapter which 

treats the problem of coupling goal seeking systems. 

Type II Goal Seeking Systems 

Corollary 2.3.1 has already shown that an optimal 

control problem of specified form is a type II goal seeking 

system. In addition to this important class of problems, 

allusion was made in Chapter 2 to problems typified by having 

several inputs that can be combined in differing quantities 

to produce the same output. We shall pursue these ideas 

further in the following illustrations of applications of 

type II goal seeking systems. 

Allocation of Effort. An excellent application of 

the^concept of type II goal seeking systems appears in the 

appendix to Hitch and McKean (I960). Here, the basic problem 
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analyzed is 1he determination of the optimal allocation of 

military effort under specified economic constraint conditions. 

The particular aspect we shall 'consider is the determination 

of the amounts of each type of weapon system (for example, 

strategic aircraft and strategic missiles) that should be 

programmed, within budgetary limitations, to provide a 

specified level of military effectiveness. In the analysis 

presented, the extent to which each system is employed is 

represented by the inputs x^«R(i-l,...,n), and an index of 

effectiveness E(x^,...,xn) is hypothesized which maps Rn into 

R thus providing a linear order on (XJ,...,xn)cRn. E(XJ,..., 

xR) is then considered a differentiable response surface, and 

aE 
when all x^(i«l,... ,n) except Xj are held constant, is 

called the marginal product of x . . Also, if only x^ and x^ 

are allowed to vary while E and x^Ckjfi.j) are held constant, 

a curve is generated. The projection of this curve or set of 

points into the set {(x^,xj): x^,XjcR) is called an isoquant 

of E. Obviously, for each constant value of E that is 

specified, a different isoquant is generated, so that a family 

of isoquants for E exists in each x^,x^-plane. 

Then along any isoquant in the x^,x2-plane, for 

example; 

dE-0- iL- <!*,• dx.-E^dx^E^dx, so that 
i X i  1  a x 2  2 1 2  

dx2 E(l) 
-1 , (38) 
dxx bC2) 
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fil aE 
where Ev . The slope of the isoquant is then —^y 

E(l) 
where ^ is the ratio the marginal product of to x2-

This ratio is called the marginal rate of substitution since 

it specifies the rate at which x2 can be substituted for 

when E is constant. It is further hypothesized that E is 

quasi-concave so that the set of points (x^,..rrxn) such that— 

ECxj,...,xn)>Z for each ZcR is a convex set. 

Finally, a constant average cost per unit p^ is 

specified for each of the i (i"l,...,n) weapon systems, and 

n 
the budget limitation is expressed by B-» where 

x^>0. Then given a specified level of effectiveness E"E°, 

the problem is to determine the inputs x°(i»l,...,n) such that 

n 
B-^2 Pi*i minimized subject to the constraints E(x)-E 

and X£>0 (i»l,...,n). 

If only two inputs or weapon systems are considered 

the problem may be represented as 'shown in Figure 4. 

*2 

»/p2 

B/p 

Figure 4. Optimal Allocation of Effort for E"E(x.fx7). 
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2 
Here the line defined by *s t*1® budget line. Tfie 

level of effectiveness curves are represented by the isoquants 

E1(E2 and Ej with the higher subscripts corresponding to 

higher levels of effectiveness. The set of feasible inputs 

for a prescribed.level of effectiveness^ say E°»E3, is just 

the set of points on the E^ isoquant. Then since Ej is 

convex by hypothesis, it will have a point of tangency with 

a member of the set of budget lines of slope -Pj/Pj. At 

this point the slope of the Ej isoquant, 

-E3(1) 

EJC2) * 

Pi 
is equal to the slope of the budget line , and the 

p 2  

particular budget line thus determined implies the minimum 

value of B that will permit attainment of the Ej level of 

effectiveness. 

Obviously, the general problem is simply one of con

strained optimization in which the objective function H 

n 
• -JT PjX^ is to be maximized subject to the constraints x^O 

(i-l,...,n) and E(x1#...,xn)-E° where E°>0 is a specified 

number in R. The necessary condition (Wilde and Beightler 

1967) that H have a maximum at xQ is that (for example): 

»(H.E) j £E 

_ 3(xi,x1) a*i 
•0 i-2,...,n 

«xo 

or 
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Pi PX 

E(i) E(l) m 
is = '-0, EUJ|»0 or 

EC1) 

_ Pi 
1*21 • • • jii (39) 

B(d pt 

If a solution for specified E° exists, the problem 

can be modeled as a type II goal seeking system as follows. 

First, let Z"{X,P,Y,Q,T,F) be defined by: TCR5 P"{x:x 

•(Xj,...tx )*X£>0, i"l,...,n)cRn; X-{cx:cx:T*P is a constant 

function); Q-Range of EC*; Y"{C SC :T*Q is a constant 

function); F»{(c ,c ) :Vc cY and qcQ^{c cX: B(x)-q where E 
*4 H * 

is a map)). Next define I:F*R such that for every (cx,cq)*Ft 

above by 0. Let the covering of F be S»{F[c ]:q0«Qf(c ) 
HJO ° 

-[c_ 1C.Y, F[c ] C.F). 
Mo Ho 

Now let E°»q0cQ be any specified level of effective

ness desired, and let F[c£O 1-«W! cEO'Y- (CX'CE.),F> 

CF. Since we have assumed the existence of a solution, 

Max I »G(F[Ce0]) exists, so that the behavior of the type II 

goal seeking system (Z,I,S) can be characterized by a system 

goal for Z with respect to F[Ce0] and I as follows: F*(Ce0] 

•{(Cx,Ce0):(Cx,Ce0)CF[Ce0], I(CX,Ceo).G(F[Ce0J)). Thus, for 

any prescribed level of effectiveness E°, the behavior of Z, 

n 
1 (cx'cq^""^jPi*i where 0<Pi«R Ci"l , . .  • ,  n) , so I is bounded 
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as characterized by the system goal above, is such that the 

output c is produced by the input cx for which I(cx,cg0) is 

a maximum or the budget is minimized which is precisely the 

desired solution to the problem as stated in the paragraph 

preceding equation (39). 

Military Application* Military commanders and staff 

officers are frequently faced with a specific mission oT~task 

that is to be accomplished within a specified period. The 

characteristics of many such problems identify them as type 

II goal seeking systems. For example, in an amphibious 

operation where ship-to-shore transportation is at a premium 

and where expansion of the beachhead requires supplies and 

equipment as well as troops of various categories, the 

scheduling of these personnel and supplies becomes a type II 

goal seeking system. The output of the system is the ac

complishment of the immediate task in terms of the specified 

numbers of troops of each category and the required quantities 

of the various supplies and equipment put ashore within the 

time specified. Inputs to the system are the various possible 

schedules that will put all of the requirements into the 

beachhead in the allotted time. The commander or staff 

officer may then assign a simple ordering on each of the inputs 

that will accomplish the mission, using, for example, the 

criterion of facilitating future operations. The system, goal 

will then be to schedule items into the teachhead in a manner 

that will best facilitate future operations. The subset of 
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•11 schedules which result in accomplished missions can then 

be used in conjunction with the criterion of facilitating 

future operations to define a system goal. 

Of a less complex nature, but nevertheless a valid 

example of a type II goal seeking system is the determination 

by the fire direction officer of a mortar unit of the best 

coabin^rtrion of propellent charge—and tube elevation to be 

employed in attacking an enemy target. An extract of a firing 

table for an 81 mm mortar, M29 is shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Extract of Firing Table, 81 mm Mortar, M29. 
(Extracted from Department of the Army Field 
Manual FM 23-90 1967) 

Range 
Meters 

Elevation 
Mils 

Charge Elevation 
Mils 

Charge 

1750 1136 4 1230 5 

1775 1128 4 1223 5 

1800 1119 4 1216 5 

1825 1108 4 1209 5 

18S0 1098 4 1202 5 

1875 1088 4 1196 5 

1900 1077 4 1189 5 

1925 1066 4 1182 5 

1950 1055 4 1174 5 
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Let us assume that an enemy target at a range from the 

mortars of 1850 meters is to be attacked. The fire . direction 

officer has two choices of combinations of tube elevation and 

propellant charge which he can use to attack the target: 

either elevation 1098 mils, charge 4 or elevation 1202 mils, 

charge 5. The actual selection must depend upon the goal 

sought. For example, if friendly troops are in the vicinity 

of the target, the goal may be to minimize risks to friendly 

troops, so that the combination associated with minimum dis

persion (not shown in the table but which corresponds to the 

lower elevations), in this case {(elevation 1098, charge 4), 

range 1850} would be the input-output pair which is optimal 

for the range specified. Or the goal may depend on the fact 

that the enemy troops are in trenches or fox holes so that a 

steeply descending terminal trajectory is desired so that the 

input-output selected in this case would be ((elevation 1202, 

chaTge 5), range 1850). The identification of the elements of 

the goal seeking system is analogous to that in the preceding 

application, and hence will be omitted. 

Bicycle Rider Model. As the final application of type 

II goal seeking systems to be examined, we consider a bi

cyclist equipped with a 3-speed bicycle who desires to propel 

himself with a standing start from the floor of a valley up 

a straight road of constant slope Inclined at 0 degrees with 

the horizontal. We assume that the weight of the bicycle and 

rider is W pounds. As an approximation, we assume that the 
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rider is capable of providing a non-cyclic torque of x^(t) 

foot pounds to the pedal sprocket, where x^(t) is continuous 

and x^Ct) is sectionally continuous during the period of our 

observations. By means of a chain, this torque is transmitted 

to the drive sprocket or gear. Both bicycle wheels have a 

radius of R feet and a moment of inertia of I pound-feet/sec. 

The pedal sprocket has a radius of r2 feet and the drive 

gear may be considered to have three selective radii r^GCi) 

(i»i;2,3), by means of which the rider 

can select any one of three different speeds. The gear re-

duction factor has the values G(l)»2, G(2)»l and G(3)«l/2. 

The rider desires to attain a velocity of v^ feet per second 

after pedaling for tf seconds beginning with an initial 

velocity of 0. He also desires to minimise over the entire 

period [0,t£] the mean squared deviation of his applied torque 

tjGI 

Figure 5. Bicycle Power Train System 
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from a constant value while he accelerates up to the desired 

speed, V£. We may rationalize our use of the squared devi

ation on the grounds that the rider objects much More to 

providing very high and very low torques (since these latter 

require faster pedal rate) than he does to furnishing torques 

close to M^. In the following analysis, we shall assume that 

the system is conservative and hence neglect internal friction 

losses; we shall also neglect air resistance and the mass of 

the pedal sprocket. 

To formulate the problem as a type II goal seeking 

system, let Z"{X,P,Y,Q#TfF} be defined by: T"[0,t£jCR; 

2 
PCRx{l/2,l,2)cR ! X»{x:x:T*P x»(x1,x2)^x1 is continuous and 

x^ is sectionally continuous on T, x2c*cG(i): 

x1(t)x2(t)£0 for all teT); QcR2; in defining Y and F, we 

consider the following work-energy relationship. 

For any value of x2, the work performed by x^(t) 

during a rotation dG of the pedal sprocket is equal to the 

sum of the increases in kinetic and potential energy of the 

system. The angle through which the wheels move as a result 

of the displacement of the pedal sprocket is 

r2de 
—= , and the distance ds the bicycle moves along the in-
r,G(i) 
1 Rr-de 

cline is • . The angular acceleration of the wheels is 
TjGCi) 

then a(t)"«t(t), where «(t) is the angular velocity of the 

wheels. Therefore the increase in kinetic energy of the 

system is 
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dT-J »Rds+2I«i—= (40) 
rlcG(i) 

-t?* $ R i d s  

and the increase in potential energy is 

dV-W sins ds. (41) 

The work performed by x^(t) in this displacement is 

X* c 
dU" x, (t)de**x1 (t) -L-5111 ds. (42) 

Rr2 
And since dU"dT«-dV, we obtain, 

*l(t)cG(i)" rf ftp • jr> »i"B] C«) 

2 
Therefore, let Y«{y:yrT+R , y"(y1,y2)^yi"R« is continuous 

and y^ is sectionally continuous and y2ac$ on T). Assuae 

that for any x1# there exists a unique solution to the first 

order differential equation in (43) with the initial value.of 

Ri(0) adjoined. Then let F-{ (x,y) :xeX, yeY^x, (t)x,(t)« liL 
rl 

[(— • 1L) yj+WR sin y2] and y1(0)»0). Thus Z is a functional 

system. 

Now, the bicyclist desires to pedal in such a way as 

to attain a velocity of Vf from a standing start while 

minimizing the time average of the square of the deviations 

of the applied torque from over all of T. Thus a subset 

[yfl]CY is specified such that ye[yo] implies yeY and 
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yjCtO-O, yj(t£)*vf, and y2"Cg. Consequently a subset 

F[yQ]C F is determined suph that [y0l"*2 F[y<)]* Therefore, 

let the performance index 

I— 7- ftf(*1-Mk)2dt-|[y(t)-(v,8)]|2 ftf.*"** SO that I, 
tfj<) 1 K t-0,v-0 

which is bounded abover by 0, provides a criterion for 

selecting preferred input-output pairs. Then for specified 

e»Q, let the system e-goal for Z with respect to F[yQ] and I 

be: 

F*[Y0]",((x»y); (x.y)«Fty0l» SUP i-i(x,y)««}. 
ft/o1 

By first using the calculus of variations we can obtain 

the torque x^(t), for an arbitrary value of the gear reduction 

function x2(t), such that 

1 f** 2 I I2lt"tf'v"vf 
H" 7 -  (TV dt+ Ixi (*)-•! 

t f j  0 1 i 1 I 't"0,V«0 

is minimized. We can then determine the optimal input-output 

pairs {[(x,,x9),y])-{(x,y)} such that I(xfy)> Sup I -e 
1 1 " (x,y)cF[y0] 

•Sup (-Min H)-e by elementary search techniques. 
(x,y)fF[yo](x,y)eF[yo] 

x2*const 
r2 WR 

To simplify the computations, we let A- —, B» ~ 

21 
* » 50 that we may write the integrand as 

K 

F- ~ (By+WR sin0)-Mk]2 (44) 
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Then the Euler equation is 

~T" 5t (Byi*WR SinB-M^l^O (45) 

*2 

or y^-0. 

. 2  
The solution to (45) which satisfies |[y-,(t)-vj| 

t"0,v»0 

t"tf, V"Vf 
1 -0 

thus minimising H is 

f 

Therefore, 

yx- ̂ t, (46) 

*iW 3EjTtT ?f [(r * r-̂ 4 * WR sinM- (47) 

Now, since Xj(t), as thus determined, is independent 

of time,' the average of the square of the deviation of x^(t) 

from over the entire period T is simply 

,2 (48) 
r" IT" T ?T"J~ T IT-TXT »JAIiP"nLi 

^(t) I""t 77Z *1 'r+ r1?4 s*ro- 8in*V 

Since Sup I"0, then for specified c>.0 all that remains is 
ny0 )  

to select input-output pairs such that I(x,y)>.-c. To 

complete the solution, let W»160 pounds, M^SO, R-5/4 ft., 

rj-1/6 ft., r2"l/3 ft., I"2(5/4)2 pound ft/sec2, vf ft/sec 

e{10,15,20), B°c{0°,S°,10°,15°,20°), and t-400>0 for each 

F[y0J determined by y1(0)»0 and yj (*£)•*£ y2"c8# 

Pertinent data for selection of input-output pairs 

for which I is greatest are listed in Table 4, in which we 



Table 4. Applied Torque (x^ and Gear Reduction Function (X2) for Various 

Desired Terminal Velocities (y^) and Hill Inclines (y^) and 

Corresponding Values of I. Optimal input-output pairs for e»400 

are asterisked. 

x2"cl/2 X2"C1 x2«c2 

y1(tf)-Tf y2(*)-& X1 1 X1 1 X1 1 

10 ft/sec 0.0° 
2.5 
5.0 
7.50 

10.0 

1 

45.0* -25. 
62.4* -154. 
80.0 -900. 
97.2 -2228. 
114.4 -4147. 

22.5 -756. 
31.2* -353. 
40.0* -100. 
48.6* - 2. 
57.2* - 52. 

11.2 -1505. 
15.6 -1183. 
20.0 - 900. 
24.3 - 660. 
28.6 - 458. 

15 ft/sec | 0.0° 67.6* -310. 
I 2.5® ! 85.0 -1225. 
! 5.00 j 102.6 -2767. 

7.5® I 119.8 -4872. j 
10.00 j 137.0 -7569. 

! i ! 
i i 

33.8* -262. 
42.5* - 56. 
51.3* - 2. 
59.9* - 98. 
68.5* -342. | 

l 
! 

16.9 -1096. 
21.2 - 829. 
25.6 - 595. 
30.0* - 400. 

| 34.2* - 250. 
: 

20 ft/sec 0.0° 
2.5° 
5.0® 
7.50 

10.0° 

1 

t 

90.0 -1600. 
107.4 -3295. 
125.0 -5625. 
142.2 -8501. 
159.4 -11968. 

45.0* - 25. 
53.7* - 14. 
62.5* -156. 
71.1 -445. 
79.7 -882. 

22.5 - 756. 
26.8 - 538. 
31.2* - 353. 
35.6* - 207. 
39.8* - 104. 



2 
have used g<*32.0 ft/sec . The asterisked pairs are those 

such that I(x,y)>0-e"-400 and hence satisfy the system 

c-goal with respect to 9[yQ] and I. 

Thus, the triple {Z,I,S}, is a type II goal seeking 

system since Z is a functional system, I is a bounded per

formance index and S is a covering for F, and further, 

the performance of the system can be characterized by a 

system goal of the form F*[yQ]:{(x,y): yc[y0]C.Y, (x,y) 

«F[y0]c:P} where S-{F[yc]: [y0)CY, F[yc)C F) is a covering 

of F. 

Discussion. In light of the applications presented 

in this chapter, some preliminary conclusions or remarks 

concerning the appropriateness of type I or type II goal 

seeking system models are warranted. First, we may note, in 

general, that goal seeking system models are especially 

worthwhile considering for processes to which is linked 

some measure for judging relative effectiveness of perform

ance. Type I models are suited to systems in which, cor

responding to a given input, several different responses 

are possible, and from these possible combinations of input 

and output, the pair is to be selected which is best according 

to a specified or implied criterion. The criterion which 

is the basis for selection of the "best" pair (or pairs) is 

formalized in the model by the performance index, while the 

standard against which pairs are measured is the supremum 

(or maximum) of this index. 
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For a type II goal seeking system to be appropriate 

for modeling a particular phenomenon, several input-output 

pairs must represent a class of different alternatives, 

each of which is acceptable from the standpoint of output 

alone. A criterion, again in the form of a performance 

index, then enables a preferred member or members to be 

selected from this class based on the system goal or system 

e- goal used to characterize the system performance. 

A second feature of significance, brought out in the 

applications, concerns the modeling of behavioral character

istics of humans. While recognizing the limitations of any 

mathematical models that are designed to predict or describe 

human performance, efforts in this direction must continue 

if engineers are to give more than lip service to the human 

factor. The goal seeking behavior of individuals is es

sentially dynamic, that is, short term goals are themselves 

variable, so that prediction even on the basis of goals is 

difficult. Nevertheless, the system goal of goal seeking 

systems is a characterization of a similar attribute in 

human behavior. Therefore, if the goal of an individual or 

group of individuals can be quantified, goal seeking systems 

may provide a way of predicting or describing, over the term 

in which the goal is valid, the behavior of the individual 

or group. This may be an important consideration and 

recommend goal seeking systems as providing the class of 

models which can best characterize a particular system in 

which human beings exert control. 



CHAPTER 4 

COUPLED SYSTEMS 

The characterization of a system as a collection of 

interacting objects, presented in Chapter 1, and the pos

sibility, suggested in Chapter 3, of so interconnecting goal 

seeking systems as to form a composite goal seeking system 

leads to the next consideration. In this chapter we shall 

consider the idea of interconnecting goal seeking systems 

so that the output of a system can be used as a part or com

ponent of the input to another, while preserving a goal 

seeking behavior. Such interconnections, even for two goal 

seeking systems, may take any of several forms. 

In particular, we shall first consider the cascade 

coupling of two systems and Z2 schematically represented 

in Figure 6. 

Input to the 
coupled 
systems 

(3) 

CD 
Z1 

> 

Z1 (2) Z2 
r 

111 
Output of 
the coupled 
systems 

Figure 6. Cascade Couple of Two Systems. 

90 
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Here we have depicted and Z^ by the appropriately labeled 

boxes. Arrow (1) indicates the part of the input to the 

coupled systems which provides input specifically to Z^. The 

input to Zj consists of two parts or components, one furnished 

by the output of Z^ indicated by arrow (2) and the other 

being a "free" input indicated by arrow (3). The output 

from the ampled systems is shown as arrow (4) and is simply 

the output from Z^. 

The second form of system interconnection which we 

shall investigate is that of a feedback which is illustrated 

in Figure 7. 

Input to 
the coupled 
system 

Output to the 
(2^) ^ coupled system 

Figure 7. Feedback System Couple. 

Here a system has been coupled to itself by allowing the 

input to consist in part of the system output, arrow (2), in 

addition to the free input, arrow (1). 

Some precise method of mathematical representation of 

these and related ideas is required for the analytical 

discussion of coupled systems. For this purpose, we adopt 

some of the formalism used by Wymore (1967). In order to 

specify the range of values of inputs to a system we use the 



descriptive designation "port". In system Z2 "<X2,P2,Y2, 

Q2,T2,S2> of Figure 6, for example, we identify two ports 

VJQ and VJJ such that P2"^20x^21* Each t^ie vector valued 

input functions tiiat are represented by arrow (3) has values 

in the set V20. Therefore, since in general each fc«X2 is 

a function defined on T2 with values in P^c Rn (ncl*) , V2Q 

is itself a Cartesian product such that V2QC Rm(mcl+) where 

m£n. Similarly, if »YJ,QJ,T^,SJ), then each set 

in the Cartesian product V2j must contain a set in the 

Cartesian product Q^. 

In the system illustrated in Figure 7 two input 

ports, V1Q and V^1# are identified such that pi"vio*Vll* 

Each free input to the interconnected system has values in 

V^0; whereas, contains the range space of the functions 

in Yx. 

Cascade Coupled Systems 

With this notation we can now proceed with the 

analysis of cascade coupled systems. We consider first the 

result obtained from the cascade couple of two systems in 

the configuration shown in Figure 6 and under the conditions 

to be specified in theorem 4.1. These conditions are suf

ficient to assure that the resultant of the couple is itself 

a system, but the conditions themselves stem from heuristic 

considerations. Tjiat is, if one system is to perform in 

conjunction with another, as in this case, it appears 

reasonable that their time sets T^ and T2 be the same. For 
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the cascade couple of two general tine systems, we could of 

course take as the common time set TjLn?2> however, we start 

from the simpler premise that the two systems have identical 

time sets. It is also necessary to assume not only that 

QjC V2J, but also that every combination of inputs to Z^, 

composed of free inputs with values in V2Q and outputs of Zj 

with values in V21» is a function-in Xj. Otherwise, purely 

physical considerations would preclude such a couple. 

To facilitate the succeeding discussion, we shall use 

the concept of projection maps as defined in Definition 2.8 

in a somewhat broader sense. For example, when we wish to 

indicate that for some xcX2 and ycYj, y(t)"*(V21)x(t) for 

all tcT, we shall simply write y"«(V2j)x with the time set 

T understood. Also, for T fixed and for some ycY^, there may 

be more than one xcX2 such that ys*(V2^)x. therefore, we 

designate by X2(y)c X2 the subset of X2 such that for every 

xcX2(y)» *(V21)x-y. In such an event we shall also mean by 

v(V2o)X2(y) the composition of the projection function w(V20) 

with each of the functions in X2(y) so that *(V2Q)X2(y) 

represents a class of functions. Similarly v(V2^)X2(y) 

represents a class, in this case simply {y>. As in preceding 

sections we shall denote by S(x) the subset of S such that 

*1S(x)»{x). 

Then to assure that the couple can be effected in 

such a manner that the free inputs to and Z2 can be com-' 

pletely independent, we shall require that for every 
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y^eYj, *(V20)X2(y(1))-w(V20)X2. Then for every y(1^.eY1 

andX^tX 2, the function x^"(w(V 2 0)x^ ,y^)eX 2. 

With this condition met, we have assured the possi

bility of the physical interconnection of the two systems 

so that it is proper to speak of the systems as coupled. We 

proceed now with the formal development of the theorem. 

Theorem 4.1. Resultant of the Cascade Couple of Two Systems 

Let Zj"{Xj,P^,Yj,Qj,Tj,Sj} (i»l,2) be two systems. 

Let the two systems be interconnected as irhown in Figure 6 

so that the output of Z^ is coupled to input port V21CQ1 

of Z2. Let TJ»T2, and let X2 be such that for every y^eYj, 

there exists a nonempty set X2(y^)CX2 such that {y^) 

•*(V21)X2(y(1)) and ir(V20)X2(y(1))-w(V20)X2. Similarly, let 

Yj be such that for any x^eX2 there exists y^eYj such that 

Then let X»{ 

**(V2(PX2*; P"P1*V20» *"Y2» Q"^2' T"Ti"T2* Then there exists 

a relation SC.X*Y such that the resultant Z»{X,P,Y,Q,T,S) 

of the couple is a system. 

Proof; Let x^Cx*1* ,x*2) ') eX where *(P1)x<)-x^1J cXj 

and *(V2o)x0"xo^^ et^V20^X2* Tlien sine® *s a system, 

there exists at least one y^tYj such that (x^.y^)tSj. 

Also by the hypothesis, then, there exists a subset X2(y(l)) 

CX2 and an x^«X2(y^) such that *(V2(}fc^*x(2)' and 
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w(V2j)x^-y^ • Therefore x^-(x£2^ ,y^>. Now since Z2 

is a system and x^eX2, there exists at least one y^»Y2 

such that (x(2),y(2))«S2. Thus x0-(xJX),x£2)') implies 

the ecistence of at least one y^cY2»Y. Similarly, Z2 is a 

system and the hypothesis imply that corresponding to any 

yy(2)tY2 there exists an x^eX2 such that *(V21)x^2^ 

ay(l)cY^( 2^ is a system implies that corresponding to 

y^sYj there exists x^^cXj. Now let w(V20)x^«x^ . 

Then corresponding to yeY there exists x«(x^ ,x^ *) «X. 

Consequently, there exists a relation SCX*Y defined for 

X0«x and ycY by S-((x0,y): (x0,y)-[fx'1 ' ,x<2 )'),y) Cx^1 ' ,  

y^^)»Sj and C(x^2^' ,y^) ,y)cS2). Then since X,P,YpQ and 

T are elements of a system according to Definition 2.1 and 

since a relation Sc X*Y has been exhibited, then by Definition 

2.1, Z«{X,P,Y,Q,T,S) is a system and the theorem is proved. 

Corollary 4.1.1. Let Z^ and Z2 satisfy the hypothesis of 

Theorem 4.1 and let Z be the resultant of the couple. Then 

a sufficient condition that Z be a functional system is that 

both Z^ and Z2 are functional systems. 

Proof: Let »xO^ ) ̂e anY function in X, 

let Z^ and Z2 be functional systems, and prove S is a mfcp. 

Sj is a map since Z^ is functional; therefore, corresponding 

to x^cXj there exists a unique y^^»Sj(x^^)*Yj. Then, 

since Z2 is functional so that S2 is a map and the conditions 
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( 2 )  ( 2 " )  '  
of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied, corresponding to xv "(*0 » 

y^) there is a unique y"S2(x^)eY2"Y. Therefore, corres

ponding to any xQ"(x^^,x^2^ )eX there exists a unique 

yeY given by y-S2 (x^2^ ' .y^^-SjCx^2^ ' ,S1(x^1^))-S(x0) so S 

is a map. Consequently according to Definition 2.2, Z is a 

functional system. 

Corollary 4.1.2. Let and Z2 be systems which satisfy the 

hypothesis of Theorem 4.1. Let Z be the resultant of the 

cascade couple of Z^ and Z2 defined in the theorem. Then a 

necessary condition that Z be a functional system is that 

be a relation and S2 be a map such that for each x0»(x£^, 

x£2^')eX and for all y^ ,y ̂ \w2Sj(xj^) 

S2< 2̂)>'S2< 2̂)*> 

wher. ' .Y(1) *). 

Proof. Let Z be a functional system and let 

xo"<xo1}'xo2),)eX be arbitrary and show that si is a 
r I** Ml* 

relation and S2 is a map such that if yv ,y are any 

functions in w2S^(x^*^), then S2(*o2^"S2^xo^^ ^ where 

x^-Cx^'.yCD) and x^2^ "(x^2V' ,y ̂  *) . Since Zj is a 

system, S^ is trivially a relation. Further, Z is a func

tional system implies S is a map; so that there exists a 

unique yeY»Y2 such that y"S(x())"S(x^1^ ,x^2^ )"S2(xQ2^ 

for any y^1^e*2S1(x^1^). Also, y^eYj is arbitrary since 
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x£^eXj is. But by the theorem, for any such y^^ there 

exists in X2 a function x£2^»(x^2^' ,y^), and therefore 

y-S2(x£^) which, since y is uniquely determined and x£2^ 

is arbitrary (since x£2^ and y^^ are} implies that S2 is 

a map. Further, if Sj is a map, then y^^SjCx^) and the 

specified relation is trivially satisfied. Therefore assume 

Sj is not a map. Then for x^^eXj there exist-y1^ ,y^• 

«w2S^x^^) such that y^Vy^*. But we have shown that 

y-S(x0)-S2(x^2)) where x£2)-(x£2)',y(1)) 

and y-S(x0)-S2CxC2^) where x^'V(xC2>' ,y<«'') . 

Therefore S2(*o2^)"S2^xo2^*^ an<* ***© corollary *s proved. 

Discussion. Examination of the resultant of the 

cascade coupling of two type I or type II goal seeking 

systems is facilitated by the preceding analysis of coupled 

systems. As the initial point of interest we focus on the 

different types of goal seeking systems that may be produced 

by various combinations of cascade couples of type I and 

type II goal seeking systems. Obviously, there are four 

possible combinations of type I and type II goal seeking 

systems which can be coupled in the configuration of Figure 

6, and hence there are four possibly different resultant 

systems. If the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 is satisfied in 

each of these combinations, the resultant of the couple is 

immediately a system. It would be desirable then if the 

resultant of the couple were either a type I or type II goal 

seeking system as well. Without some restrictions, however, 
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this is generally not the case as the following theorem and 

related corollaries demonstrate. 

Theorem 4.2. Cascade Couple of Two Type I Goal Seeking 

Systems. 

Let Ci" 1.2) be two type I goal seeking 

systems each of which behaves in accordance with a specified 

system goal. Let the two systems be cascade coupled in the 

manner shown in Figure 6 such that the hypothesis of Theorem 

4.1 is satisfied. 

Then the triple {Z,I,5} consisting of (1) the result

ant system Z of the couple, (2) the performance index I:S*R 

defined for every xQm(x^ >xq2^ )eX» y^c*2Sl^*o*^ an<* 

y-y(2)eir2S2(x£?)\y(1))C Y2»Y by I(x0,y)-I1 (x^1^ ,y) 

*I2[C*J2)\y(1)).yl, and the covering S-{S(x0): xQeX 

S(x0)CS> of S, is a type I goal seeking system with behavior 

characterized by a system goal if arid only if for every y^f 

y^*«*2s}(xo^) and y-y^ew2S2((*o2^ ' »y^)) andy*-y^* 

«W2SJ(X»)',/!)•)) 

i2[(x£2)',ya)).y]-i2t(*i2),.ya)*>.y*]. 

Proof. Part (1): Assume {Z,I,S} is a type I goal 

seeking system with behavior characterized by a system goal 

and show that under the specified conditions *2^*0^ »y^^)»y] 

•I2t(xo2) »y(1)*)»y*i* 



First, note that {Z,I,.S} is a type I goal seeking 

system with behavior characterized by a system goal implies 

that, for every xQ-(x^ ,x^2^')eX and corresponding subset 

of S, S(x0)eS, there exists a system goal S*(x0)«{(xQ,y): 

(xc,y)cS(x0),G(S(x0))-I(x0,y)} where G(S(x0))-Max I. There

to* 

fore, from th^-*lefinition of I, for any (x0,y)eS*(x0), 

>y(1))">rl"G<s(xo^• »here 

. and y-y(2)e»2S2C(x£2)\y(1)))cY2-Y. since 

{Z^,I^,S^} (i-1,2) are both type I goal seeking system whose 

behaviors are characterized by system goals of the form 

"Gi^Si^xo^))-Max ** follows that I(xe,y) 
si(x0(i)) 

•G1CS1(x^1))) + I2t(Xo2) \y(1))»y]» where y(1)t*2Sj(x(1)) 

and y«»2S2^xo2^ ' ' By Theorem 4.1, for 

y^*«*2Si^xo^) there exist x^ ,x^ *cX2 such that x^ 

-U^'.y^J.xW-^'.y^"'). Further, Z2 is a system 

implies that there exist y-y^2^cw2S2(x^2^) an<* y*"y^ 

e*2S2^*^^*^' an<* *rom tlie system goal seeking behavior of 

Z2, I2(x(2),y)-G2(S2(xC2))) and I2(*(2)\y»)-G2S2(x(2)*)) . 

Therefore, for the specified xQeX, both I(x0,y)"Gj(Sj(x£^)) 

•I2(xi2)»y)"GCsCx0^ and Ux0.y)-G1(s1(x^1)))+i2(x(2)*,y*) 

•G(S(x0)) obtain. Hence, I2(x^ ,y)-I2(x^*,y*) or 
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i2[Cx$2)'.y(1)),y]-i2t(x(2)',y(1,*),y«]. 

Part (2): We shall prove sufficiency by showing that, under 

the conditions specified, ^[(x^2^ ^) »Y 1-I2 [C*^ » 

yC1)*), y*] implies that (Z,I,SJ is a type I goal seeking 

system whose behavior is characterized for every xQcX by a 

system goal of thfi_form S*(x0)-{(x0,y):xQeX, (x0,y)tS(xQ), 

G(S(xo))«I(xQ,y)}, First Z is a system by hypothesis, and 

I is a performance index for Z which, as defined, is bounded 

above since both 1^ and I2 are. Also S"{S(xQ): xQeX, 

S(xQ)C S) is a covering of S since Z is a system. So let 

x0"(x^1^»xQ2^')«X be arbitrary, and note that, as defined, 

I is a performance index for Z implies for every (xQ,y)eS(x0) 

that I(xo,y)-I1(x^1),y^1)) + I2fCxo2),'yC1))'>rl where 

w2Sl^xo1))»y"yC2)"2S2(xo2))- {ZJ.IJ.SJ} is a 

type 1 goal seeking system with behavior characterized by a 

system goal implies, for every y^t^sJCx*1}), that 

Il(x^fy(1))-GiCSiCX(1))). Further, under the specified 

conditions I2 [(x£2^ ' ,y^) ,y]-I2 [(x^ ' ,y^ *) ,y*J implies 

that G2(x*2^ ' ,y^)-G2(x£2^' ,y^*) for every y^1^ ,y^^i 

*2sJ(x^), so G2(X^2^ ' ,y^) is constant for all 

y(1)cw2Sj(x^1)). Also then I (x<>,y)-G1(S1(x^1)))^ 

62(S2(xC2),,yCl)) is constant for all y^eir2S*(x^). Also 

then I(x0,y)-G1(S1(x^1)))+G2(S2(xf2),,y(1)))-G1(S1(x^1)))+ 
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G2CS2(xo2^ »y^*))",I(xo»y*)"constant* Therefore, for 

every xceX and ye*2S2*(xo^ 'y'y*€W2S2 ̂*0^ ',y^ 

such that y^1^ .y^^eSJCx^1^), the value of I(xQ,y) is con

stant. It follows then that for any such pair, I(xQ,y)" 

constant" G(S(x0)). Therefore, by Definition 2.5. {Z,I,S} 

is a type I goal seeking system whose behavior can be 

characterized for every xQcX by the system goal S*(x0)" 

(U0,y): Xo-Cx^'.x^'lcX, (*0,y'cS(xo'' G(stx0')" 

Ux0,y))cS(x0)-((x0>y): x^Cx'1' ,x<2) ')cX, y(1),y(1)\ 

S^xJ1'), ye.2S2(x£2)',y(l)),y«e«jS2(x'2)',y(1)*)). Thus, 

the requirements of Definition 2.S are satisfied, so that 

{Z,I,S} is a type I goal seeking system and the theorem is 

proved. 

Discussion. If the requirements governing the be

havior of system Z2 of the couple are less restrictive, so 

that the performance of {Z2tl2>^2^ *s c^aracter^ze^ by a 

system e-goal, the resultant of the couple will still be a 

type I goal seeking system under the conditions stated in 

the following corollary. 

Corollary 4.2.1. Let all conditions specified in the hy

pothesis of Theorem 4.2 be satisfied by the systems in the 

couple, except let the behavior of {Z2»l2>^2^ characterized 

for all x^eX2 by a system e-goal where e is a specified 

value. 
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Then the triple {2,I,S} as defined in the theorem 

is a type I goal seeking system whose behavior is charac

terized by a system c-goal with respect to S(xQ) and I if and 

only if for every y^1^c*2Sl(x{1^) y-y^ew2^2^xo2^ 

Ma* I,[(x^2:)\y(i:)).y]-I2[(x£2)\y(1)),yl<e. 

y«*,s;(xP)',y(1)) 

Proof: Part (1) Assume that {Z,i,S} is a type I 

goal seeking system with behavior characterized for every 

x0eX by the system c-goal: {(x0,y): (x0,y)cS(xQ), 

Max I(x ,y)-I(x ,y)<e>. 
Y("..2SI(XCL)) 

Then Max I(x ,y)-I(x .yD-GiOS^Cx^1)))* 
y(1)..2s;(x(», 

Max I2[(x<2)',y(l)),yJ-(G1(S1(xf1)))» 
y^^ctjSjfx 1̂') 2° 

y«»2Sj(x£2'',y(1)) 

ijICxi2' '.y'lb.y))-Max i2 t(x'2' '.y'1') .y) 

ytl)«*2sj(x 1̂)) 

y«,2s;(x»>\y<»). 

-l2[(xC2)',y(1)),y1<c. 
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Part (2): In the theorem, we have shown that the elements 

of (Z,I,S) as here defined satisfy the requirements of 

Definition 2.5. We must show that the behavior of (Z,I,S) 

can be characterized by a system e-goal with respect to 

S(xQ) and I if the relation specified is true. Therefore, 

assume that the above specified condition is true for every 

y*1)#«2Sl<xo1)3 and yeir2sj(x^2),fy(1)) . Then from-the defi

nition of I and the fact that the behavior of Zj is charac

terized by a system goal, it follows immediately that 

1 1 0 yW..2s;(̂ W) 20 

y«,2s;cx("V») 

I
2Kxo2),.y(1))»yl)"Max I(x ,y)-I(x ,y)<e. 

ycl)"2sl(xCD) 

y«*2s2(x£2),'y(1)) 

Hence, for every xQ<X and corresponding S(xQ)cS the system 

goal which characterizes the performance of {Z,I,S} is 

S*(x0)-{(x0,y):(x0,y)eS(x0), Max I(xe,y)-I(x0,y)<c}. Hence, 

by Definition 2.5, {Z,I,S} is a type I goal seeking system 

whose behavior for specified xQcX is characterized by a 

system c-goal with respect to S(xQ) and I. 

Discussion. A trivial consequence of the theorem 

is stated without proof in the following corollary. 

Corollary 4.2.2. Let all conditions specified in the hy

pothesis of theorem 4.2 be satisfied by the systems Z^ and 
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Z2 in the couple, except let be a functional type I goal 

seeking system. 

The triple (Z,I,S) as defined in the theorem is a 

type I goal seeking system with behavior characterized by a 

system goal. 

Discussion. If two type II goal seeking systems 

{Zj,{Z2,12>52* are C0UPl°d in cascade as~depicted in 

Figure 6 then under the conditions stated in the following 

theorem, a type II goal seeking system {Z,I,S} can be ob

tained where Z is the resultant of the couple. 

Theorem 4.3. Cascade Couple of Two Type II Goal Seeking 

Systems. 

Let {ZJ,IJ,S^> (i«l,2) be two type II goal seeking 

systems each of which behaves in accordance with a specified 

system goal. Let the two systems be cascade coupled in the 

manner shown in Figure 6 and so that the hypothesis of 

Theorem .4.1 is satisfied. 

Then the triple {Z,I,S} consisting of (1) the result

ant system Z of the cascade couple, (2) the performance 

index I:S-*R defined for every [y0lCY-Y2» ̂ *^0^ an<1 

x-(x(1),xC2)')eX, by I Cx.y)-^ (x(1) ,y (1)) + I2 [(x(2) ' ,y(1)) ,y ] 

where y^-SjX^Hy-S^2^ and x^-(x^',y^), and (3) the 

covering S-{S[yo]: [yQ]C Y, S[yolcS), is a type II goal 

seeking system whose behavior can be characterized by a system 

goal with respect to S[yQ] and I. 
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Proof: First note that as defined in the hypothesis, 

Z is a system by Theorem 4.1 and further that Z is a function

al system by Corollary 4.1.1 since both Zj and Z2 are. Also, 

the performance index I:S*R as defined is bounded above 

since S is embedded in s^mS2 and both 1^ and I2 are bounded 

above on Ij and I2 respectively. Also let [yQ] be an arbitrary 

subset of Y, then since Z is a system, S«{S [yQ]: [yo]C Y, 

S[y0]cS} is a covering for Y. Therefore, the triple (Z,I,S) 

is a type II goal seeking system by Definition 2.5, provided 

that its behavior can be characterized by a system goal with 

respect to S[yc] and I. So let [y0Jc Y"Y2 be arbitrary. 

Then since Z2 is a type II goal seeking system whose perform

ance is characterized by a system goal with respect to 

a C  21 
S2[yol and I2, there exists a system goal S2[yo)"tC* '• 

y«[yo]CY2, (x^),y)cS2[yo]cS2, and I2(x(2) ,y)-G2 (S2 [yj) ). 

Now designate w(V20)x^"x^ '. Also, since the couple con

forms to the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1, corresponding to any 

x^ewjS2(y0) there exists y^cY^ such that y^"w(V2j)x^. 

Designate (y^}"[y^J as an equivalence class in Y^. Then 

since Zj is a type II goal seeking system whose behavior can 

be characterized by a system goal with respect to Sj[y^] 

and I there exists a system goal sj[y^ ]*{(x^ ,y^): 

"GjCSjJy^ ])}. Therefore, corresponding to any [y0lc Y*Y2 

there exists a set S[y0]eS, and the behavior of (Z,I,S) 
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with respect to S[yQ] and I can be characterized by S*[yo)« 

<[(xC1),xC2)'),y]: ye[y0]CY-Y2, S[y(lcS, Kx.yW^x"5 ,y(1)) 

•i2t(x(2),.ycl),y]-G1(s1[y(l)]*G2[Sjty0]-c(Sty0])} which is 

is just the system goal for Z with respect to S[y0J and I. 

Discussion. The cascade coupling of two different 

types of goal seeking systems, so that either a type I or a 

type II goal seeking system results, is possible if suf

ficiently stringent conditions are imposed. For example, if 

in the couple Z^ is a type II goal seeking system such that 

Sj is a bijective (one-to-one, onto) map of and if Z^ 

is required to behave according to a system goal, then con

sideration of the behavior of the couple is reduced to exami

nation of the behavior of Z^ only. Since, considerations of 

this type are trivial, we proceed now to the investigation of 

feedback couples. 

Feedback Coupled Systems 

We consider now a feedback couple of the type shown 

in Figure 7. Here, there is given initially a system 

^l"^*l*Pl'^l'^l,Tl»Sl^* In or<*er» then, to effect the inter

connection of Z1 to itself as depicted, it is necessary that 

for each yQ in some nonempty subset Y CY^ and equivalence 

class [y0]"<y0), there exist an xe*jS1[yo] such that 

¥CV11>X"V Pulfi.ll.nent of this requirement thus enables a 

component of some of the system inputs to be provided by a 

related system output. We formalize these ideas in the 

following theorem. 
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Theorem 4.4. Feedback Couples. 

Let Z1-{X1,P1,Y1,Q1,T1,S1) be a functional system 

such that (1) p]"vio*vll w^ere QicVii an<1 W) tliere ®xist 

nonempty subsets YCYj, XcXj and SQSJ such that 

Y-tyiycY^VSjfyJ where [y]«{y>, w (Vu) (w^ [y])-{y}); 

X=(x?0yeY-CY1,xeX1?{y)"[y]^*1S1[y]«{x) and_x*(x' .yDcXj); 

S-{(x\y): (x'.yJcXj, [(x\y) ,/JeSj). Let Z-{X,P,Y,Q,T,S> 

where T-Tj, P-{x'(t): x'eX, teT}CV10; Q*{y(t); yeY, tcT) 

C Qi<C vn • 

Then Z is a functional system and is designated as 

the resultant of the feedback couplie of Zj. 

Proof: The proof of the theorem is an immediate 

consequence of Definitions 2.1 and 2.2 since each element in 

Z fulfills the requirements for a system specified in 

Definition 2.1, and 2^ is a functional system implies then 

that Z is also. 

Discussion. Our interest in feedback couples centers 

primarily around those in which {ZJ,IJ,SJ} is either a 

functional type I or a type II goal seeking system. The next 

theorem investigates the resultant of the feedback couple of 

a functional type I goal seeking system. We state the 

theorem so that {Z^I^,^} can be either a functional type I 

or a type II goal seeking system; however, since the two 

proofs are parallel, we prove the theorem for only the case 

in which Zj is a functional type I goal seeking system. 
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Theorem 4.5. The Resultant of the Feedback Couple of a 

Functional Type I (Type II) Goal Seeking System is a Functional 

Type I (Type II) Goal Seeking System. 

Let {ZJ.IJ^SJ} be a functional type I (type II) goal 

seeking system, let Z be the resultant of the feedback couple 

of Zj, let I««restriction of Ij to S, and let 5«{S(x0): 

S(xo)CS, x0eX) (SMS[y0J: [yc]<CY, S[yo)CS». 

Then {Z,I,S} is a functional type I (type II) goal 

seeking system. 

Proof: Theorem 4.4 assures that Z is a functional 

system if Zj is. Since 1^: Sj+R is a performance index 

bounded above for Z^ and since SCS^, the restriction of I1 

to S maps S into R and is bounded above. Therefore I:S+R 

defined by I(x,y)"Ij(x,y) for every (x,y)eS is a performance 

index bounded above for Z. Further, by the definition of S, 

S«{S(x0): S(x0)C S, xoeX> is a covering of S. Now let e»0 

and xocXCXj. Then since {Z^I^S^} is a functional type I 

goal seeking system there exists a system c-goal (goal if 

e«0) for Zj with respect to S1(xQ) and Ij given by sj(x0)" 

((x,y): (x,y)cS1(xQ), G1(S1(xQ))-Ix(x,y)£e). But xQeX 

implies there exists S(xQ)CS and by the definition of S, 

S(x{J)C-S1(x0). Therefore, there exists a system c-goal 

(goal if e-0) for Z with respect to S(xQ) and I given by 

sMx^s;(x0)Cs(x0). Therefore, by Definition 2.5, (Z,I,S) 

is a functional type I goal seeking system whose behavior 
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for any xQcX can be characterized by a system c-goal with 

respect to S(xQ) and I. 

Applications 

We shall consider briefly two examples which illus

trate some of the ideas related to system couples that we 

have discussed in the preceding-sections. 

Illustrative Example of Cascade Couple. 

As the first illustration, consider two type I goal 

seeking systems, both of which are linear programming problems 

of the form 

Max CTZ 

subject to AZ"b. ZiO. 

Theorem 2.1 assures us that both problems are type I goal 

seeking systems. Consequently, it should be possible to 

assign system goals to both systems, and assuming the require

ments of Theorem 4.1 can be met we can then couple the 

systems in cascade. Further, by Theorem 4.2 the resultant 

system with performance index defined as in the theorem will 

behave as a type I goal seeking system if the conditions 

prescribed for 12 in that theorem are satisfied. 

Let the type I goal seeking system (zi»Ii'^l^ be 

defined as follows: 

Zl"{Xl'Pl'Yl»Ql'T'Sl} vhere 

P1«{p:p"(p1,P2,P3)TiPii.O (i-1,2,3), pj»0, p^, P2<3, P3<8) 

<CR3 ; 
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xi"{cp;cp:T*pi); Qi"U^"Ui.«-«.<»5)T>(®)>"Qi»QiCR2"R3"R5; 

Yl"{cq:Cq:T,>Ql}; Sl'{(cp'Cq);^CP*Xl3CqcYlMCq(t)"CPCt) f°T 

tcT where A" 

0  1 1 0  0  

- 1 1 0  1 0  

2  1 0  0  1  
}. Ij-cJcjCt) for teT, (cn,c„) 

P' r 

eS. and C« "(2,5,0,0,0), ̂ i"^l^p ) Sj(c ) C^j} # 
"o *u 

T 
Then, for example, for p0"(3,2,7) eP^, the system 

goal for Z1 with respect to S.(c ) and I. is S*(c )• 
"o "o 

Ucp ,cq):(c ,c<t)(t)-t(3,2,7)T,C2>3,0,0,0)T], ̂ ('p^V191 

Also, let {Z2,I2,S2) be de*ined Z2"^*2,P2,Y2» 

Q2,T,S2} where T»{1)CR; P2«{r:r-(r1,r2,r3)T*{0}53ri>0 

(i»l,2,3), ^<2, r2«4, r3£4)- V20*V21*V21CRKR2*R3*R6; 

X2-{cr:cr:T*P2>; Q2-{w:w-(w1,... ,ws)T>(0) )CR5; Y2-*cw: 

cwT*V; S2-{(cr'cw):VcrcX23cweY23Bcw(t)"irCV20KV21)cr(t) foT 

teT where 

- 1  1 1 0  0  

B* 1 / 2 1 0 1 0  

1 0 0 0 1 

}• *2™^2cw^ for teT, (Cj.»c^)eS2 

and cl*( 1,2,0,0,0), S2-{S2(cr ):cr «X2,S2(cr )cS2>. 
0 0 o 

And if, for example, ro-(l,2,3)T*{0)3 then the system 

goal for Z2 with respect to S2(cr ) and I2 is: 

{(cr ,cw):(cr ,cw)(t)e{[(l,2,3)T,(w1,w2,0,0,0)): (l/2)w1+ 

W2-2, 2/3<w1<3), I(cr ,cw)-4> 
o 
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Graphical representations of the two problens and 

the system goals for the specified illustrative inputs c 
po 

and c_ are shown in Figures 8 and 9. 
o 

2qj+5<i2 

-2(2)*5(3)-19 

Figure 8, Graphical Representation of Behavior of Type I 
Goal Seeking System {Z^I^S^} for Input 
Graphical Figure 8 

rw,+w,"2-r 

Figure 9. Graphical Representation of Behavior of Type I of Behavior Type of 
Goal Seeking System (^2»12^ *or Input 
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Examination of {ZJ.I^SJ) for all CpCXj, tcT shows 

that for all and every ), cqit)'qtqx 

is such that 0iq^<4 and 0£q2«4, Now since we desire to 

couple the output of Zj to the input of Z2, note first that 

the tine sets of both systems are the sane, and Pg* 

^20*^21*^21 wk*re V20cR an<* V21c Then, from the above 

brief analysis, *(v2i*V2pP2"^l so that, since all functions 

in X2 and are constant functions with values in P2 and Qj 

respectively, *j. Therefore 

0<r^,<2>KY^. By requiring that pj*£ we have assured 

wCQpCqCO^CO) . Then, for every y^cY^ there exists a 

nonempty set X2(Cq)cX2 such that {Cq}"*(V2I*V2J)X2(c^) and 

w(V2O)X2(Cq)"w(V20)X2. Noto *1®° that for any creX2 there 

exists yCl)eYj such that y^"cq"*(V2j*V21)cr. 

Therefore, by Theorem 4.1 we can couple the output 

of Z, to Z9 so that the resultant of the cascade is the 
X 2 

system Z-{X,P,Y,Q,T,S) defined as follows: X-{(cp,*(V20)cr: 

VX1' crcX2}; p"pi*V20' Y"Y2» Q"Q2* T"T' and S*,{^x»>r): 

*-(cp.'(v20)cr)Jcp,Xl' VX2 y(1*"2Sl(cp> ,nd cq " 

y(1)3y-cw«»2S2(«CV20)cr.cq)>. 

Now, from the definition of {Z1,11,S1> and its 

graphical representation in Figure 8, it is seen that for 

any c «Xj the goal of Zx with respect to SjfCp )C.Sj and Ij 
Po ® 
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contains one and only one pair so that y^«S*(c ) and hence 
1 po 

c "y^*^ is uniquely determined for any c *Xj. 
4 *^o 

It is also apparent from the definition of {Z2,I2,S2) 

and its graphical representation in Figure 9 that there 

exist C'cX- such that c cS5(c ). is not unique. However, from 
T i> w L X 

the definition of the system goal for Z2 with respect to 

S2(cr) and I2, we are assured for every cw, cw*eSJ|(cr) that 

I2(cr,cw)»I2(cr,cw*)"Max 1 2 '  B u t  f o r  a n y  y ( 1 ) , S l ( c p )  a n d  

s
2 ( c

r )  

c^.y(l) there exlsts crt*2 such that cr(t)-(«(V20)cr(t),cq) 

or cr*(*(V2o)cr»cq)» consequently, 

it follows that for any cw,cw*«SJ(cr), I2[C*(V20)cr»cq )»cwl 

-I2 ̂w^V20^cr'cq )»cw*J"Max I2' Hence» ** we define a per-

VP 
formance index I for Z as in Theorem 4.2 by I(xQ»y)"Ii(c_ , 

P<> 
cq ) + I2[(ir(V20)cr,cq * »cwl for every (cp »w(V20)cr )eX' 

^o o 

Cqt*(QjX*2Si(Cp )), and c^C*2 S2(W(V2Q)CJ, .c^ ) then {Z,I,S} 

is a type I goal seeking system by Theorem 4.2, where 

S-{S(c ,*(V20)cr ): (c ,*CV20)cr )eX, S(c ,w(V20)cr )CS} 
o o o o o o 

is a covering for S. 

Illustrative Example of Feedback Couple. 

For the second illustration of coupled systems we 

consider a specific example of the zero-sum two-person game 

proposed in the preceding chapter and diagramed in Figure 2. 
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Specifically, we take as the pay-off matrix 

V11 v12 

V21 v22 

V31 V32. 

Here, each entry represents the value to the maximizing 

player, proposed as a type I goal seeking system, {ZJ,IJ,S^} 

Cor cost to the minimizing player proposed as a similar type 

system, {Z2,I2,S2>) °* employing the ith strategy (i-1,2,3) if 

{Z2,I2»52* emPlo>rs the jth strategy Cj"l»2). It will be 

recalled that each of the proposed systems 

is similar to that used to represent Basic Decision Model I. 

Let us, therefore, first define Zj-tX^P^Y^Q^T.S^} 

(i»l,2) making use of the entries v-j in the arbitrary pay-off 

matrix. Let the common time set T"{1>. Then for Zj, let 

Pi-^P-CRl.R2»E3'£4'E.S)i£l"(vll'v12)T' E-2"(V21'V22)T and 

ELj"(v3i»v32^^ vijeRCi-1» 2,3; j-1,2); J^-Cy!^)7*/!*:0 Ci-1'2^ 

and y4"l; Es"C*{»*2'xpT;)xi-0 C*"1'2'3) and 

Xr{cp:cp:T"Pl}; Ql"{c»:t»"(9.1'3.2)3SLrE4' 9.2"(xl'x2'x3)T'xi-° 

(i-1,2,3) and i^1xi"1>; Yl"{cq:cq:T"^l}; si"xi*Yi« 

Then for Z2, P2"{r:r-(r1,r2,r3,r4) ̂r1-(v]L1,v21,v31)T 

and r2-(v12,v22,v32)T9vi j c R(i-l,2,3; j-1,2); r3-(y{,y£)T3y{>0 

2 T 

(i-1,2) and l4"(*l'x2'x3^ *xi-° (i-1»2»3) and 

[v..l 1 xjJm*n 
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i. T 
^Xj-1); X2-{cr:cr:T^P2); Q2"<w:w"(H1»!l2^^l"^yl»y2) >yii° 

(i-1,2) and ̂  Yiml> H2"l4>; Y2"{cq:cq:T*V; VW 

Now let and I2 be defined by: 

VVV'terfcv l2 'U*  lyU^ '^2 '^2 '^2-

12 Ccr»cw) " (£i • I4,12 * '^1 "^1 ̂ 1 

both of which are obviously bounded above by Max v•.. Further, 
ij i' 

let and S2 be coverings for and S2, respectively, where 

5^"{Sj(c ); c tXj, Si(c )CSj} and S2*{S2(Cy )jc^, cX2, 
^o *0 o o o 

S2(cr )c S2). Then, both (Z^I^S^) and {Z2,I2,S2> as defined 
o 

above are type I goal seeking systems, since, for example, for 

specified c we can characterize the behavior of {ZI.IJ.SJ} 
^0 

by a system goal with respect to S.(c ) and I,. Observe 
A P/\ A 

that Max I, "Sup 

Si«-Pc 

bounded. Therefore, SJCcp )-<Cc e )s WV'V' 

Max I, "Sup I, "G.CS-Cc,, )) since P-^Q, is closed and 

S»(E>I} SIC=P ' 0 

s 1 (cp0} • ®i (si } •1 (cp0 • c<i) 1 • 

Note that the term "^'SLz *n ^l^Hl'-l *n I2^ assures 

that S*(c ) is a singleton. For example, if Ei*R4"R2*R4" 
*0 

E3-E.4 *hen the first term of Ij is the same for any 

ir2
Cq (t) e{ (i/2, 1/2, 0), (1,0,0), (0,1,0)) but Ii(cp .cq)-

Gl(Sl(cp °nly if *2cq(t)-(1/2'1/2'0)-
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Therefore, for any cp eXj let the performance of 

{ZJ,IJ,SJ) be specified by a system goal for with respect 

to sj(cD ) and Similarly, for any cr «X2 let the perform-
"o o 

ance of (Z2,I2,S2) be characteri2ed by a system goal for Z2 

with respect to S2(cr ) and I2. 
o 

. First, we shall attempt to effect a cascade couple 

of the output of Z^ to the input to Z2. Therefore, let 

P2"V20*V21 such ***** V2(f"R3*R3 an<1 V21C'r2*r3' T^en note 

that as Z^ and Z2 are defined, qcQj implies 

and also that any (*3»*4)**(V2J) P2"V21 is also in Qj so 

Ql-V21. Then since the functions in Yj are constant functions 

with values in Qj and the functions in *(V2j)X2 are constant 

functions with values in V21, it follows that every function 

in Yj is also in *(V21)X2 and conversely. Therefore, by 

Theorem 4.1 the resultant Z»{X,P,Y,Q,T,S) of the cascade 

couple of the output of Z^ to the input to Z2 is a system 

where Z is defined by X-{(cp,cr•): CpcXj, cr,-*(V20)cr, 

crcX2>; P-P1*V20; Y-Y2; Q-Q2, T-{1}, S-{[(cp,c;),cw]: 

(cp»cq>«si(cp) and [(ci'V'cwleS2(cr'Cq)}' 

Then, for any (c ,c' )eX, there exists a unique 
po o 

Cqew2Sl^CP Therefore' cwcir2S2^Cr *cq^ is also uni<lue 

because the performances of both {Z^I^S^} and (Z2,I2,S2) 

are specified by system goals and, as defined, the goals of 

both systems consist of unique pairs for any given input. 
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Consequently, 

* 2  I C c x >  * 2  ' c q ^ ' ^ w ^ *  

So by Theorem 4.2, the triple (Z,I,S), where Z is the re

sultant of the cascade couple of Zj and Z2, I[(cp »cp)»cwl 
^o o 

"Xl^cp »ca^*12^cr »ca^,cwl and s"{s^cp »ci )eX» S^cp »cr ̂ S} 

"o ^ o ^ o o o o 

is a covering of S, is a type I goal seeking system with 

behavior characterized by a system goal. Moreover, by the 

theorem, the goal is 

S*(cd »cr >"{Kcd »cr 5»c ):(c ,c' )cX, 
Ho o Ho o K0 0 

[(C »ci ),c leS and G(S(c ,c». ))"G1(S,(c ))+G2(S2(c' ,c )) 
"o O F0 o ro o H 

"Iilcn »cn1*121(Cr »0,c 1). Therefore, for any (c ,ci )cX, 
1 ™o " o " w *o o 

the system goal for Z with respect to S(c ,c' ) and I is a 
po o 

unique element, and hence the performance of Z is such that 

S is a map. We can therefore consider the system Z, with its 

performance thus specified, to be a functional system and 

make use of Theorem 4.4. 

First, note that p"pixV20* Now *et pi"^io*^12 

where VJ0CR2KR2KR2, V12CR2KR3. Then, since the entries of 

[Vjj] were used to define Ej»E.2 and £3 as we^ as Li and 1.2' 

it is clear that [pj.pjtpj]"[arj»rj]T for any specified payoff 

matrix [v£jJ. Hence, for the diagram in Figure 2, to be 

perfectly correct, arrow (3) should be replaced by two arrows, 

one to port V1Q and the other to port V2Q 

where the input to V1Q isw(V10)Cp« and that to V2Q is 
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*(v2i)cr* «nd*(V10)cp#(t)-[w(V20)cr.(t)]T where cp. is any 

CpfX such that »(Vj0)Cp(t)"(i5j,|)£,j>j) an<* cr* *s similarly 

defined. Nevertheless, the input values are the same to both 

ports. 

Next, observe that any (]£4»J>.5)e*(vi2^Pl"V12 *s *n 

Q-Q2 and similarly that w«Q«Q2 implies wcV12, s° that 

VJ2"Q2. Therefore, since all functions in tr(Vj2)Xj are con

stant functions with values in V12 and all functions in Y-Y2 

are constant functions with values in Q"Q2, then W(VJ2)X"Y»Y2. 

Thus, the first part of the hypothesis of Theorem 

4.4 is satisfied; in order to satisfy the second part of the 

hypothesis, however, cw(t)"(wj,w2) must be equal to 

•(v12>V ( t}- In thlS ®Vent cq( t) ,w2S!^*(Vlo)Cp** t) »cw^^ 

so that I j[(ff(Vj0)Cp#,cw) »Cq]"(^J.Wj,gi2.Wj,gij.w^.(^2)-(^2 g.2)" 

Gi(Si((w(Vio)cp«»cw))) and the following relation must also be 

satisfied based on the definition of I: I2[(*(V2o)cr°»cq)>cwl 

•Cll'a2'l2-3.2) ̂ 1-CHl•Iti^"g2CS2CC*CV205cr*• ^5 • 

Therefore, according to Von Neuman and Morgenstern (1949), if 

both relations are to be satisfied the following relation 

must obtain 

(ErHi»Ej-!Li»ES'!Li^aa"C23-a2»i5''a2)'Si-v» and #ince 

both w^ and £2 are uniquely determined by the system goals 

defined earlier, a single, unique, pair (E^EsW^i'S^" 

(r^r^-CwJjwJ) is thus determined. Consequently, since 

Cp.-Cp such that lEj.E.2»B-3l,vlO and cr*"cr such that 
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tlJ»l2^eV20 wher® [pjtp^pj]"fHi»r2^T» ther® ©xists a 

unique pair which satisfies the above relations. 

Thus the second hypothesis of Theorem 4.4 is satisfied for 

any [*(Vlo)cp0,*(V2(J)cr.)(t)eV10*V20 by the nonempty sets 

Y*-{cw*:cw*cY and for Uw*)- [c^] ,*(V12) (wjSfc^])-

^cw*)}C.Y; *(V20)cr.):3cw<lcY*cY, 

(cp«,*(V20)cr.)cX^{cw<l}-[cw<l] implies *1S[cw#]-((t(V10)cp#, 

cw»),w(V20)cr.)cX}cX;S«-{[(tr(V10)cp.,if(y20)cr.),cw<k)]. 

Therefore, the resultant system Z*"»{X**yP!**,Y**,Q**,T,S**) 

such that X**»i)X* T . p*»«/*r*v 
w <V10} V (t)" [w Cv20)cr* W «V10 ' 

xcX**, tcT}; Y**-{cw#: cw*ew2S-M;Q***(c^(t): cw„cY*McT>; 

S**» 0 S* is a feedback system. Further, if I**»restriction 
x«X** 

of I to S** and then the system {Z**,I**,S*M is a 

functional type 1 goal seeking system. 



CHAPTER 5 

COMPARABLE GOAL SEEKING SYSTEMS 

In this chapter we shall be concerned with investi

gating the comparability u£_goal seeking systems, a concept 

that is fundamental to a wide range of practical system 

comparisons. The importance attached to the idea of system 

comparability is evident in the cost-effectiveness compari

sons, which are conducted by the Department of Defense some 

of which, for example, constitute the basis for selection of 

costly and highly complex weapons systems to be brought into 

the U. S. arsenal. 

The numerous tests administered by schools and 

universities to their students is also an example, on a less 

grandiose scale, of the basic importance of the concept. 

Here, the students to whom the test is administered may be 

considered to be type I goal seeking systems. The examination 

scores then provide a measure of student comparability. 

Comparability in this case may be construed as follows. For 

any one of the possible examinations (or inputs) that may 

be administered in the subject matter, each student has a 

corresponding set of responses. Therefore, any two students 

can be compared, in part, on the basis of their possible 

responses to each of the possible examinations. However, 

120 
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the criteria used by any two students, in linearly ordering 

all of their possible responses to any of the examinations, 

also influence student performance and hence must be integral 

to a valid comparison. 

The above example illustrates that comparability of 

goal seeking systems involves two aspects of system perform

ance. The first involves the system defining relation S and 

the other involves the performance index I. The nature of 

the comparison measure (in this case the examination) is 

obviously also critical. However, in this discussion we 

shall limit ourselves to examining the bases for comparison 

and assume that appropriate measures can be devised for 

ordering the systems that are to be compared. 

Structural Comparability 

In discussing the concept of structural comparability 

of state described systems, Wymore (1967) defined the concepts 

of homomorphic and isomorphic systems. His definition pro

vides a basis for comparison of systems that can be extended 

to goal seeking systems. Some preliminary discussion is 

required, however. 

Up to this point, no structure has been assumed for 

the set S of a goal seeking system {Z,I,S}. However, since 

the performance index defines a linear order on the elements 

in S, we may use this linear ordering to define a topology 

on S, the order topology (Pervin 1964). That is, since the 

ordering of any set S by I is irreflexive (i.e., I(x,y)jkl(x,y) 
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for any (x,y)«S) we can choose as a subbase for the order 

topology all sets which are either of the form 

((x»y): I(x,y)<I(x0»y0)> or {(x,y): I(x,y)>1(x0,y0)) for 

some (x0,yQ)eS. Using this concept, we formulate next the 

definition of homomorphic and isomorphic goal seeking systems. 

Definition 5.1: Structural .Comparisons 

Let {Zjilj^S^} and {Z2,I2,<S2> be two goal »«®king 

systems of the same type. Let A and B represent generalized 

sets of indices for the first and second system, respectively, 

such that if the systems are type I then for acA, 6cB, S1q 

is of the form Sj(xd)) for x^eXj and S2g is of the form 

S2(x^), for x^eX2> and if the systems are type II then 

and S20 are of the form Sj[yCl)j and S2(y^J, re-

spectively, where ty^lCYj and [y^2^]CY2. 

Let the order topologies Tjo and T2g be defined on 

each of the elements (sets) in s]"(sia: *or «cA sia<:-si^ 

and $2»{S2g: for 0cB SJ^CSJ), r«sp®ctively, using the 

antisymmetric linear orderings assigned on each of these sets 

by Ij and I2, respectively; and define the two classes of 

topological spaces <(si0»Ii0): acA» siac-siJ and ^S2p 

0cB, S2gO S2}. 

Then {Z^,I^,S^} is a homomorphic image of {Z2,I2,S2) 

if and only if 

(1) p«R+ and TJ"P*T2 where TJ,T2C R*"f, 

(2) There exists an onto mapping suc^ that 
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mS2{X*2))"SI(X<1)) 0r ^Z^o2^"8!17©1^ £oT type 1 °r 

type II systems, respectively. 

(3) There exists a mapping $ such that for u as defined 

in (2) and MS2g"Slo (i.e., either wS^Cx^^-SjCx^) or 

»»S2 [y^ ]"Sj[y^^ ], each 0cB and some acA, then 4 is a 

continuous mapping of the topological space (S^gtl^g) onto 

the topological space (sia»Tja) such that 

iiU(x(2).y(2)«)) if i2(x(2),y(2))<i2(x(2),y(2)«). 

Further, a type I (type II) goal seeking system 

{ZJ^IJIS^} if isomorphic to a type I (type II) goal seeking 

system ** an<* only ** *s a ^omomorphic 

image of (Z2,l2iS2), v is b*J®ctive, and for each set in S2 

and corresponding set under v in S^4 is a homeomorphism. 

Discussion. The factor p in the first specification 

of Definition S.l is simply a scale factor so that tcT2 

corresponds to ptcT^. We interpret this to mean that Z2 

performs at a rate p times that of Zj. 

The second specification in the definition requires 

the existence of a mapping u of Sj onto 5i« The napping v is 

onto so that every set in is an image of at least one set 

in S2. 

The third specification is based on the second and 

requires the existence of a mapping 4 which maps elements 

(sets) in $2, each of which is assigned the order topology 



induced on it by I2, continuously and in an order preserving 

manner onto corresponding elements (sets) under u in 

each of which has the order topology induced on it by 1^. 

Thus suppose that {Z^I^S^} and {Z2,I2,S2) are goal 

seeking systems and that {Z^I-^Sj} is a homomorphic image 

of {Z2,I2,S2). Then S2eeS2 is 8uch that a syste® 8oal 

S2g for Z2 with respect to I2 exists, there exists also a 

system goal s£a for Zj with respect to siaBu(S2g) and 1^. 

For, (x(2),y(2))«sJB implies that I2(x(2),y(2))-

G2(s2e). and since * is a map •(x^2^ ,y^2*)-(x^ ,y^) «Sla. 

Since + is onto, every pair in S^a is the image under + of 

a pair in S2(J. So let (x^1) ,y^) •-•(x^2^ ,y(2)) '«Sla 

where (x(2) ,y(2 V eS2j}. If (x(2),y(2))'eSJe then 

Ij(*l (x^ »y^2^) ' IWjUCx^ ,y^)) by the order preserving 

property of +. If (x^2),y(2))'e(S2jSje) then I2(x^2\y^)'« 

I2Cx<2>.y<«) so Ij_[(x^ ,y^)'li^Cx^ ,y^). Hence 

(x(*),y(*)) is a pair in Sj which maximizes Ij and therefore 

S* exists. 

Further, if yS2 e"Slo, then any system c-goal SJB 

for Z2 with respect to S2g and I2 implies the existence of 

a corresponding system c'-goal sja for Zj with respect to 

Sla and Ij. For, any c-goal S2g has the form {(x^ ,y^): 

(x(2),y(2))€S2g, I2(x(2),y(2))>I2(x(2),y£2)) where 

I2(x^2\y^2^)>G(S2e)-«} and is therefore in the subbase of 

the order topology on S2g. Now let (x^ ,y^) *eS2g and 
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•CxC2).y(J))'-C*(1\ya))'«S1(1. *nd let (x(1),y(1))*«Sia 

be such thet Ijfx'1',y'1')*. Then for »ny 

open set in sja» • tun open set in the subbase of the 

foyn there 

exists an open set S2geZ2B $uc^ that 'eS2e and 

• (Sja)csia, Hence any pair in OS^g (and therefore all 

points in SJfl since (x^,y^)' was arbitrary) has an image 

point in a system c'-goal in S^#. 

To illustrate, let {ZJ.I^SJ} be a type I goal seeking 

system whose behavior for each xQcX^ is characterized by the 

system goal sj(x0)-{(x0,y):xQcX; I^x^yJ-GjCSjCx^) >Csx(*0) • 

Next, define Z»{XfP,Y,Q,T,S) where X-X,; P-P,; S- 0 Sf(xJ: 
x0«X 1 0 

T-Tjj Y"*2S» Q"{y(t):y«Y,teT}; I-restriction of 1^ to S such 

that ICx.yJ-IjCx.y) for every (x,y)eS; and 5-{sJ(x0):xQeX, 

S*(X0)CS). Then, {Z,I,S} is a type I goal seeking system, 

since Z is a system, for which I is a bounded performance 

index and S is a covering for S. Then, the behavior of 

{Z,1,S} is characterized for any xQeX by the system goal 

S«Cx0)-S{(x0) with respect to S*(xD) and I. 

Now define p-lcR** and the map y:Sj+S such that 

yS1(x0)"S*(x0) . Then for any x^cX, the open sets in the 

order topology on S(x£^) are {*} and SCx^^-SjCx^1^) . We 

can define a map + from S^(x^^) onto SCx^1)), which is con

tinuous and such that I(•(x(*),y))«I(•(xCl),y*) if 
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»y)£li(*o^ »y*)» both sets are assigned their 

respective order topologies. Let • (x£1^ ,y)"(x£^ ,y) if 

(x^.yJcSjCx^) , and •CxJ1) .yWx^1* ,y •) where (x^,y*) 

is an arbitrary pair in S(x^)"Sj(x£^) otherwise. Then, 

p,y, and 4 meet the specifications of Definition 5.1 for 

^l'*l'^l^ t0 be a ho|llonorPh*c i«*g® of (Z2»l2>^2^* ~ 

In specifying the conditions under which two systems 

and {Z2»I2»52^ are *so®orPh*c» Definition 5.1 

requires that the napping u be bijective and + a homeonorphism 

from sets in S2 onto corresponding sets under w in S^ so 

that except for possible differences in designations of the 

pairs in Sj and S2» the differences in the time sets repre

sented by Tj"pxT2» the systems are the same. Hence, if p-1, 

the only differences in the two systems are in the symbols 

used to represent the paired inputs and outputs. 

Hunt (1967), has developed a real number representation 

of a finite state system (sequential machine) M«{S,J,0,5,X) 

by first assigning a unique non-negative integer to each 

state (Sj), input (a^) and output (o^). Thus, with each 

state«input pair (now considered as the ordered pair of 

integers corresponding to some (s^a^)) he associated the 

integers corresponding to the next state as specified by the 

value of the map, 6(3^,0^). Similarly, with each ordered 

pair of integers corresponding to a state-input pair (s^,a^) 

he associated the integer corresponding to «.») • Then, 
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visualizing that through the finite set of integer triples 

associated with each of the triples of the form ((s^.a^), 

® surface can be passed, he obtained an equation 

for such a surface by using Lagrangian interpolation poly

nomials. The resulting polynomial, restricted to the set 

of ordered pairs of integers corresponding to each of the 

pairs (s£,aj), then provided a polynomial representation 

corresponding to 6. In the same fashion, a polynomial repre

sentation x' corresponding to X was derived. 

With this background, let us consider a Mealy type 

sequential machine of the form M»{S,J,0,<,x) that was shown 

in Theorem 2.2 to be the type I goal seeking system {Z,I,S> 

whose behavior for any input fQ is characterized by a system 

goal with respect to S(fQ) and I. Here, S«{s^:ic[0,m]^ I}; 

jc[0,n]Ol>; (Wo^: kc[0,£]HIK We have thus assigned 

(or assumed) a one-to-one correspondence between each of the 

elements in S, J and 0 and integers in finite sequences of 

the non-negative integers. Let us take for Jn the set J and 

for the time set T, the set [0,1) 0  I« Then by the theorem 

the elements of the system Z*{X,P,Y,Q,T,S} are defined as 

follows: P"S*J; X»{f:f"Cp^peP); Q"S*0; Y"(h:h«c £<UQ); 

and S*XxY, where we can use constant functions instead of 

step functions in X and Y because the time set is one unit. 

Recall, that, as defined in Theorem 2.2, the value of the 

performance index I(cr. wcL._f _ >)«1 implies that 
i' 1 * i k 
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(cts1. j)'C(s1'.o,t))'S*(c(si,«;|))' the 5y,te" *011 for Z 

with respect to S(c,e %) and I. For all other possible 
i' aj' 

pairings of outputs with c,_ I was assigned the value 
i'aj 

0. We shall use I as thus defined as a performance index 

for Z. Thus the system {Z,I,S}as here defined is a type I 

goal seeking system according to Theorem 2.2. 

Now, based on the definition of Z we define a second 

system Zj-tXj^PjtYjjQjjT^Sj) as follows. 

Pj-do.mjn i )»((o,n]ni)c R2; Qj-tio.min iw[0,*)n i)c R2; 

xi"{c(i,j): Yi"{c(i,k): Ci-»k3«Q>; Sj-XjkYj, 

Note that T^lxTj. Then for a^ ̂ fbj^eR (to be 

determined) let a performance index 1^: Sj+R be defined by 

'i^cio.V'ci;.v'-tg £ 

V1 *=X i 1 2 
-[2. ) bik^o^ ' an<1 d®siRn®t« the terms on the 

2 2 
right hand side by -Ilfi and respectively. Thus, Ij 

is obviously bounded above by zero. Let si"^Sj(c^ j 

cf* < ^eXi» S. (c,. . OcS,), and define a one-to-one, onto 
0,J0' ^1o'J0'' 

map p: S-kSJ by wS(c^g # )^"si^c(i j)^ where 

j t [0,n] A I. 

Note that for any specified (a^^:a^jcR, ic[0,m]ol» 

je[0,n]AI> we can define a mapping I|fi: [0,m]x[0,n]x[0,m]*R 

in such a way that restriction of to [0,m]x[0,n]x 

[0,M]O which may be written as I^-resClJ^, PJKWIQJ). 
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In order for to be a type I goal seeking system 

whose behavior can be characterized by a system goal, 

*16"*16"° must hold for each i0,i^«[0,m]n I, joe[0,n]O I such 

that 6(s. )»s. ,, Consequently by specifying this con-
o Jo o 

dition we obtain a set of m*n linear equations in the mxn 

unspecified values aRn, which Hunt also obtained and showed 

to be uniquely solvable for the set {a^ta^eR, ie[0,m]rtl, 

je[0,n]Ol). We can use a similar analysis to obtain a unique 

set of bjj's for ij^. Hence, using the ajj's and bjj's 

thus determined, we have two polynomials and 1*^ such 

that Ix«- [resClJ^CPKWjQ))]2- [res (I Jx(Pxir2Q)) ]2. 

Note that for any xc[0,m], yc[0,n], x' c[0,m], zc[0,£] 

n^l m-1 x . 

we have lja(x,y,x')- T £ aj^x yJ-x' and Iu(x,y,z) 

£-1 ra^1 . . 
• 5~ Y b..x y-'-z, which we may write, using Hunt's notation, 

K«O R-o 

as IJs(x,y»x')"pf(x,y)-x* and IJx(x,y,z)-pg(x.y)-z where pf 

and pg are the polynomial functions such that pf(x,y)"lja(x, 

y,x')+x' and pg(x,y)-IJx(x,y,z)+z. 

Now, if we require that the behavior of {2^,1^,5^} be 

characterized by a system goal with respect to 1^ and 

SiC°(i j ))» so that the behavior of {Z^I^S^} as thus 

characterized corresponds to that of the finite state machine 

{Z«I,5}, then lj»0 implies lj0"° and so that pf(iQ,j0)"x' 

and pg(i0#j0)"*» Thus, the restrictions of the polynomial 

functions pf and pg to P}Mlr]Ql specify the next state and the 
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output of the system for any input. Therefore, a goal 

seeking system formulation of a finite state machine, where 

behavior for any given input is characterized by a system 

goal with respect to S(x0) and a performance index similar 

to 1^, leads naturally to the real number representation 

of the finite state machine developed by Hunt. 

We return now to the consideration of system {Z,I,S} 

as compared to {Z^,IpS^}. We have defined a bijective map 

y: S+Sj which meets the requirement for y of Definition 5.1 

and have also specified that pvl. Let us now examine the 

performance indices and the possibility of the existence of 

a map 4 as required in specification (3) of the definition. 

Since 1 can assume only values in (0,1), and the range of 

I. is some subset of I"", in general, a map + from S(c,. N) 
1 ^5^ 9Oj J 

onto jj) cannot be defined that meets the order pre

serving requirement of specification (3). Thus {Z^,I^,Sj,} 

is not a homomorphic image of {Z,I,S}. 

However, since v is bijective, its inverse exists. 

Hence, we can examine the possibility of the existence of a 

continuous map + from j)) onto S^c(s^ « suc^ that 

for each SjCc^ and s(c(Si>a )) • satisfies the order 

preserving requirement of the definition. Thus, for each 

subset j)) an<* corresponding subset S(c(s^ und®r 

y"1, define •((c(i( ,c(il ik)))"Cc(si,«J) ̂(Sj* ,0^ for 
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every i,i'c [0,»]D I, je[0,n]ftl, and kc[0,£]r\I. Then + is 

onto. And it is clear that I C*Cc(if j) »c(i»,1c)))"1 ^(s^a^)' 

Further, let s^(c^ JJ) and S(c^8 a p be assigned their 

respective order topologies induced by Ij and I, respectively. 

Then assuming that I ((c,_ N c, ' _ "»*))"1» the open sets 
* i* j'» ^ i ' * k' 

in the order topology on S (c,_ *) are (•>, S (c,_ >), 

<(c(»i.«j),c(s1.,ok),)>' S(cC»1,oJ))"{(c(^1,.J^c(s1,,ok)•),• 

Therefore, since the inverse image of each of these sets is 

an open set in the order topology on j))' * *s obv*ou5ly 

continuous. Thus all requirements of Definition 5.1 have 

been met so {Z,I,S} is a homomorphic image of {Zj^I^.S^). 

However, since the reciprocal relation does not obtain, it 

is clear that the two systems are not isomorphic. 

From the foregoing analysis, the importance of the 

performance indices in the determination of whether or not 

homomorphic and isomorphic relations between systems exist 

is apparent. Here, {Z,I,S}, with behavior for any c «X 
po 

characterized by a system goal with respect to S(c ) and I, 
po 

and {Z^I^S^}, with behavior characterized for (c^ ^ ))cXl 

by a system goal with respect to S^Cc^ j )) and are 
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such that their behaviors correspond to that of M. However, 

under any system c-goal specification such that c<Max Ij, 

si 
the behavior of the two systems does not correspond. 

Performance Indices and Isomorphic Systems 

The final illustration of the preceding section demon

strated that even when the input-output pairs of a goal 

seeking system {Z^I^S^) can be mapped bijectively onto the 

input-output pairs of a similar type system * the 

first system may not be isomorphic to the second. In this 

section we shall pursue the matter further to see how iso

morphic systems can be formulated. 

For a given system Z, we shall determine the general 

form that a performance index must have to permit us to 

define a type I goal seeking system {Z,I,S) such that, for 

each input xcX, the corresponding system goal S*(x) contains 

only those pairs in which y is related to x in a specified 

fashion. Then based on the general form of the performance 

index, specific performance indices can be determined such 

that a class of type I goal seeking systems can be defined 

each of which is isomorphic to the other systems in the 

class. 

The specific types of systems that we shall investi

gate are characterized by one component inputs and outputs so 

that both input and output values are in R. However, before 

we inquire into the form that the performance index must 
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have to acconplish the purpose stated earlier, the following 

remarks concerning the determination of the extremals of 

functionals employing the calculus of variations will be 

useful in guiding the analysis. 

First, in attempting to find the extremal curves of 

a functional of the form 

v(x,y F(x,y,y*)dx (49) 

it is sometimes simpler to seek solutions in a parametric 

form x»x(t), y*y(t). Then the functional becomes 

v(x(t),y(t))-/!1F(x(t),y(t), x(t)dt (50) 
J to x(t) 

where, x1-x(t1),x0-x(t0) ,x(t)-~^-, and x and y do not 

vanish simultaneously. Here the functional is not an arbitrary 

one of two independent variables x and y, since the integrand 

is a homogeneous function of degree one with respect to x and 

y. Also, the integrand is not an explicit function of t. 

Therefore, v(x(t),y(t)) depends only on the curve x»x(t), 

y-y(t) and is not dependent upon the choice of parameter. 

Consequently, in such cases, the two Euler equations 

V a? pi-° (S1) 

V at py-° 

are not independent (Elsgolc 1962) as they are for functionals 

of the form 
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t •(x,y,x,y)dt. 
o 

(52) 

Hence, to find extremals, only one of the Euler equations in 

(51) need be solved in conjunction with an equation deter

mining the parameter. 

Performance Indices. 

The significance of the foregoing discussion from a 

system theoretic viewpoint is that in a system Z"{X,P,Y,Q,T,S), 

the functions in both X and Y are defined on a parameter tcT. 

Further, when the functions in X and Y are all maps from T 

into R, each pair of functions (x,y) in the system relation 

S constitutes the parametric equations of a plane curve. We 

assume here that each pair (x,y)cS is such that x and y are 

sectionally continuous in T and do not vanish simultaneously. 

Now, we suppose there exists a performance index for Z of the 

and an appropriately defined covering of S. Then, if {Z,I,S} 

is a type I goal seeking system, characterized for each xcX 

by a system goal for Z with respect to S(x) and I, the curves 

represented by (x,y)eS*(x)C.S(x) are extremals of the integral 

I. 

Suppose now that we are given a system Z*{X,P,Y,Q,T,S), 

where each pair of single component functions (x,y)cS is such 

form 

(S3) 
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that the time derivatives of x and y are sectionally con

tinuous in T and are not simultaneously zero. Further, 

suppose that we wish to define a performance index I for Z 

such that for each xcX, the system goal for Z with respect 

to S(x) and I consists of pairs of functions which are the 

parametric equations of a specific class of plane curves. 

Specifically, we assume that Z is defined as follows: 

T-[0,l]CR; PcR; X»{x:x:T^P?x(t) is continuous and x(t) is 

sectionally continuous for tcT); QC.R; Y»{y:y:T*Q3y(t) is 

continuous and y(t) is sectionally continuous for tcT); 

S-{(x,y) :xcX,yeY>(x,y) (t)j'(0,0) for t«T}. 

Assume now that we desire to define a performance 

index for Z such that: (1) for each xcX a system goal with 

respect to S(x) and I exists, and (2) for each (x,y)cS*(x) 

y-Cj+C2X. Thus we must determine the form of the integrand 

F of a performance index 

I—/ F(x(t),y(t), £lil) *(t)dt (54) 
0 x(t) 

2 
such that extremals of I are given by y(t)«Cj+C2x (t). 

We consider first the equations of the curves in non-

parameterized form, so that 

/x(L) 
I-I F(x,y,y')dx (55) 

J x ( 0) 
2 

and seek the form of the relation F such that curves y^C^+CjX 

are extremals of I. If we can determine the form of the 

integrand F of the functional in non-parametric form, then 
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fron the parametric relations for the pairs of functions in S 

we can easily transform the functional so that it is expressed 

in terms of the parameter tcT and therefore is a satisfactory 

performance index for Z. The following approach to the deter

mination of F is due to Akhiezer (1962). 

The Euler equation for (55) is 

F - — F ,-0 y dx V 

or Fy-Fy,x-Fy,yy*-Fyl)r,y"-0. (56) 

Now, for every xcX, it is desired that the extremal curves of 

the functional have the form 

y-C^CjX2 (57) 

so that y*"2C2X (58) 

y"»2C2 (59) 

Therefore, solving (58) for C2 in terms of y* and x and sub

stituting in (59) we obtain 

y"-y»/x. (60) 

For the relation (57) to represent extremals of a 

functional whose integrand is F, equations (56) and (60) 

must represent the same curves. Therefore, 

V V x "Fy»yy,"Fy,y,(y,/x)"°- (61) 

If we differentiate (61) partially with respect to y'f there 

results 
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F y  , y - F y  , y , X - F y  , y  ,yy'  - F y  , y - F y  , y  ,y, (y •/*) - F y  l y ,  C " 0  (62 )  

Or letting w(x,y,y, ) - F y l y ,  

wx*y •Wy+y'/x wyl* £ -0 (63) 

which also implies that •-

Now seeking an inplicit solution to (63) in the fora v(x,y,y', 

w)»0 we have as an equation for v: 

Vvyy'*Y'/x vy1' x vw"° * (6 

Therefore, the auxilliary Lagrange system of ordinary differ

ential equations is: 

- &L- - Jul. ( 6 S )  

y9 y'/x -w/x 

Solving this system, we obtain 

wx-Kj (66) 

y'/x-K2 (67) 

y- SJi -K5 (««) 
2 3 

Then a solution for v is 

v-4(wx,yVx,y- 2Ll) (69) 

where 4 is an arbitrary function of its arguments. Next, 

solving for w 

w- - •(y,/*.y- ̂  ). (70) 
X V 
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Therefore, the general forn of the integrand F is 

FCx^y'WCx.yWeCx.y)* \ \y (y*-t)#(§, y-^)dt (71) 
0 * 2 

where a(x,y) and 6(x,y) are arbitrary functions of x and y 

such that I 

IS. . li -o. (72) 
8y ax ' K J 

Thus, if F is of the form specified in (71) then 

extTemal curves of the functional 

fx(L) 

•r. F(x,y,z)dx, z-y' 
x(0) 

2 
will be parabolas having equations of the form y*Cj+C2x . 

Therefore, input-output pairs in the relation S for the system 

Z which extremize a functional of the above form will con-

2 
stitute parametric equations for curves of the form y^Cj+CjX . 

For example, assume that 

F»a(x,y)*y'B(x,y)+ i fr'(y'-t)#dt 
x j o  

m 3y*3zx*  x-/o^I-t^x +y"f^dt where z-y1 

•Sy* i tx*  i(i! - ]. 
x 6x 12 2 

Then the Euler equation is 

0T + (74) 
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which inplies that z'-z/x. Therefore, the family of parabolas 

y"Cj*C2x are extremal curves for the functional with inte

grand F. 

Hence, in the system Z defined earlier, a perform

ance index for Z is given by 

I-fL[3yCt)*3x(t) | I) 
Jo x(t) 6 x(t) xz(t) 2 — 

•Jill (il£l)2]x(t)dt. (75) 
2x(t) x(t) 

If we define S«{S(x0): xQ«X, S(xQ)c;S} as a covering of S, 

then {Z,I,S} is a goal seeking system such that, if its 

behavior for any xeX is characterized by a system goal with 

2 
respect to S(x) and I, then y«Cj+C2X where C^,C2cR. 

Isomorphic Systems. 

We can obtain additional performance indices from I 

by annexing additional terms to the performance index in (75). 

For example, if we let 

I -I-M{sgn2[—(^-)-C2o)+sgn2[y(0)-5M(3l21)-C1 ]) (76) 
° 2x(0) x(0) 1 2 x(0) 10 

where ^ (^lo'C2a) *^1b'C2(i'R' and McR such that 

M>|Min It, then for each pair (C. ,C, ) a different perform-
— p la £a 

ance index is obtained. Here D is an index set and sgn(x) is 

the signum function whose value is -1 for x<l, 0 for x«0 and 

•1 for x»l. 
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In illustration we choose CcIA>C2A^"^1'2^ and 

(CIB»C2S)"(2i3) and then define two new type I goal seeking 

systems A-{Z,IA,S> and B«{Z,Ig,S). We shall show that these 

two type I goal seeking systems are isomorphic. First, we 

let p«l, since the time sets of A and B are identical. Next 

note that for both goal seeking systems A and B, the sets S 

are identical. Therefore we define a one-to-one, onto map 

from St A onto the set S in B as the identity map. That 

is u(S(x0))-S(x0) for every xQ«X. 

Next, we specify as topologies for the sets in StA 

and in StB the order topologies induced on these sets by 1^ 

and in Ig, respectively. Then, define a map 4 to meet the 

requirements of the third specification of Definition 5.1 

as follows. First, let xQcX be arbitrary, and let the corres

ponding sets in the system relations for A and B be 

Sa(x0)«5«A and SB(x0)cS*B, where SA(x )"SB(xc)"S(x0) because 

ii is the identity map. Then, let 

• (x0,y»)-(x0,y") where y**(t)-2*3xj(t) if y*(t)-l*2xj(t) 

for teT, 

• (*0»y**)-(x0,y*) where y*(t)-l*2xj(t) if y"(t)-2+3x*(t) 

for tcT, 

•(x0,y)-(x0,y) otherwise, 

so that + is one-to-one and onto. 

The performance indices 1^ and Ig, defined for all 

(x,y)eS by: 
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iA(x.y)-i(x.y)-M[sgn2[—!_(il£>)-2] 
A 2x(0) x(0) 

•»*n2[y(0)-2M(^21)]-l] (78) 
2 *(0)  

-i C*.y) -Mtsgn21—-—(^21 -si 
" 2x(0). x(0) 

•sg»2tyC0)-5i2i-C^)]-2] (79) 
2 x(0) 

are such that 

IA(xo'y#)'Max IA"I(xo»y*) 
* 0 sc*0) A 0 

IA*xo,y)"I*xo»y)"2M for (*0»y*,S*xo,y)"t*xo»y*)* 

SIX© J 

IB(xo,y)-I(xo'y)"2M for Cx0,y)eS(x0)-{(x0,y»*)). 

Therefore, IA^xo,y^-IA^xo'yan<* the definition of + imply 

u—that ^(•(x^y^il^tCx^y1)) and conversely, since + is 

bijective and hence its inverse exists. Consequently, • 

satisfies the order preserving requirements of the third 

specification. 

To see that + is continuous, note that for system A, 

open sets in the subbase for the order topology on s^(xQ) 

are of the form: {(x0,y*)};{(x0,y): I(xQ,y)<1(xQ,y*)*2M}; 

{(xQ,y): I(x0,y)<I(x0,y') for some (xQ,y•)eS(x0)>;{(xQ,y): 

I(x0,y)>I(x0,y') for (x0,y')cS(x0)-{(x0,y*)}}. Then observe 

that for system B, the open sets in the subbase for the order 

topology on SB(x0) are of the form: {(x0,y**)}; {(xQ,y): 
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I(x0,y)<I(x0,y*«)*2M); <(x0,y): ICx^yWCx^y1) for some 

(x0,y,)cS(xQ)); ((x0,y): I(x0,y)>I(x0,y') for (xQ,y')cS(x0) 

-{(xQ,y**))). Therefore, by the definition of +, and since 

i~l exists such that •"1(x0,y**)-(x0,y*), •"1(x0,y*)-(x0,y**) 

and •"1(x0,y)«(x0,y) for (x0,y)eS(x0)-{(x0,y*), (x0,y**)>, 

naps open sets in SB(xQ) into open sets in s^(xQ) so 

that 4 is continuous~~on S(xQ). AlslFp 4 maps open sets in 

SA(x0) into open sets in Sg(x0) so 4 is an open map. Hence, 

4 is a homeomorphism, and system A is isomorphic to system B. 

Application of Concepts. 

As discussed earlier in the chapter, the concepts 

of comparability and homomorphic and isomorphic goal seeking 

systems are basic to the comparison of such systems as well 

as to system modeling. However, the practical possibility 

of inferring useful information regarding the structure of 

a goal seeking system from knowledge of its behavior, as 

suggested in the preceding section, is not so evident. Never

theless, the idea has merit for reasons similar to those that 

motivate competitive bidding models, such as presented by 

Churchman et al (1957). 

As an example, therefore, we consider a type I goal 

seeking system that is known to be a linear programming 

problem. The system has a form similar to but somewhat 

simpler than that presented in Theorem 2.1 and is defined as 

follows: T" [0,N+1] n I; P«(pt-b(t) ,tcT o [0,N] ) u{0)C Rn; 
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X-{x:x-step(c > 1»c ,2,...,N,e ,N+lfc0)}; QCR®; Y-<y:y-
P0 Pi Pn 2. 

step(c0> l,c^^t 2,.,. »Rq^4 2»cc) , qt«Q); S-{(x,y): xcX and 

3ytY*Ay(t)»x(t) for all t*Tn[0,N], A" laij ]nilB) • IsS+R 

Nil T N±1 
is defined by I(x,y)»- £ C y(t)"J. I*(t) and S"{S(x):xcX, 

t"l t"l 

S(x)cS). 

The goal seeking'systea (Z,I,S) defined above is the 

linear pTograaaing problea specified in a aore traditional 

fori by 
Ji*1 T Mil 

Max - T C y(t)» V I*(t) (80) 
t-1 t^l 

subject to the constraints 

y(t*l)>0 

and Ay(t*l)«x(t)«b(t) t-0,...,N. 

Here, we are assuaing that the technology aatrix A is the 

T 
sane for all tcT and that the cost coefficients in C are also 

constant. Thus we are considering a repetitive process in 

which, for each tcT and corresponding value of the input b(t) 

to the systea, the associated output is that which aaxiaites 

the perforaance index and is unaffected by previous behavior. 

Now assuae, for exaaple, that a linear prograaaing 

aodel, such as described above, is known to be appropriate 

for aodeling the production of a coapeting organisation and 

that we desire to infer inforaation in the fora of a hoao-

aorphic iaage of the nodel froa observing our coapetitor*s 

operations. For any inferred aodel to be a hoaoaorphic iaage 
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of the actual model (or vice versa) with + a linear map, the 

performance index of the inferred model will by Definition 

5.1( be linearly related to our competitors actual performance 

index. Therefore, assume that the performance index I', 

which we formulate from such public records as annual reports 

to stockholders, meets this requirement, i.e., I'"kl, 

k»cR+. The competitor's process technology, i.e., the matrix 

A, we assume is unknown, but that observation of his activities 

over a period T«[0,N*l]ni has provided us with the set of 

inputs {b(t):t"0,...,N)c Rn as well as a related set of 

observed outputs, {y(t):t»l,...,N*1) each of which maximizes 

his linear objective function or performance index. We 

restrict the problem so that the set X is such that differences 

in the input values are sufficiently small to assure that all 

observed changes in output values result from changes in the 

same components of the input for all tcT. Stated in another 

way, the same set of constraint equations, except for the 

constant term, determine y(t) for all tcT. 

Then from a set of N+l>m observed input and corres

ponding output values we can infer a model which 

will be a homomorphic image of the competitor's actual model. 

That is the model sought has the form {Z',I',S'} where 

Z'-<X',P',Y',Q',T',S'). The homomorphic relation between 

the actual linear programming model and that which we wish 

to infer is then specified by a continuous linear 
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transformation + , the onto map such that uS(x0)"S' (x^) 

and p*l. 

To summarize to this point, we are assuming (1) that 

a homomorphic image of the competitor's linear programming 

model exists such that p«l, is onto and such that for 

every x0cX, »»S(xo)»S' (x^), (2) that we have a performance 

index I1 for the image, and (S) that input-output pairs 

(x,yjcS are related to input-output pairs (xVy'JcS* by the 

relation I(x,y)»I*(•(x,y))"I1(x',y'). Here I and I* are both 

linear functionals and for given xQcX, #:S(x )*S'(x^) is 

continuous, linear and onto. Thus * is a linear projection 

map from S(x0) onto S'(x^), so that open sets in S(x0) are 

mapped onto open sets in S'(x0), where both sets are assumed 

to have the order topology induced by their respective per

formance indices. 

Now, for any tcT, the relation S between the values 

x(t) and y(t) is specified by the constant matrix A of the 

competitor's model. In order then to specify a homomorphic 

image of this model, a matrix A' must be determined which 

then will define the set S1. Obviously, for each tcT 

variations in the values of x(t) will occur; however, as 

previously stipulated, we assume that these variations are 

sufficiently small so that at each tcT the value of y(t) is 

determined by the same components of xtX. That is 

S'«{(x',y9 and A'y*(t)"ii?(t) for tcT'}. If N+l»m 

and the set {y*(t):t-l N+l) is linearly independent then 
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ly(l) *... »yCN,fl) l"1 exists and a matrix A1 similar to the 

competitor's matrix A can be determined from 

A'- [b(0) ,... ,b(N) ] [y(l) y (N*l) I"1 (81) 

The matrix A' is mxm if m<n. Only in the case m*n will the 

inferred model be an isomorphic image of the competitor's 

actual model, for in such a case A' is similar to A, and 

hence A' and A represent the same transformation. Thus, the 

continuous mapping + required by Definition 5.1 from a set 

S(xQ) of the actual model is one-to-one, onto the corresponding 

set S'(x^) of the inferred model. 

When m>n, then the same m-n components of y(t) will 

be zero for each of the N+l observations. Therefore, deleting 

these zero components and using the n»n submatrix that 

results, an n*n submatrix A' of A is determined. In this case, 

then, the inferred model is a homomorphic image of the actual 

model, and the mapping + may be represented by two projections, 

that is a matrix pair (I,B) such that I is the identy matrix, 

B»B and •(*0»y)"(Ix ,By). For any xQcX, the open sets of the 

space S(xQ) m are projected onto the open sets of the sub-

space 9(XQ) by + or its matrix representation (I,B). 

If m<n, all of the constraining equations used in 

conjunction with I* will not generally lead to the solution 

of the linear programming problem which is given by the 

observed pairs of input-output values which maximize I*(t) 

or I. Therefore, by omitting certain of the constraining 
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equations (those which do not lead to the observed solutions) 

an nxm matrix A' can be determined. In this case the napping 

v is not one-to-one as in the preceding cases. Thus if xQ, 

x*cX are such that they both have the sane values for n of 

their conponents which determine the optimal output, then 

wS(x0)-yS(xJ)»S,(x^); therefore, the image is not a valid 

model at all points in every S'(x^) but only at points (pairs 

of functions) in S'(x^) which are sufficiently close to 

points in the system goal S**(x^) in the order topology 

.induced on S'(x^) by 11. 

To illustrate the ideas discussed above, we consider 

a simple example in three dimensions. We shall examine 

three possible situations, where in each case the competi

tor's unknown technology matrix is as specified below for 

comparison with the matrix A' of the inferred image. 

Case Matrix A t Observations y(t+l) 

~ TEEBST" — 
(1) n<m 12 3 1 0 (2,3)T 1/5(1,0,S)T  

.3 1 4 J 1 (3,S)T 1/5(3,0,4)T 

2 (2,4)T 1/5(4,0,2)t 

(2) n»m 1 2 3 0 (2,3,1)T 1/15(11,8,1)T 

3 14 1 (3,5,1)T 1/15(18,9,3)T 

? 2-1 2 (2,5,0)T 1/15(22,1,2)T 

(3) n>m "l 2 3 0 (2,3,1,5)T 1/15(11,8,1)T 

3 14 1 (3,5,1,6)t 1/15(18,9,3)t 

0 2-1 2 (2,5,0,5)t 1/15(22,1,2)T 

12 0 
Ik 

We assume that for the competitor's model 1* is given by 
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I*(t)--(-3q1-2q2-4q3) 

•3qj+2q2+4q3 for each tcT. 

Now assume also that for the inferred model we have as the 

index derived from available public records 

I*,(t)"6q1*4qz+8qj for all ttT'-T since T,»T, 

let p-1. 

Then, for case (1), we have from the relation 

specified in (81) 

1 
5 

all a12 a13 

a21 a22 a23 

13 4 

0 0 0 

3 4 2 

2 3 2 

3 5 4 

Since the second component of each y(t) is zero, we can 

infer nothing concerning a^ and *22* However, if we delete 

this row and any column, for example, the first, we obtain 

all a13 

a21 a23 

-c-£) 
10 

3 2 

5 4 

2 -4 

4 3 

1 3 

3 4 

In this case, the projection matrix B which represents 

impart the map + is specified by 
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For case (2) 

(i?> 

all *12 *13 

*21 *22 *23 

*31 *32 *33 

Then, 

*11 *12 *13 
A** A** 

*21 *22 *23 

*31 *32 *33 

11 18 22 

8 9 1 

13 2 

IS 
15 

2 3 2 1 2 -12 

3 5 5 -1 0 11 

1 1 0  1 - 1  -  3  

3 2 

5 S 

1 0 

12 3 

3 14 

0  2 - 1  

and the aatrix B is sinply the 3x3 identity aatrix. In 

case (3), using the sane aatrix relations, we obtain 

A". 

kll *12 *13 " 

*21 *22 *23 

*31 *32 *33 

*41 *42 *43 M 

2 3 2 

3 5 5 

1 1 0  

5 6 5 

1 2 -12 

-1 0 11 

1 - 1  -  3  

12 3 

3 14 

0  2 - 1  

L4 5 -9 
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Since the rows of A" represent the coefficients in the 

constraint equations of the linear programming nodel, and 

since n*4>3*n, one row of A" must be eliminated. Deter

mination of a row that is not pertinent can be accomplished 

by using the simplex algorithm in conjunction with the 

inferred performance index I*' and the possible combinations 

of the rows of A" taken three at a time. TheTset of 

equations (rows of A") which lead to solutions that coincide 

with the set of observed values for all tcT then form the 

matrix Af to be used in the inferred model. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS 

The object of this work has been to establish the 

foundations of a theory for modeling a class of systems which 

are distinguished by the fact that their behavior can be 

characterized by a global optimization process. The develop

ment of the theory has progressed from the framework of the 

basic definitions and formal examples in Chapter 2 through 

various applications of the theory to proposed, as well as 

existing, problem formulations in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 

the thread of the theoretical development was retrieved with 

the presentation of several theorems pertaining to coupled 

goal seeking systems. Finally, in Chapter S the basis for 

the comparison of goal seeking systems was formulated, and 

the basic concepts involved were briefly illustrated. The 

conclusions presented in the next section follow from the 

study as thus developed, and the possible extensions, briefly 

outlined in the closing section, appear to be logical di

rections for furthering the theory. 

Conclusions 

I. A large class of systems can be modeled as goal seeking 

systems. 
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This conclusion, as suggested in the opening paragraph 

of the study, is virtually essential for the concepts herein 

presented to qualify as a theory. That there is a wealth of 

systems, appearing in many diverse applied areas, which are 

easily modeled as type 1 or type II goal seeking systems is 

substantiated by the formal theorems that conclude Chapter 2 

and especially the varied applications that make up the 

entirety of Chapter 3. In addition, Chapter 4 includes two 

models which support the conclusion. Thus, the similarity of 

structures occurring, for example, in mechanics, economics, 

mathematics as well as in engineering has been recognized and 

distilled into the basic Definition 2.5: Goal Seeking Systems. 

II. The quantification as goal seeking systems of a number of 

approaches to operations research type problems, that hereto

fore have been loosely or intuitively conceived as systems, 

provides a unifying basis for practical as well as pedagogical 

applications. 

One of the primary aims of system theory is to 

provide a unifying basis for model formulation to as broad a 

class as possible of systems or problems that recommend them

selves to a systems approach. In Chapter 3 we demonstrated 

that the structure of goal seeking systems provides such a 

basis for a large number of operations research type problems. 

There, a common terminology was mentioned as a specific 

advantage derived from the goal seeking system models which 
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were formulated. However, of much greater significance are 

the benefits that can accrue, practically as well as peda-

gogically, from casting such problems into the mold of a goal 

seeking system. The formulations in Chapters 2 and 3 of goal 

seeking system models for operations research type problems, 

for example, equipped us immediately with detailed knowledge 

of how the system operated; secondly, by means of the perform

ance index and related system goals we were provided controls 

over system performance; and third, under various specified 

input or output conditions, we were enabled to determine the 

optimal operating point, as measured by the performance index, 

that assured performance consistant with the specified con

ditions. 

This last advantage is quite important and deserves 

re-emphasis. Since, by formulating a problem as a goal 

seeking system, we can determine the optimal operating point, 

not just for the condition specified but for others as well, 

we are naturally led to examine the optimal operating point 

for various inputs and outputs. Thus, sensitivity analysis 

is a logical consequence of formulating an optimization 

problem as a goal seeking system. 

III. Goal seeking system models are particularly well suited 

to analyses of systems in which human components are involved. 

This conclusion is based primarily upon (1) the con

cept expressed by Coleman (1960) and shared by others that 

the natural goals of human beings focus their energy and effort 
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and provide them with criteria for selecting among various 

courses of action, and (2) the fact that a system goal or 

system e-goal is a quantification of exactly this concept. 

Consequently, goal seeking systems are particularly well 

suited and offer obvious advantages as models for systems 

that involve human components. Two illustrative examples 

in Chapter 3 support this conclusion and demonstrate the com

parative ease with which natural human goals can be quanti

fied. It is interesting to note also that despite the 

recognized variability of human performance, human goals are 

similar to system goals in that they are operational over a 

period of time and hence exert a global influence on behavior. 

IV. The coupling of goal seeking systems of the same type 

to form a resultant goal seeking system of the same type is 

a useful concept having practical applications that include 

systems which involve human components. 

Two types of goal seeking system couples, cascade 

and feed-back, were explored in detail in Chapter 4, The 

results of this investigation support the conclusion that 

two goal seeking systems of the same type can be interconnected 

in such a way that the resultant of the couple is a goal 

seeking system of the same type. Such phenomena occur fre

quently so that requirements for the coupling concept are 

abundant in systems applications. Two examples were considered 

in detail in the development, both of which illustrated the 

j 
/ 
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usefulness of the concept. In particular, the second example, 

which was based on the theory of games, demonstrated the 

interconnection of two type I goal seeking systems, both of 

which represented human systems, in such a fashion as to 

constitute both a cascade and a feed-back couple. 

V. The structural comparability of goal seeking systems of 

the same type involves two aspects of system performance: 

(1) the system relation S specifying all possible pairs of 

system inputs and outputs, and (2) the performance index for 

the system. 

Structural comparability of two goal seeking systems 

of the same type, as illustrated in Chapter S, involves con

sideration of the possible pairings of inputs and outputs of 

both systems and the performance indices of both systems. 

Two systems which have the same system relation but different 

performance indices will, in general, behave differently. 

Similarly, the behavior of systems having the same performance 

index but different system relations can also be expected to 

differ. However, if the subsets of pairs in the system 

relation S can be mapped onto the subsets of pairs in another 

system relation S' in such a manner that a correspondence 

is established between all pairs, either on the basis of the 

system inputs or alternatively on the basis of system outputs, 

and if a continuous mapping exists from each of these subsets 

of S onto the corresponding subset of S', the systems are 

termed homomorphic and performances can be compared. 
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Thus the two systems can first be compared on the 

basis of versatility. That is, if the subsets of S, each 

having the same input, are mapped onto the subsets of S1 

having the same input, then the first system does not allow 

fewer inputs than the second so that it is not less versatile. 

The systems can also, however, be compared through the second 

mapping mentioned above which enables, for example, the pairs 

in a system e-goal for the first system to be related to the 

pairs in a corresponding c'-goal for the second system. These 

concepts were illustrated by two examples, the second of which 

explored the possibility of inferring a homomorphic image of 

a goal seeking system from observation of its behavior. 

Possible Extensions 

As emphasized by the title of this work, only the 

foundations of a theory for goal seeking systems have been 

developed here. Extensions of the theory in depth and scope 

are required to permit its full application, as well as, to 

support analyses already implemented using some of the con

cepts formalized in this study. The extensions suggested here 

are general but, by no means, all inclusive; they follow 

logically from the foundations presented, from the requirements 

implicit in real systems for models of greater sophistication, 

and from applied studies employing the general concepts of 

goal seeking systems without benefit of an underlying theo

retical structure. 
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First, and most obvious, is the need to investigate 

more fully the vertical interconnection of goal seeking 

systems as herein presented. A great amount of effort has 

been and is being expended in analyzing organizational 

structures that are modeled by goal seeking systems inter

connected vertically as well as in cascade and feed-back 

configurations. In particular, researchers at Case Institute 

(Mesarovic 1962, Sanders 1963, Lasdon 1964, Takahara 1967) 

have developed and applied the concepts of the multi-level 

approach to the control of interacting goal seeking systems 

structured in an hierarchical manner. Macko (1967) has 

already developed a theoretical approach to multi-level systems 

but with a somewhat different approach from that presented in 

this work. 

A second possible area for extending the theory lies 

in the investigation of system relations or performance 

indices of a probabilistic nature. This possibility is 

suggested by the goal seeking system model formulated for 

Basic Decision Model (I) in which probabilities were incorpo

rated in the system relation for each of a finite number of 

outcomes corresponding to each of the possible courses of 

action. The similar possibility of incorporating probability 

distributions on infinite sets of input-output pairs so that, 

for example, for any input xQ there is a specified probability 

distribution on S(XQ), may have interesting applications in 

real systems. 
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A third possible extension is in the area of the 

application of g>al seeking systems models to systems involving 

human components. The examples presented in this work 

suggest that there is merit to such models, but obviously, 

to be of value a great amount of investigation and research 

are required to validate the application of the theory to such 

systems. However, such research appears promising both from 

the standpoint that human goals and system goals are analogous 

in several important respects and the fact that goals are 

recognized as being controlling influences on the behavior of 

humans. 

In fact, applications of the theory in general appear 

to offer remunerative rewards. The scope of the theory will 

be broadened by such applications, suggesting further ex

tensions. It is hoped that this tack will be followed, for, 

as Bellman (1965, p. 15) has stated . . the most important 

stimuli for a mathematical theory of systems will be found 

in the study of real systems. . 
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